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Abstract
In the Vrst part of this thesis we generalise the well-known K-terminal reliability
RpG,Kq to diUerent kinds of terminal vertices. By means of lattice theoretic tools, we
propose a divide and conquer approach to compute this new reliability measure eXciently.
The Vrst part concludes with an improved path decomposition algorithm that computes
RpG,Kq much more memory and time eXcient compared to current state-of-the-art al-
gorithms.
In the second part we discuss the counting of connected set partitions of a graph G
and its application to network reliability problems. Again we utilise the lattice theoretic
approach to carry out the counting eXciently.
Finally, we investigate the domination reliability DRpGq of a graph G as an interesting
network reliability measure.
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1 Introduction
Network-like structures appear frequently in engineering and information technology. A
common problem is to measure or to assure a certain reliability of technical networks,
in case the components comprising them are subject to random and independent failure.
Computer and communication networks in general constitute real world examples for such
error-prone networks, as the interconnections between two computers may fail and also
the computers itself might malfunction. The practitioner is therefore in need for methods
to measure the reliability of a given technical network.
It is remarkable that the Vrst article considering error-prone networks was contributed
a long time ago by E. Moore and C. Shannon [47] in the year 1956, where they examined
the construction of highly reliable circuits by using less reliable relays.
Figure 1.1 represents the network topology of a possible computer network having six
computers and eight interconnections, where the computers are depicted by numbered
circles and the interconnections by lines connecting them.
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Figure 1.1: Topology of an example computer network
In order to measure the reliability of real world networks it is often assumed, also
throughout this PhD thesis, that the connections (edges) and the computers (vertices) of
the network are subject to random and independent failure. Observe that the assumption
of independent failure can only be a Vrst approximation to most real world networks, but
is often assumed due to its mathematical simplicity.
Another assumption often stipulated is that the components of the network can be only
in one of two possible states, namely operable or failed. This is not always a valid assump-
tion for real world networks, where edges might be defective, but still being operational to
some extend.
Most authors in the Veld of network reliability assume that either the vertices or the
edges are completely reliable and we also pursue this way. Networks of the Vrst type
are called edge failure networks, whereas networks of the second type are vertex failure
networks.
It is convenient to model a network without parallel edges by an undirected graph
G  pV,Eq. Here V is the Vnite set of vertices and is E the Vnite set of edges given
by a subset of the two-element subsets of V . For the example graph in Figure 1.1 we
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obtain the vertex set V  t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6u with the edge set
E  tt1, 2u, t1, 3u, t2, 3u, t2, 4u, t3, 4u, t3, 5u, t4, 6u, t5, 6uu.
We say that two vertices u, v P V are reachable from each other if we can reach v from
u by traversing a sequence of edges in G starting in u and ending in v. In the example
graph we see that all vertices are mutually reachable from each other. If we assume that
the edges t3, 5u and t4, 6u are failing, the vertices 1 and 5 will be unreachable from each
other.
One of the best examined network reliability measures is the K-terminal reliability
RpG,Kq of an edge failure network G, where K  V is a Vxed set of terminal vertices.
The K-terminal reliability is the probability that all vertices in K are mutually reachable.
One might think of a computer network, where the vertices inK constitute client com-
puters (terminals) and the vertices in V zK act as routers that only forward communica-
tion.
The challenge in the computation ofRpG,Kq, like in most network reliability measures,
lies in its computational complexity. M. O. Ball [10] proved that computing RpG,Kq is
an NP-hard problem, even if we consider the two-terminal reliability K  ts, tu or the
all-terminal reliability K  V . Moreover J. S. Provan [51] showed that the restriction of
the problem to planar networks is still NP-hard.
Hence it is very unlikely that there is a polynomial time algorithm to compute RpG,Kq
in the general case. A simple enumeration algorithm, testing all possible occurring sub-
networks of G whether the terminal vertices are mutually reachable or not, is obviously
too laborious, as one has to enumerate all possible 2|E| diUerent edge subsets.
Therefore we have to Vnd more sophisticated approaches to cope with RpG,Kq. Cur-
rent state-of-the-art approaches for computing the K-terminal reliability are algorithms
relying on tree decompositions of the network. Such algorithms are investigated by J. Car-
lier and L. Lucet [22], S. Arnborg [5] and in the PhD thesis of A. Pönitz [52].
Given a tree decomposition of a graph G with bounded treewidth we can Vnd polyno-
mial time algorithms evaluating RpG,Kq. But unfortunately the necessary state space of
such an algorithm grows exponentially with the treewidth. Every approach that allows a
reduction of the state space is therefore of great practical interest.
In this PhD thesis we present a new algorithm for the computation of RpG,Kq using
a path decomposition of G. Our new algorithm is of great practical interest, as it tremen-
dously increases the time and memory eXciency of current state-of-the-art algorithms.
Any practitioner reading this PhD thesis should at least study Subsection 6.3.2, where the
algorithm is presented in detail.
In preparation of this new algorithm we will Vrst propose another scheme to perform
the computation ofRpG,Kq, namely by pursuing a divide and conquer approach. Assume
that the network G  pV,Eq can be split into two sub-networks G1  pV 1, E1q and
G2  pV 2, E2q, so that there is no edge between G1 and G2, but possibly a non-empty
intersection of the vertices X  V 1 X V 2  H. We say that X is a separating vertex
set of the network, as the removal of X from G would increase the number of connected
components of G.
A possible splitting of the network depicted in Figure 1.1 into two parts is exempliVed
in Figure 1.2 with the separating vertex set X  t3, 4u.
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G1 = (V 1, E1) G2 = (V 2, E2)
Figure 1.2: Splitting of the communication network into two halves
We might now ask ourselves if it is possible to facilitate the computation of RpG,Kq by
carrying out some reliability computations in the sub-networks G1 and G2.
This divide and conquer approach dates back to the work of A. Rosenthal [55], who ap-
plied it to network reliability problems. Further work was done by D. Bienstock [16], who
extended this approach by using lattice theoretic tools and was able to state his beautiful
splitting formula for the all-terminal reliability RpGq  RpG, V q
RpGq 
¸
π,σPΠpXq
RpG1πqbpπ, σqRpG
2
σq, (1.1)
where ΠpXq denotes the set of all set partitions of X and RpG1πq, RpG
2
σq the all-terminal
reliabilities of the graphs emerging from G1  pV 1, E1q and G2  pV 2, E2q by coalesc-
ing vertices if they are in the same block in π and σ, respectively. The connecting values
bpπ, σq can be obtained readily by using a result that was Vrst discovered by B. Lind-
ström [43].
The approach of D. Bienstock can be extended to a recursive scheme for the evaluation
of RpGq by successively splitting the obtained sub-networks G1 and G2 into smaller and
smaller sub-networks at separating vertex sets. This scheme is commonly known as the
transfer-matrix method.
The approach of D. Bienstock is also one of the motivations of the PhD thesis of P. Titt-
mann [60], who applied these tools to the K-terminal reliability. He proposed a splitting
formula for the K-terminal reliability, whenever X is of cardinality at most two, but he
was unable to generalise this result for |X| ¡ 2.
The main result of this PhD thesis is the extension of Bienstock’s Equation (1.1) to
the K-terminal reliability. Furthermore, we will investigate a generalisation of the K-
terminal reliability to diUerent kinds of terminal vertices that we call the partition relia-
bility RpG,K1, . . . , Krq with terminal vertex sets Ki  V for 1 ¤ i ¤ r.
Here RpG,K1, . . . , Krq denotes the probability that all vertices belonging to the same
terminal vertex set Ki are mutually reachable from each other. The idea for this network
reliability measures dates back to P. Tittmann [61].
The main Theorem 6.56 on page 76 of this PhD thesis is a splitting formula for the
partition reliability and therefore also for the K-terminal reliability.
Furthermore we also obtain a splitting formula for the two-terminal reliability in Theo-
rem 6.70 on page 86 that was already conjectured in the PhD thesis of P. Tittmann [60].
The major methods necessary to prove Theorem 6.56 chieWy rely on order theoretic con-
cepts. Especially the partition lattice of a Vnite set and incidence algebras are of great help.
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Also the usage of simple matrix algebra, Möbius inversion techniques, closure operators
and graph polynomials will become more and more useful as we proceed.
As another main result we will see that the splitting approach is not just a “nice result”,
from a mathematical point of view, but even more leads to a tremendous reduction of the
necessary state space needed in the computation forRpG,Kq. It is indeed the case that the
algorithm for the evaluation ofRpG,Kq can be implemented in a much more memory and
also time eXcient way with the new approach if compared to the current state-of-the-art
algorithms based on tree decompositions. This is especially useful, as computer memory
becomes often a limiting factor in the computation of RpG,Kq.
Before we present the main result we deVne the notion of a labelled set partition. As-
sume that π is a set partition of a Vnite setX . Then a labelled set partition π arises from π
by underlining some of its blocks. In the case of X  t1, 2u we have six diUerent labelled
set partitions, namely
12, 12, 1|2, 1|2, 1|2, 1|2.
Assume that we have a splitting of G so that both subgraphs G1  pV 1, E1q and G2 
pV 2, E2q have non-empty terminal vertex sets K1  K X V 1 and K2  K X V 2. The
main Theorem 6.56 of this PhD thesis reads
RpG,Kq 
¸
π,σPΠpXq
RpG1π, K
1
πqcpπ, σqRpG
2
σ, K
2
σq
with the connecting function given by
cpπ, σq 
¸
τPΠpXq
µpπ, τqµpσ, τq
µpτ , τmonq
,
where τmon emerges from τ by merging all labelled blocks in τ and µ the Möbius function
of ΠpXq.
Here ΠpXq denotes the set of all labelled set partitions of X with at most one unla-
belled block and RpG1π, K
1
πq, RpG
2
σ, K
2
σq denote the K-terminal reliabilities of the net-
works emerging from G1 and G2 by coalescing vertices if they are in a same block in
π and σ and by adding additional terminal vertices for the labelled blocks of π and σ
corresponding to the possibly coalesced vertices.
Assuming thatX has 10 elements the new approach requires at most |ΠpXq|  678, 569
states, whereas current state-of-the-art approaches may require in the worst case up to
|Π¥1pXq|  4, 296, 823 possible states. Here Π¥1pXq denotes the set of all labelled set
partitions of X with at least one labelled block, as being described by G. Hardy, C. Lucet
and N. Limnios [33] or in the work of J. Carlier and C. Lucet [22].
The author believes that this state space reduction is far from being obvious and can be
interpreted as a removal of the redundancy in the computation of theK-terminal reliabil-
ity. Furthermore, it proves that the study of splitting formulae is worth consideration even
for the practitioner.
After an exhaustive treatment of the partition reliability our attention turns to networks
with perfectly reliable edges, in which the vertices are independently in one of r possible
states with probabilities 1{r.
4
Figure 1.3: All compositions of the 2 2-chessboard
One might consider the states as an r-element set of communication protocols in a
computer network. We assume here that two computers can communicate with each
other if and only if they are using the same protocol.
The multimode reliability MRpG, rq is the probability that all computers using same
protocols are mutually reachable from each other. In order to state a splitting formula for
the multimode reliability we study the partition polynomial QpG, xq of a graph.
As a byproduct we also give a contribution to the theory of compositions CpGq 
QpG, 1q of a graph being introduced by A. Knopfmacher and M. E. Mays [41] as a gener-
alisation of the composition of integers.
Consider as a motivation the n m-chessboard with nm distinct Velds. In how many
ways can we cut the chessboard into separate pieces if only cuts along the borders of the
Velds are allowed? By a complete enumeration depicted in Figure 1.3 we see that the
2 2-chessboard can be cut into pieces in 12 diUerent ways.
This equals the number of compositions CpG2,2q of the 2  2 grid graph G2,2. What
about the usual 8 8-chessboard? Indeed we will see that the 8 8-chessboard can be cut
in
CpG8,8q  29, 068, 227, 444, 022, 728, 740, 767, 607, 050
diUerent ways!
Finally, we consider a vertex failure network G and we ask for the probability that all
vertices in G are intact or adjacent to at least one intact vertex. This so called domination
reliability DRpGq just gained recent attention and there are still a lot of open research
questions. We show again that DRpGq allows a splitting formula, which exhibits an espe-
cially nice structure.
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2.1 Finite Partially Ordered Sets
In this section we compile selected deVnitions and results dealing with partially ordered
sets, lattices and closure operators that are necessary for the later parts of this thesis. The
author mainly used the books of M. Aigner [1], G. Grätzer [30] and R. Berghammer [14]
to write this section.
DeVnition 2.1. For a given true-or-false statement S we deVne the truth indicator
rSs 
#
1 S is true
0 S is false.
DeVnition 2.2. A partially ordered set or short poset is a pair pP,¤P q consisting of a set
P endowed with a binary, reWexive, transitive and antisymmetric relation ¤P P P . If
the ordering relation ¤P is unambiguous, we just say that P is a poset.
Elements x, y P P are comparable if x ¤P y or y ¤P x and otherwise incomparable.
Furthermore, we write x  P y if x ¤P y and x  y, whereas the notation x ¦P y
indicates that either x and y are incomparable or y  P x. For two elements x, y P P we
say that y covers x and we write x Ì y, whenever x   y and if there is no w P P with
x   w   y.
Finally, we assume throughout this text that P is always a Vnite set.
DeVnition 2.3. Let pP,¤q be a poset. An element x P P is maximal if for all y P P the
relation x ¤ y implies x  y and x P P is the maximum of P if for all y P P we have
y ¤ x. Likewise we deVne the minimal element and the minimum. If P has a maximum
or minimum then it is unique and is denoted by 1P or 0P , respectively.
DeVnition 2.4. Let pP,¤q be a poset. The dual order pP,¤dq of P emerges from pP,¤q
by setting p ¤d q if and only if q ¤ p for all p, q P P .
DeVnition 2.5. Let pP,¤q be a poset with n elements. A linear extension of the elements
in P is a sequential arrangement p1, . . . , pn of the elements in P , so that pi ¤ pj implies
i ¤ j. Every poset has at least one linear extension.
DeVnition 2.6. Let pP,¤P q be a poset and Q  P . The subposet pQ,¤Qq induced by Q
is formed by setting r ¤Q s if and only if r ¤P s for all r, s P Q. In other words we have
¤Q  ¤P XQQ.
DeVnition 2.7. Let pP,¤q be a poset and x, y P P . We say that z P P is a lower bound
for x and y if z ¤ x and z ¤ y. An element z is the greatest lower bound or inVmum of x
7
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a b
c
d
Figure 2.1: Example poset
and y if z is a lower bound for x and y and if every other lower bound w P P of x and y
satisVes w ¤ z. If the greatest lower bound of x and y exists, it is unique and is denoted by
x ^P y. The notion of upper bound and smallest upper bound or supremum for x, y P P
are deVned alike and we write x_P y.
Given a subset Q  P we write supQ and inf Q to denote the supremum and inVmum
of the elements in Q, respectively. In the case of Q  H we have supQ  0P and
inf Q  1P if P has a minimum and maximum.
Finally, we observe that for all R, S  P the relation R  S implies inf R ¥ inf S and
supR ¤ supS, respectively.
DeVnition 2.8. An upper semilattice or lower semilattice is a non-empty poset pP,¤q,
so that for every two elements x, y P P the supremum x _P y or the inVmum x ^P y
exists, respectively. A non-empty poset that is an upper and lower semilattice is a lattice.
If pP,¤q is a lattice we also write pP,_P ,^P q.
Remark 2.9. It is often convenient to represent a given Vnite poset pP,¤q by a Hasse
diagram, which is a drawn representation of P . In such a diagram the elements x P P are
represented as dots dpxq P R2 in the real plane and we arrange the drawing of the dots, so
that whenever x ¡ y is fulVlled we draw dpyq below dpxq. Finally, we connect dpxq and
dpyq by a line segment whenever y Ì x.
Example 2.10. Let pE,¤Eq be the example poset with the four elements E  ta, b, c, du
and the Hasse Diagram given by Figure 2.1 so that the diagram gives us
¤E  tpa, aq, pb, bq, pc, cq, pd, dq, pa, cq, pa, dq, pb, cq, pb, dq, pc, dqu.
Observe that E has the maximal element d, which is also the maximum 1E  d. On
the other hand E has two minimal elements a and b, but possesses no minimum 0E .
Furthermore we Vnd that c and d are upper bounds of the elements a, b and that c ¤ d.
Hence we have a _ b  c. But there is no element in E that is a lower bound of a and b.
There are exactly two possible linear extensions of E, namely a, b, c, d and b, a, c, d.
A linear extension of a poset P can be viewed as a left to right arrangement of the dots
of the Hasse diagram of P so that x ¤ y implies that dpxq lies to the left of dpyq. Figure 2.2
depicts such an arrangement for the example poset E and the linear extension a, b, c, d.
Proposition 2.11. If pP,¤q is a Vnite lower semilattice with 1P , then pP,¤q is a lattice.
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a b c d
Figure 2.2: The linear extension a, b, c, d of the example poset
Proof. Let x, y P P and denote by H  P the Vnite set of all upper bounds of x and y,
H  tw P P : w ¥ x and w ¥ yu.
ThenH contains 1P and is therefore non-empty. Hence inf H exists and is an upper bound
for x and y by deVnition. Assume now that z P P is some upper bound for x and y. We
conclude by deVnition that z P H . Hence inf H ¤ z is satisVed for every upper bound
z P P of x and y, so that inf H  x_ y.
DeVnition 2.12. Let pP,_,^q be a lattice. A non-empty subsetQ  P with x_y, x^y P
Q for all x, y P Q is a sublattice of P . We mention here that not every induced subposet
Q of P that is a lattice is a sublattice of P .
DeVnition 2.13. Let P be a poset and x, y P P . The interval I  rx, ysP is
rx, ysP : tp P P : x ¤ p ¤ yu.
In the case x ¦ y we have rx, ysP  H. Observe that every non-empty interval I of a
lattice P is a sublattice of P .
DeVnition 2.14. Let pP,¤P q and pQ,¤Qq be two posets. The product order pPQ,¤PQ
q consists of all ordered pairs in P  Q, where pp, qq ¤PQ pr, sq if and only if p ¤P r
and q ¤Q s. It is readily veriVed that the product order is a poset on its own.
DeVnition 2.15. Let pP,¤P q and pQ,¤Qq be two posets. P and Q are isomorphic P  Q
if there is a bijective function f : P Ñ Q, so that fppq ¤Q fpqq if and only if p ¤P q is
satisVed for all p, q P P . We say that f is an order isomorphism between P and Q.
DeVnition 2.16. Let pP,¤P q be a poset. A subposet Q  P is an (order) Vlter or upper
set of P if for all p P P with q ¤ p for some q P Q we have p P Q. The dual notion of a
Vlter is an (order) ideal or lower set of P .
Let R  P . The Vlter ÒR generated by R in P is deVned as
ÒR  tp P P : p ¥ r for a r P Ru,
whereas the dual notion is the ideal ÓR generated by R in P . In the case that Q is a
one-element set tpu we write Òp and Óp instead of Òtpu and Ótpu.
Finally, notice that for every VlterQ  P the set R of minimal elements in the subposet
Q obeys ÒR  Q.
DeVnition 2.17. Let C be a Vnite set and 2C the set of subsets of C . The powerset lattice
p2C ,¤q of C is a lattice where A ¤ B if and only if A  B for A,B P 2C . The supremum
A _ B and inVmum A ^ B are A Y B and A X B for A,B P 2C . We also write p2C ,q
instead of p2C ,¤q.
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Proposition 2.18. Let C  tc1, . . . , cru be an r-element set. The powerset lattice I 
p2C ,q is isomorphic to the product order
J 
r¹
i1
p2tciu,q.
Proof. Just consider the order isomorphism
f : I Ñ J,D ÞÑ pD X tc1u, . . . , D X tcruq.
DeVnition 2.19. Let pP,¤q be a poset. A closure operator is a mapping h : P Ñ P that
satisVes
1. p ¤ hppq
2. p ¤ q ùñ hppq ¤ hpqq
3. hppq  hphppqq
for all p, q P P . We say that p P P is closed with respect to h if hppq  p and that
P {h : tp P P : hppq  pu
is the quotient of P with respect to h. For convenience of display we also write p for hppq.
Proposition 2.20. Let pP,¤q be a poset. The mapping h : P Ñ P is a closure operator on
P if and only we have for all p, q P P the equivalence
p ¤ hpqq ðñ hppq ¤ hpqq.
Proof. We assume Vrst that h is a closure operator on P . In case of p ¤ hpqq we conclude
hppq ¤ hphpqqq by Property 2 and even more hppq ¤ hpqq by Property 3. Conversely
assume that hppq ¤ hpqq. We have then p ¤ hppq by Property 1, so that p ¤ hpqq.
Assume now that we have for all p, q P P the equivalence
p ¤ hpqq ðñ hppq ¤ hpqq.
Let p P P . We have then hppq ¤ hppq if and only if p ¤ hppq, which proves Property 1.
Now let p, q P P with p ¤ q and we conclude by the already proven Property 1 that
p ¤ hpqq and by the assumption we obtain hppq ¤ hpqq, which proves Property 2.
Finally, let p P P and apply the assumption on hppq ¤ hppq, which gives hphppqq ¤
hppq, which proves Property 3.
Proposition 2.21. Let pP,_P ,^P q be a lattice and h : P Ñ P a closure operator. The
subposet P {h of P is a lattice pP {h,_P {h,^P {hq, where for all p, q P P {h we have p_P {h
q  hpp_P qq and p^P {h q  p^P q.
10
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Proof. Let p, q P P {h. We have then p ^P q ¤ hpp ^P qq by Property 1. Moreover we
have p^P q ¤ p, q and hpp^P qq ¤ hppq, hpqq by Property 2 and hence hpp^P qq ¤ p, q,
as hppq  p and hpqq  q. Therefore hpp ^P qq is a lower bound for p and q and we
conclude hpp^P qq ¤ p^P q. Combining both results gives
hpp^P qq  p^P q (2.1)
and thus p^P q P P {h. This proves
p^P q  p^P {h q. (2.2)
Observe that P {h contains the maximum 1P , so that P {h is a Vnite, lower semilattice
with maximum. Hence we conclude by Proposition 2.11 that P {h is indeed a lattice.
Finally, we have to show that for all p, q P P {h it is
p_P {h q  hpp_P qq.
First observe that we have by deVnition p_P q ¤ p_P {h q and we conclude hpp_P qq ¤
hpp_P {h qq  p_P {h q by Property 2.
Now deVne for given p, q P P {h
I : tr P P : r ¥ p, qu
Ih : tr P P {h : r ¥ p, qu
and observe the following sequence of implications
Ih  I ùñ inf
P
Ih ¥ inf
P
I  p_P q by deVnition
ùñ hpinf
P
Ihq ¥ hpp_P qq Property 2
ùñ hpinf
P {h
Ihq ¥ hpp_P qq Equation (2.2)
ùñ inf
P {h
Ih ¥ hpp_P qq by deVnition
ùñ p_P {h q ¥ hpp_P qq, by deVnition
so that p_P {h q  hpp_P qq.
In some cases it is more convenient to use the notion of a hull system, which is equiva-
lent to the notion of a closure operator. Hull systems are often useful if we want to verify
that a given poset is a lattice.
DeVnition 2.22. Let pP,_,^q be a lattice. A hull system H in P is a subset H  P , so
that for all I  H we have inf I P H .
Proposition 2.23. Let pP,_,^q be a (Vnite) lattice.
1. For every closure operator h : P Ñ P the set
P {h  tp P P : hppq  pu
is a hull system in P .
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2. For every hull system H  P the mapping
hH : P Ñ P, p ÞÑ hHppq  inf
P
tr P H : r ¥ pu
is a closure operator.
Proof. For the Vrst claim we observe that 1P P P {h, as we conclude by Property 1 that
1P  hp1P q and hence P {h  H, so that inf H  1P P P {h. Furthermore, we already
know by Equation (2.1) that for all p, q P P {h it is p ^P q  hpp ^P qq and hence
p ^P q P P {h. Therefore we conclude that for all Q  P {h it is inf Q P P {h, as P is
Vnite. This shows that P {h is indeed a hull system in P .
For the second claim we need to verify the three properties of a closure operator. We
Vrst deVne
Ip : tr P H : r ¥ pu
for all p P P .
Observe that every p P P is by deVnition a lower bound of the elements in Ip, so that
we conclude by the deVnition of the inVmum as the greatest lower bound
hHppq  inf
P
Ip ¥ p,
which proves Property 1.
For given p, q P P with p ¤ q we have
Ip  Iq ùñ hHppq  inf
P
Ip ¤ inf
P
Iq  hHpqq,
which is Property 2.
For the last property we Vrst Vnd hHppq ¤ hHphHppqq for all p P P , as p ¤ hHppq,
by the previously shown Property 1. Hence it remains to show that hHphHppqq ¤ hHppq
or equivalent hHpqq ¤ q for some q P H . Now observe that q P Iq, as q P H and hence
hHpqq  infP Iq ¤ q. This gives altogether hHppq  hHphHppqq for all p P P which is
Property 3.
2.2 The Incidence Algebra of a Poset
In this section we compile some deVnitions and results concerning the incidence algebra
of posets and Möbius inversion techniques. We will see that the technique of Möbius
inversion is a useful tool in the derivation of splitting formulae for graph polynomials.
Incidence algebras and the technique of Möbius inversion were Vrst considered by
L. Weisner [65] and were then rediscovered by P. Hall. [31], but it was G.-C. Rota [56],
who applied the technique to a multitude of combinatorial problems. An excellent and
contemporary introduction into the application of incidence algebras in combinatorics is
given by M. Aigner [1]. For the elementary tools in matrix algebra we refer the reader to
the textbook of M. Marcus and H. Minc [46].
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DeVnition 2.24. Let n,m be positive integers and denote by Matpn,mq the set of all real
matrices with n rows and m columns. Given any A P Matpn,mq we denote by AT
the transpose matrix of A. Furthermore, we denote for given Vnite posets pP,¤P q and
pQ,¤Qq by MatpP,Qq the set of all real matrices with |P | rows and |Q| columns indexed
by the elements of P and Q. In the same vein MatpP q denotes the set of all real vectors
with |P | rows indexed by the elements of P .
Without loss of generality we can assume that we index the rows and columns of the
matrices in MatpP,Qq by some Vxed linear extension of P and Q, which is generally not
speciVed. This convention is especially useful if we want to prove that certain matrices
are invertible as in Proposition 2.28.
Example 2.25. Let pE,¤Eq be the example poset depicted in Figure 2.1 and assume that
we have the linear extension a, b, c, d of pE,¤Eq shown in Figure 2.2 on page 9. A matrix
E
E  pepu, vqqu,vPE
in MatpE,Eq can then be represented by
E 
a b c d



epa, aq epa, bq epa, cq epa, dq a
epb, aq epb, bq epb, cq epb, dq b
epc, aq epc, bq epc, cq epc, dq c
epd, aq epd, bq epd, cq epd, dq d.
DeVnition 2.26. Let pP,¤q be a poset, A P MatpP, P q and Q  P . The submatrix
AQ P MatpQ,Qq of A induced by Q consists of all rows and columns of A corresponding
to elements in Q.
Finally, we associate to every f P MatpP q with
f  pfppqqpPP
the diagonal matrix Λpfq P MatpP, P q by
Λpfq  prp  qsfppqqp,qPP .
DeVnition 2.27. Let pP,¤q be a poset and denote by IpP q the set of all matrices M 
pmpp, qqqp,qPP P MatpP, P q, so that mpp, qq  0 implies p ¤ q. As the rows and columns
are indexed by a linear extension of P every matrix in IpP q is upper triangular.
Let F,G P IpP q and α P R. Observe that IpP q is closed under matrix addition F G,
multiplication with scalars αF and the usual matrix multiplication F G.
Hence, IpP qmeets the requirements of an algebra and we say that IpP q is the incidence
algebra of P and the matrices F P IpP q are the incidence functions of the algebra.
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Proposition 2.28. Let pP,¤q be a poset and F P IpP q. We have then
detpFq 
¹
pPP
fpp, pq,
so that F1 exists if and only if fpp, pq  0 for all p P P .
Proof. Observe that F is by deVnition an upper triangular matrix.
DeVnition 2.29. Let pP,¤q be a poset. The Zeta-function ζP and the Delta-function δP
are the incidence functions
ζP  pζpp, qqqp,qPP  prp ¤ qsqp,qPP ,
δP  pδpp, qqqp,qPP  prp  qsqp,qPP
with respect to P . Furthermore, we deVne the Möbius function µP of P
µP  pµP pp, qqqp,qPP
as the inverse matrix of the Zeta-function µP : ζ
1
P . By Proposition 2.28 we compute
detpζP q  1, so that µP always exists.
In other words we can say that µP is the unique matrix satisfying the equation
µP  ζP  ζP  µP  δP .
If there is no danger of confusion we simply write δ, ζ and µ instead of δP , ζP and µP .
Example 2.30. Consider again the example poset pE,¤Eq depicted in Figure 2.1. We
obtain here for the Zeta-function
ζE 
a b c d



1 0 1 1 a
0 1 1 1 b
0 0 1 1 c
0 0 0 1 d,
whereas the Möbius function computes to
µE  ζ
1
E 
a b c d



1 0 1 0 a
0 1 1 0 b
0 0 1 1 c
0 0 0 1 d.
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DeVnition 2.31. Let A P Matpn,mq and B P Matpr, sq be two matrices. The direct sum
A`B P Matpn  r,m  sq of A and B is deVned as the block matrix
A`B 

A 0
0 B





a11    a1m 0    0
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
an1    anm 0    0
0    0 b11    b1s
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
0    0 br1    brs


and we obviously have the equality
pA`Bq1  A1 `B1,
whenever A1 and B1 exist.
DeVnition 2.32. Let F P Matps, tq and G P Matpq, rq. The Kronecker product H 
F  G P Matpsq, trq is deVned as the block matrix
F  G 

f11G    f1tG... . . . ...
fs1G    fstG

.
Proposition 2.33 (see M. Marcus and H. Minc [46]). Let A P Matpn, rq, B P Matpp, sq,
C P Matpr,mq and D P Matps, qq. We then have
pA  Bq  pC  Dq  pA Cq pB Dq.
Proof. Just apply DeVnition 2.32 and compare the left-hand side and the right-hand side
of the stated equation.
Corollary 2.34. Let F P Matpn, nq and G P Matpm,mq be invertible matrices. In this
case F  G P Matpnm, nmq is invertible and moreover
pF  Gq1  F1  G1.
Proof. Observe that we have by Proposition 2.33
pF  Gq  pF1  G1q  pF  F1q pG G1q
 En  Em
 Enm,
where En, Em and Enm are the identity matrices with n, m and nm rows and columns,
respectively.
Proposition 2.35 (Product Theorem). Let pP,¤P q and pQ,¤Qq be two posets and pP 
Q,¤PQq the product order of P and Q. We have the equations
ζPQ  ζP  ζQ
µPQ  µP  µQ.
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Proof. The Vrst equation is valid by the deVnition of the product order and the second one
is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.34.
Corollary 2.36. Let C be a Vnite set and A,B P 2C . We have then
µ2C pA,Bq  p1q
|B||A|rA  Bs.
Proof. By Proposition 2.18 the powerset lattice p2C ,q is isomorphic to the product order¹
cPC
p2tcu,q.
Hence we have by Proposition 2.35
µ2C 
â
cPC
µ2tcu
and by direct computation we obtain
µ2tcupU, V q  p1q
|V ||U |rU  V s,
for all U, V  tcu. Thus
µ2C pA,Bq 
¹
cPC
µ2tcupAX tcu, B X tcuq
 p1q|B||A|rA  Bs.
Lemma 2.37 (Möbius Inversion Principle). Let pP,¤q be a poset and f ,g P MatpP q. In
this case we have the equivalence
f  ζPg ðñ g  µP f .
Proof. We have
f  ζPg ðñ µP f  µPζPg
ðñ µP f  δPg
ðñ µP f  g.
DeVnition 2.38. Let P be a lattice with minimum 0P and maximum 1P . P is comple-
mented if for all p P P there is a q P P , so that p_ q  1P and p^ q  0P .
Furthermore, we deVne
pK  tq P P : p_ q  1P and p^ q  0P u (2.3)
for all p P P .
Theorem 2.39 (H. Crapo [25]). Let P be a Vnite lattice. Then for all p P P :
µp0P , 1P q 
¸
w,zPpK
µp0P , wqζpw, zqµpz, 1P q. (2.4)
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Corollary 2.40. Let P be a (Vnite) lattice that is not complemented. We have then µp0P , 1P q 
0.
Proof. If P is not complemented there is a p P P so that pK  H. Now observe that the
sum in Theorem 2.39 contains no summands.
Theorem 2.41 (G.-C. Rota [56]). Let pP,¤q be a poset and h : P Ñ P a closure operator.
Then
¸
rPP
µP pp, rqrhprq  hpqqs 
#
µP {hphppq, hpqqq p  hppq
0 p   hppq
for all p, q P P .
Proof. We have¸
rPP
µP pp, rqrr  qs 
¸
rPP
µP pp, rqδP {hpr, qq

¸
rPP
µP pp, rq
¸
sPP {h
ζP {hpr, sqµP {hps, qq,
where the last line follows from the deVnition of the Möbius function. We have now by
Proposition 2.20
ζP {hpr, sq  ζP pr, sq,
so that we conclude¸
rPP
µP pp, rq
¸
sPP {h
ζP pr, sqµP {hps, qq 
¸
sPP {h
µP {hps, qq
¸
rPP
µP pp, rqζP pr, sq

¸
sPP {h
µP {hps, qqδP pp, sq
 δP pp, pqµP {hpp, qq,
which proves the claim.
Theorem 2.42 (P. Hall [32]). Let pP,¤q be a Vnite lattice. We have
µP p0P , 1P q  0,
whenever 1P is not the supremum of elements covering 0P .
A very easy proof using Theorem 2.41 is given by M. Aigner [1] on page 169. We present
this proof in detail.
Proof. In order to apply Theorem 2.41 we consider the claim in the dual order. Thus we
prove instead that
µP p0P , 1P q  0,
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whenever 0P is not the inVmum of elements in P covered by 1P .
First we deVne a suitable closure operator
h : P Ñ P, p ÞÑ inf
P
tq P P : p ¤ q Ì 1P u
and application of Theorem 2.41 gives
¸
rPP
µP p0P , rqrhprq  hp1P qs 
#
µP {hphp0P q, hp1P qq 0P  hp0P q
0 0P   hp0P q.
As 0P is not the inVmum of elements in P covered by 1P we obtain
hp0P q  inf
P
tq P P : q Ì 1P u ¡ 0P
and therefore, by Theorem 2.41,¸
rPP
µP p0P , rqrhprq  hp1P qs  0.
Furthermore, we have for all r   1P
tq P P : r ¤ q Ì 1P u  H,
so that hprq   1P , except for r  1P . We conclude that the sum collapses to one summand
µP p0P , 1P q  0
for r  1P . This proves the claim if we consider the dual order.
DeVnition 2.43. Let pP,¤q be a poset and h : P Ñ P a closure operator with quotient Q.
We deVne the matrices Hh,Sh P MatpP,Qq by
Hh  prhppq  qsqpPP,qPQ, (2.5)
Sh  prp  qsqpPP,qPQ. (2.6)
Corollary 2.44. Let pP,¤q be a poset and h : P Ñ P a closure operator with quotient Q.
We have then
µQ  H
T
hµPHh,
ζQ  S
T
hζPSh.
Proof. Just apply Theorem 2.41 to the matrix product on the right-hand side of the Vrst
equation to prove the Vrst claim. The second equations follows immediately from the
deVnition of the matrices.
Proposition 2.45. Let pP,¤P q be a poset and Q  P a Vlter in P . We have then
µQpp, qq  µP pp, qq
for all p, q P Q.
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Proof. In case of p  q the equation is obviously true. Assume therefore that p   q and
that the claim is valid for all r P Q with p   r ¤ q. Observe that p P Q and r P P with
r ¥ p implies by deVnition that r P Q. Hence we have by the deVnition of the Möbius
function
µP pp, qq  
¸
p r¤q
rPP
µP pr, qq
 
¸
p r¤q
rPQ
µP pr, qq
 
¸
p r¤q
rPQ
µQpr, qq
 µQpp, qq.
2.3 Supremum and InVmum Matrices
In this section we state an import result on the factorisation of supremum matrices that
are deVned by the supremum of an underlying upper semilattice. This result was Vrst
formulated by B. Lindström [43] and was ingeniously applied by H. Wilf [66] to solve
various problems in combinatorics. The same result is also applied to problems in number
theory by P. Haukannen [34] to give closed formulae for the determinants of matrices
with elements determined by computing the greatest common divisor gcdpri, rjq, where
tr1, . . . , rnu constitutes a set of positive integers.
Another interesting application is given by L. Lovăsz and M. Saks [44], who apply this
result to a problem in communication complexity.
It is quite remarkable that by the results of P. Doubilet [27] we can Vnd a similar formula
for the inverse of the a-function deVned in the partition lattice pΠpXq,¤q, which will be
discussed in Chapter 3. The a-function a : ΠpXq  ΠpXq Ñ R, pπ, σq ÞÑ apπ, σq is
deVned by
apπ, σq 
#
1 π _ σ  1̂
0 else,
where π, σ P ΠpXq are set partitions of a Vnite set X and 1̂ is the coarsest set partition in
X having only one block, namely X itself.
The a-function can be interpreted as a matrix
A  papπ, σqqπ,σPΠpXq
indexed by the set partitions in ΠpXq. The application of Lindström’s result to A gives a
very convenient method to compute detpAq and also gives a factorisation of A1. This
factorisation is also found in the work of F. Beichelt and P. Tittmann [12].
A beautiful application of the a-function in the Veld of network reliability is given by
D. Bienstock [16], where he stated the splitting formula
RpGq 
¸
π,σPΠpXq
RpG1πqbpπ, σqRpG
2
σq (2.7)
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for the all-terminal reliability RpGq, where bpπ, σq denotes the elements of A1.
We will exhaustively use Theorem 2.47 in Chapter 6 to state splitting formulae for our
network reliability problems. Especially, we are able to generalise Equation (2.7) to the
partition reliability in Section 6.3.
Getting used to this beautiful tool we also see its applications in Section 6.4, where we
will prove a splitting formula for the multimode reliability.
DeVnition 2.46. Let pP,¤q be a Vnite upper semilattice and f  pfppqqpPP P MatpP q.
The supremum matrix SpP, fq P MatpP, P q or short S with respect to P and f is deVned
as
S  pfpp_ qqqp,qPP .
For lower semilattices the notion of the inVmum matrix IpP, fq P MatpP, P q or short I
with
I  pfpp^ qqqp,qPP
is deVned alike. We mention that all results concerning supremum matrices can be con-
verted into valid statements for inVmum matrices if we consider the dual order of P .
The following theorem will be our most important tool and it will pop up frequently in
diUerent parts of this PhD thesis.
Theorem 2.47 (B. Lindström [43]). Let pP,¤q be a Vnite upper semilattice and f ,g P
MatpP q, so that f  ζg is satisVed. We have
SpP, fq  ζΛpgqζT.
Proof. Consider one entry spp, qq of the matrix
SpP, fq  pspp, qqqp,qPP .
We have now by deVnition the following chain of equations
spp, qq  fpp_ qq 
¸
rPP
ζpp_ q, rqgprq

¸
rPP
ζpp, rqζpq, rqgprq,
which proves the claim by considering the corresponding element of the matrix product
ζΛpgqζT.
Theorem 2.48. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.47 are satisVed. We have then
detpSpP, fqq  detpΛpgqq, (2.8)
so that S : SpP, fq is invertible if and only if g has only non-zero entries.
Furthermore, we can always state the following reduced factorisation
S1Q  µ
T
QΛpgq
1
Q µQ, (2.9)
with
Q  tp P P : gppq  0u. (2.10)
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Proof. By Theorem 2.47 we have S  ζΛpgqζT and by detpζq  1 it follows
detpSq  detpζΛpgqζTq
 detpζq detpΛpgqq detpζTq
 detpΛpgqq,
which proves the Vrst claim.
For the second claim consider one entry spp, qq of the matrix S with p, q P P
spp, qq  fpp_ qq 
¸
rPP
ζpp, rqgprqζpq, rq 
¸
rPQ
ζpp, rqgprqζpq, rq
with p, q P Q. Hence we can factor the reduced matrix
SQ  ζQΛpgqQζ
T
Q.
Observe now that the inverses of ζQ andΛpgqQ exist as ζQ represents the Zeta-function
of the subposet Q and ΛpgqQ is a diagonal matrix with non-vanishing diagonal elements.
Proposition 2.49. Let pP,¤P q and pQ,¤Qq be upper semilattices. Consider now the vec-
tors fP P MatpP q, fQ P MatpQq. In this case we have
SpP Q, fP  fQq  SpP, fP q SpQ, fQq.
Proof. Observe that the supremum in P Q satisVes
pp, rq _PQ pq, sq  pp_P q, r _Q sq,
for all pp, rq, pq, sq P P  Q. The deVnition of the Kronecker product and the supremum
matrix then proves the claim.
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3 Set Partitions
This chapter gives in its Vrst part some basic remarks on set partitions and the counting of
set partitions of diUerent kinds. Most of the facts compiled in this chapter are taken from
the sources M. Aigner [1], L. Graham, D. E. Knuth and O. Patashnik [28], C. A. Charalam-
bides [23] and G.-C. Rota [56].
We Vrst introduce the well-known Stirling numbers of the Vrst and the second kind.
Afterwards we introduce the partition lattice pΠpXq,¤q and we state the Möbius function
of pΠpXq,¤q, which is found in an article by G.-C. Rota [56].
Finally, we introduce the notion of a P -partition πP with ground set X , being a set
partition in ΠpXq enriched with the elements of a given poset P . As a main result we
state a closed formula for the Möbius function of the P -partition lattice whenever P is
itself a lattice in Theorem 3.23.
This last result is considered to be an important insight gained in this thesis, which is
heavily utilised in Chapter 5, where we choose P to be the powerset lattice p2C ,q.
On the way we will shortly discuss the counting of ordered pairs of set partitions having
a maximum join and a minimum meet. This problem was already considered by B. Pit-
tel [49] and E. R. CanVeld [21].
In the following we always assume that X is a Vnite set.
DeVnition 3.1. A set partition π  tB1, . . . , Bku of X is a set of mutually disjoint and
non-empty subsets Bi of X with union X . Denote by ΠpXq the set of all set partitions of
X . The blocks of π are the subsets Bi and |π| denotes the number of blocks in π.
For convenience we write π  B1| . . . |Bk if there is no danger of confusion. Through-
out this text we denote set partitions and structures derived from set partitions with low-
ercase Greek letters.
DeVnition 3.2. Recall that an equivalence relation   X X is a transitive, symmetric
and reWexive relation. Let π P ΠpXq and deVne the equivalence relation π induced by
π, so that x π y if and only if x, y P B for some B P π. Conversely we have the set
partition π P ΠpXq induced by the equivalence relation   X X , where x and y are
in a same block of π if and only if x  y.
DeVnition 3.3. The Stirling number of the second kind Spn, kq equals the number of set
partitions of an n-element set with exactly k blocks. The Bell number Bpnq counts the
number of all set partitions of an n-element set, hence Bpnq 
°n
k0 Spn, kq. Note that
Bp0q and Sp0, 0q equals 1, as there is exactly one set partition of the empty set with no
blocks at all, namely the empty set itself.
Some small values for the Stirling numbers of the second kind are found in Table 3.1.
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n Spn, 0q Spn, 1q Spn, 2q Spn, 3q Spn, 4q Spn, 5q Spn, 6q
0 1
1 0 1
2 0 1 1
3 0 1 3 1
4 0 1 7 6 1
5 0 1 15 25 10 1
6 0 1 31 90 65 15 1
Table 3.1: Stirling numbers of the second kind
n spn, 0q spn, 1q spn, 2q spn, 3q spn, 4q spn, 5q spn, 6q
0 1
1 0 1
2 0 1 1
3 0 2 3 1
4 0 6 11 6 1
5 0 24 50 35 10 1
6 0 120 274 225 85 15 1
Table 3.2: Stirling numbers of the Vrst kind
DeVnition 3.4. Denote by |spn, kq| the number of permutations of an n-element set with
k cycles. The Stirling numbers of the Vrst kind spn, kq are deVned by
spn, kq  p1qnk|spn, kq|
and we have the two special values
spn, 1q 
#
p1qn1pn 1q! n ¥ 1
1 else
spn, nq  1.
Furthermore, we deVne for every n ¥ 0 the nth falling factorial xn of x by
xn :
n¹
i0
px iq.
Table 3.2 depicts the Stirling number of the Vrst kind for some small values.
Proposition 3.5 (see Graham, Knuth, Patashnik [28], Equations (6.13.) and (6.10.)). Let
n ¥ 0. We have then
xn 
ņ
k0
spn, kqxk (3.1)
xn 
ņ
k0
Spn, kqxk. (3.2)
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Proposition 3.6 (see Graham, Knuth, Patashnik [28], Equation (6.31.)). We have¸
k
Spn, kqspk,mq  rn  ms (3.3)
¸
k
spn, kqSpk,mq  rn  ms (3.4)
for all n,m ¥ 0.
Proof. We only prove the Vrst claim, as the second one follows alike. We have now
xn
(3.2)

ņ
k0
Spn, kqxk
(3.1)

ņ
k0
Spn, kq
ķ
m0
spk,mqxm

ņ
m0

ņ
km
Spn, kqspk,mq

xm

ņ
i0

ņ
k0
Spn, kqspk,mq

xm.
Hence we conclude for the inner sum
ņ
k0
Spn, kqspk,mq  rn  ms,
by comparing the coeXcients of the powers xm on both sides.
Proposition 3.7 (see Charalambides [23], Theorem 8.6.). Let n, k ¥ 1. We have
Spn, kq 
¸ n!
k1!    kn!1!k1   n!kn
spn, kq  p1qnk
¸ n!
k1!    kn!1k1   nkn
,
where the sums range over all non-negative integers k1, . . . , kn satisfying
ņ
i1
ki  k,
ņ
i1
iki  n.
DeVnition 3.8. The partition lattice pΠpXq,¤q is a poset where we deVne σ ¤ π for
σ, π P ΠpXq if every block of σ is a subset of a block in π. In other words we have σ ¤ π
if and only if σ  π. The partition lattice ΠpXq has the minimum
0̂ :
¤
xPX
ttxuu
and the maximum
1̂ : tXu.
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1234
123|4 124|3 12|34 134|2 13|24 14|23 1|234
12|3|4 13|2|4 1|23|4 14|2|3 1|24|3 1|2|34
1|2|3|4
Figure 3.1: The partition lattice Πpt1, 2, 3, 4uq
Example 3.9. The Hasse Diagram of the partition lattice Πpt1, 2, 3, 4uq is depicted in
Figure 3.1.
DeVnition 3.10. Let X be an n-element set and pP,¤P q a poset with P X X  H. A
P -partition πP of X is a collection of subsets
πP  tB1 Y tp1u, . . . , Bk Y tpkuu,
so that tB1, . . . , Bku P ΠpXq and pi P P for 1 ¤ i ¤ k and we write πP  B1p1| . . . |Bkpk
for convenience of display. The set of all P -partitions of X is denoted by ΠpX,P q.
We say that πP P ΠpX,P q is p-uniform if for all Bipi P πP we have pi  p for some
p P P . Finally, we say that πP is uniform if πP is p-uniform for some p P P .
Proposition 3.11. Let pP,¤P q be a poset andX an n-element set. Then ΠpX,P q contains
ņ
k0
Spn, kq|P |k
elements.
Proof. We can Vrst choose a set partition of X with k blocks in Spn, kq diUerent ways.
Now we can select elements p P P for every block of this set partition independently,
which gives us |P |k possible diUerent choices. A summation over the number of blocks
gives the result.
DeVnition 3.12. Let pP,¤P q be a poset. The P -Partition order pΠpX,P q,¤q on X is a
poset with ordering relation σP ¤ πP for σP , πP P ΠpX,P q if and only if for all Bp P σP
there is a Cq P πP so that B  C and p ¤P q.
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DeVnition 3.13. Let pP,¤q be a lattice and πP P ΠpX,P q. For every Y  X and q P P
we deVne the restriction πP |Y q of πP to Y q by
πP |Y q 
¤
BpPπP
BXYH
tpB X Y q Y tp^ quu.
Observe that πP |Y q P ΠpY, Óqq.
Proposition 3.14. Let pP,¤P q be a poset. Any non-empty interval I  rσP , πP sΠpX,P q is
isomorphic to the product order
J 
¹
BpPπP
rσP |Bp, BpsΠpB,Ópq. (3.5)
Proof. Assume that πP  B1p1| . . . |Bkpk and consider the order isomorphism f given by
f : I Ñ J, τP ÞÑ pτP |B1p1 , . . . , τP |Bkpkq.
Proposition 3.15. Let pP,¤P q be a poset. The interval I  rσP , 1sΠpX,P q with σP 
B1p1| . . . |Bkpk is isomorphic to J  rσ1P , 1sΠpt1,...,ku,P q with
σ1P  t1up1| . . . |tkupk. (3.6)
Proof. Consider the order isomorphism
f : I Ñ J, τP ÞÑ fpτP q
with
fpτP q 
¤
BpPτ
$'&
'%tpu Y
¤
BipiPσP
BiB
tiu
,/.
/- .
Proposition 3.16. If pP,¤P q is a lattice then pΠpX,P q,¤q is a lattice as well.
Proof. First observe that ΠpX,P q has the maximum tX Y 1P u, where 1P denotes the
maximum of P .
Let σP , πP P ΠpX,P q and observe that the inVmum σP ^ πP P ΠpX,P q exists and is
given by
σP ^ πP 
¤
BpPσP
CqPπP
BXCH
tpB X Cq Y tp^ quu.
Therefore ΠpX,P q is a Vnite lower semilattice with maximum and by Proposition 2.11 we
conclude that ΠpX,P q is a lattice.
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DeVnition 3.17. Let pP,¤q be a lattice andX ,Y be Vnite sets. The generalised supremum
πP \pX,Y q σP or short πP \ σP of πP P ΠpX,P q and σP P ΠpY, P q is the supremum
π1P _ σ
1
P of the extended P -Partitions π
1
P , σ
1
P P ΠpX Y Y, P q with
π1P  πP 9Y 0̂ΠpY zX,P q  πP 9Y
¤
xPY zX
ttxu Y t0P uu,
σ1P  σP 9Y 0̂ΠpXzY,P q  σP 9Y
¤
xPXzY
ttxu Y t0P uu.
Proposition 3.18. Let σ, π P ΠpXq and x, y P X . We have x π_σ y if and only if there
are x  w1, . . . , wk  y in X with wi π wi 1 or wi σ wi 1 for 1 ¤ i ¤ k  1.
Proof. First observe that we have by deVnition π_σ  π,σ and π_σ  τ for all
τ P ΠpXq with τ  π,σ. In other words we can say that π_σ is the smallest
equivalence relation on X containing π and σ.
First assume that there are x  w1, . . . , wk  y in X with wi π wi 1 or wi σ wi 1
for 1 ¤ i ¤ k1. Nowπ_σ  π,σ and asπ_σ is transitive, we conclude x π_σ y.
Conversely, we assume by the sake of contradiction that x π_σ y, but that there are
no wi P X with x  w1, . . . , wk  y, so that wi π wi 1 or wi σ wi 1 for 1 ¤ i ¤ k.
Consider now the equivalence relation τ  X  X with x1 τ y1 if and only if there
are w1i P X with x
1  w11, . . . , w
1
l  y
1, so that w1i π w
1
i 1 or w
1
i σ w
1
i 1 for 1 ¤ i ¤ l.
Now observe that τ  σ,π but x τ y. Hence we conclude that π_σ cannot be
the smallest equivalence relation on X containing π and σ, so that the assumption
x π_σ y is false and we have x π_σ y, which is a contradiction.
Corollary 3.19. The partition lattice ΠpXq is a lattice.
Proof. Let P be the one-element lattice. We have then ΠpXq  ΠpX,P q. Now apply
Proposition 3.16.
We now state a closed formula for the Möbius function of the partition lattice ΠpXq
before we discuss the Möbius function of the more general P -partition lattice ΠpX,P q.
The following theorem dates back to G.-C. Rota [56].
Theorem 3.20. Let X be an n-element set. The Möbius function of the partition lattice
ΠpXq satisVes
µΠpXqp0̂, 1̂q  spn, 1q   spn, 0q.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction over n. The claim is obviously true for n  0 and
n  1, which is our basic step. We have by the deVnition of the Möbius function¸
πPΠpXq
µΠpXqpπ, 1̂q  rn  0 or n  1s
and by Proposition 3.15 we have the isomorphism
rπ, 1̂sΠpXq  r0̂, 1̂sΠpt1,...,kuq,
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whenever |π|  k. As there are exactly Spn, kq set partitions in ΠpXq with |π|  k we
conclude
ņ
k0
Spn, kqµΠpt1,...,kuqp0̂, 1̂q  rn  0 or n  1s.
Application of the induction hypothesis for all k   n with n ¥ 2 yields then
ņ
k0
Spn, kqµΠpt1,...,kuqp0̂, 1̂q  µΠpXqp0̂, 1̂qSpn, nq  
n1̧
k0
Spn, kqspk, 1q
 µΠpXqp0̂, 1̂q  Spn, nqspn, 1q  
ņ
k0
Spn, kqspk, 1q
3.6
 µΠpXqp0̂, 1̂q  spn, 1q   rn  1s.
Finally, we have for n ¥ 2
µΠpXqp0̂, 1̂q  spn, 1q,
which proves the claim.
In order to prove the power of the tools in Section 2.3 we present now a rather nice result.
A generalisation of the second formula is also given by B. Pittel [49] using a generating
function approach.
Proposition 3.21. Let X be an n-element set with n ¥ 1. The cardinalities
Spnq  |tpσ, πq P ΠpXq  ΠpXq : σ _ π  1̂u|
and
Ipnq  |tpσ, πq P ΠpXq  ΠpXq : σ ^ π  0̂u|
can be computed by
Spnq 
ņ
k1
spk, 1q
¸ n!
k1!    kn!
n¹
i1

Bpiq2
i!

ki
,
where the inner sum ranges over all non-negative integers k1, . . . , kn satisfying k1  . . . 
kn  k and 1k1   . . .  nkn  n, and by
Ipnq 
ņ
k1
Bpkq2spn, kq.
Proof. We consider the matrices A,B P MatpΠpXq,ΠpXqq with
A  prπ _ σ  1̂sqπ,σPΠpXq
B  prπ ^ σ  0̂sqπ,σPΠpXq,
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so that the number of ordered pairs pπ, σq P ΠpXqΠpXq with π_σ  1̂ and π^σ  0̂
are given by Spnq  1TA1 and Ipnq  1TB1, where 1 P MatpΠpXqq denotes a vector
with all entries being ones.
We have now by Theorem 2.47 the factorisations
A  ζΛpgqζT
B  ζTΛpg1qζ
with
gpπq 
¸
σPΠpXq
µpπ, σqrσ  1̂s  µpπ, 1̂q
g1pπq 
¸
σPΠpXq
µpσ, πqrσ  0̂s  µp0̂, πq,
for all π P ΠpXq. Hence
1TA1  pζT1qTΛpgqpζT1q  aTΛpgqa
1TB1  pζ1qTΛpg1qpζ1q  bTΛpg1qb
where a  ζT1  papπqqπPΠpXq and b  ζ1  pbpπqqπPΠpXq are expressible in terms of
Bell numbers Bpnq
apπq 
¸
σ¤π
1 
¹
CPσ
Bp|C|q
bpπq 
¸
σ¥π
1  Bp|π|q.
Thus we obtain after some simpliVcations
Spnq 
¸
πPΠpXq
¹
CPπ
Bp|C|q2µpπ, 1̂q

ņ
k1
spk, 1q
¸ n!
k1!    kn!
n¹
i1

Bpiq2
i!

ki
,
where the inner sum ranges over all non-negative integers k1, . . . , kn with k1 . . . kn  k
and 1k1   . . .   nkn  n whereas the other sum gives after evaluation of the Möbius
function
Ipnq 
¸
πPΠpXq
Bp|π|q2µp0̂, πq

ņ
k1
Bpkq2
¸
πPΠpXq
|π|k
µp0̂, πq
3.7

ņ
k1
Bpkq2spn, kq.
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The Vrst values for Spnq and Ipnq are depicted in Table 3.3. The On-Line Encyclopedia
of Integer Sequences [59, A060639,A059849] also lists both sequences being contributed
by E. R. CanVeld [21] and B. Pittel [49] but the methods of obtaining them rely on a
generating function approach.
We want to remark that Spnq can also be written in the compact form
Spnq 
ņ
k0
spn, kqBn,kpBp1q
2, . . . , Bpn k   1q2q,
if we use the notion of partial Bell-polynomials Bn,kpx1, . . . , xnk 1q being described by
C. Charalambides [23] that are closely related to the exponential formula.
Another interesting contribution to this Veld was given by D. Grieser [29], who counted
for a given set partition π P ΠpXq the number of set partitions σ P ΠpXq with |σ|  n
|π| 1 blocks so that the conditions π_σ  1̂ and π^σ  0̂ are satisVed simultaneously.
We give a similar result without proving it. Assume thatX is an n-element set and that
we want to count the set of ordered pairs
Cpnq  |tpπ, σq : π _ σ  1̂ and π ^ σ  0̂u|,
constituting the so called complements in ΠpXq.
Let FIpzq and FCpzq be the exponential generating functions of the two sequences
pIpnqqn¥0 and pCpnqqn¥0, respectively. By virtue of the exponential formula [67] we
conclude
FIpzq  exppFCpzq  1q
so that the exponential generating function for the sequence pCpnqqn¥0 is readily obtained
by evaluating
FCpzq  1  lnFIpzq.
The Vrst values of this interesting sequence are also listed in Table 3.3.
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Spnq 1 3 15 119 1343 19905 369, 113 8, 285, 261 219, 627, 683
Ipnq 1 3 15 113 1153 15125 245, 829 4, 815, 403 111, 308, 699
Cpnq 1 2 8 56 552 7207 118, 456 2, 369, 922 56, 230, 544
Table 3.3: First values for Spnq, Ipnq and Cpnq
In the following we will see that the Möbius function of the lattice ΠpX,P q contains
only very few non-vanishing values. This enables us to state a closed expression for the
Möbius function of ΠpX,P q in Theorem 3.23.
Theorem 3.22. Let pP,¤q be a lattice and πP P ΠpX,P q. We have
µΠpX,P qpπP , 1q  0
whenever πP is not uniform.
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Proof. By virtue of Proposition 3.15 we can assume that X  t1, . . . , ku and that πP has
the form
πP  t1up1|t2up2| . . . |tkupk.
Since πP is not uniform we can assume p1 ¦ p2. Consider now the elements covering πP
S  tσP P ΠpX,P q : σP Í πP u
and assume that µΠpX,P qpπP , 1q  0. By Theorem 2.42 we conclude supS  1. Without
loss of generality we can therefore assume that there is a σP P S of the form
σP  t1, 2up1 _ p2|t3up3| . . . |tkupk.
as otherwise supS  1 would not be attained.
On the other hand the P -partition
σ1P  t1up1|t2up1 _ p2| . . . |tkupk
satisVes πP   σ1P   σP as p1 ¦ p2 implies p1_ p2 ¡ p2. Hence σP R S which contradicts
the assumption µΠpX,P qpπP , 1q  0.
A second proof of Theorem 3.22 can be found by the application of Crapo’s Theorem.
Proof. In the following we write I  rπP , 1sΠpX,P q. By virtue of Proposition 3.15 we can
assume that X  t1, . . . , ku and that πP has the form
πP  t1up1|t2up2| . . . |tkupk
with p1 ¦ p2 beforehand. We deVne now
π1P  t1up1|t2up1 _ p2| . . . |tkupk
with π1P P I . Observe that p1 ¦ p2 implies p1 _ p2 ¡ p2 and therefore π
1
P ¡ πP . By
means of Theorem 2.39 we are done if we show that π1P has no complement σP P I .
Assume therefore that σP P I is a complement of π1P . Now σP _ π
1
P  1 implies that
σP  Xs with s P P . Furthermore, we conclude from σP P I that s ¥ p1 _    _ pk.
Finally, we get by σP _ π1P  1 even more
p1 _ pp1 _ p2q _ p3 _    _ pk _ s  1P .
Hence we conclude s  1P and σP  X1P  1. On the other hand it is π1P ^ σP 
π1P ¡ πP so that π
1
P has no complement in I and we conclude µΠpX,P qpπP , 1q  0 by
Theorem 2.39.
Theorem 3.23. Let pP,¤q be a lattice. We have then
µΠpX,P qp0, 1q  µΠpXqp0̂, 1̂qµP p0P , 1P q.
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Proof. Assume that X is an n-element set with n ¥ 1 and that P contains at least two
elements. Denote now by πP pi, pq P Πpt1, . . . , iu, P q for all p P P the p-uniform P -
partition
πP pi, pq  t1up| . . . |tiup
with i singleton blocks.
In this case we have by the deVnition of the Möbius function¸
πP :πP¥πP pn,qq
µΠpX,P qpπP , 1q  δΠpX,P qpπP pn, qq, 1q  0,
for every q P P with q   1P . By Theorem 3.22 we can restrict the above summation to all
uniform P -partitions. Combining the same Möbius function values gives
ņ
i1
Spn, iq
¸
p:p¥q
µΠpt1,...,iu,P qpπP pi, pq, 1q  0.
We now apply induction over n to show that the inner sum vanishes for all n ¥ 1. For
the basic step k  1 we obtain by the deVnition of the Möbius function in pP,¤P q¸
p:p¥q
µΠpt1u,P qpπP p1, pq, 1q  0.
Furthermore we have for k  n
Spn, nq
¸
p:p¥q
µΠpX,P qpπP pn, pq, 1q  
n1̧
i1
Spn, iq
¸
p:p¥q
µΠpt1,...,iu,P qpπP pi, pq, 1q  0,
where the second summand vanishes by the induction hypothesis for all 1 ¤ k ¤ n  1.
Hence we have ¸
p:p¥q
µΠpX,P qpπP pn, pq, 1q  0
for all n ¥ 1. In the case q  1P it is
rπP pn, 1P q, 1sΠpX,P q  r0̂, 1̂sΠpXq
and we conclude
µΠpX,P qpπP pn, 1P q, 1q  µΠpXqp0̂, 1̂q
for all n ¥ 1. Dividing the above sum by µΠpX,P qpπP pn, 1P q, 1q  µΠpXqp0̂, 1̂q yields¸
p:p¥q
µ̃pπP pn, pq, 1q  0,
where
µ̃pπP pn, pq, 1q  µΠpX,P qpπP pn, pq, 1q{µΠpXqp0̂, 1̂q
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is set, which yields the initial condition µ̃pπP pn, 1P q, 1q  1. A comparison with the
deVning equation for the Möbius function of pP,¤P q yields therefore
µ̃pπP pn, qq, 1q  µP pq, 1P q
for all q P P . Hence we have
µΠpX,P qpπP pn, qq, 1q  µΠpXqp0̂, 1̂qµP pq, 1P q,
which proves the claim when q  0P is substituted.
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4 Connectedness of Graphs
This chapter gives some very basic deVnitions in graph theory and introduces a new oper-
ation on graphs in terms of set partitions. Furthermore, we analyse questions of connect-
edness in graphs under the separation of a graph into two parts.
DeVnition 4.1. An (undirected) graph G  pV,E, ιq is a triple consisting of a Vnite set
V of vertices and a Vnite set E of edges with V X E  H endowed with a function
ι : E Ñ V p2q 9Y V p1q. Here we denote by V pkq the set of the k-element subsets of V . A
vertex v P V is an endpoint of the edge e P E if v P ιpeq and two vertices u, v P V are
adjacent if there is an edge e P E with ιpeq  tu, vu.
For convenience of display we often tacitly omit ι and just write G  pV,Eq to denote
a graph if there is no danger of confusion.
DeVnition 4.2. Let G  pV,E, ιq be a graph. A loop is an edge e P E with ιpeq P V p1q
and two edges f, g P E are parallel if ιpfq  ιpgq. A simple graph has no loops and no
parallel edges and we can interpret E as a subset of the two-element subsets of V .
Example 4.3. Graphs are often represented by pictorial representations, where vertices
are drawn as circles and edges as lines connecting these circles. Figure 4.1 shows such
a pictorial representation of a graph. In the following we use the graph of Figure 4.1 to
exemplify our results and some of our deVnitions.
DeVnition 4.4. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph and F  E. A subgraph H  pW,F q of G
is a graph with W  V and F  E so that every edge in F has both endpoints in W .
A spanning subgraph H of G is a subgraph H of G so that H  pV, F q and we write
H  G if H is a spanning subgraph of G.
Figure 4.1: Example graph
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Given a graph G  pV,Eq andW  V we write GrW s  pW,F q to denote the vertex
induced subgraph of G by W where an edge is in F if and only if the edge e is in E and
has its endpoints inW .
DeVnition 4.5. Let G  pV,E, ιq be a graph. A u-v walk of length n ¥ 0 in G is an
alternating sequence u  w1, e1, . . . , en, wn 1  v of vertices wi P V and edges ei P E so
that ιpeiq  twi, wi 1u for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n. It is assumed that a path of length zero consists
of a sole vertex.
Two vertices u, v P V are connected in G if there is an u-v walk in G and we write
u G v. Note that G  V  V is an equivalence relation and denote by
rvsG  tu P V : v G uu
the equivalence class of the vertex v under G. The set partition tGu P ΠpV q induced by
G is
tGu  trvsG : v P V u
and is basically the quotient set of V under G.
A connected component of G is the vertex induced subgraph GrW s of someW P tGu.
We say that a graph G is connected if there is at most one connected component in G.
Observe that this makes the null graph N  pH,Hq, having no vertices and no edges, a
connected graph.
We now deVne a graph operation that modiVes a given graph G  pV,Eq by means
of two given set partitions β, γ P ΠpXq with X  V . This operation is used throughout
the text and proves to be very useful in the description of splitting formulae. The reader
should therefore study the following deVnition carefully.
DeVnition 4.6. Let G  pV,E, ιq be a graph and β, γ P ΠpXq with X  V . The β-
merged and γ-completed graph Gγβ  pVβ, E
γ, ιγβq has the β-merged vertex set
Vβ  V zX 9Y β
and the γ-completed edge set
Eγ  E 9Y F γ
with
F γ  teuv : u γ v with tu, vu P Xp2qu.
In order to describe ιγβ we Vrst deVne the function g : V Ñ Vβ, v ÞÑ gpvq by
gpvq 
#
B B P β with v P B
v v P V zX.
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Then ιγβ : E
γ Ñ V
p2q
β 9Y V
p1q
β is given by
ιγβpeq 
#
tgpuq, gpvqu e P E with ιpeq  tu, vu
tgpuq, gpvqu euv P F
γ.
In other words Gγβ emerges from G by Vrst introducing new edges for every pair of
distinct vertices having both endpoints in a same block of γ and afterwards by merging
all vertices into new supernodes corresponding to the blocks of β. Note that the resulting
graph Gγβ might have parallel edges and loops, even if G is a simple graph.
It is convenient to introduce the equivalence relation Gγβ  V  V so that u Gγβ v if
and only if u G v or u β v or u γ v. Furthermore, we stipulate
tGγβu
1  trvs
G
γ
β
: v P V u,
so that tGγβu
1 P ΠpV q. There is a subtle diUerence in writing tGγβu
1 instead of tGγβu.
Observe that tGγβu P ΠpVβq in contrast to tG
γ
βu
1 P ΠpV q, as the vertices inGβ  pVβ, Eγq
contain β-merged supernodes being interpreted as subsets of X .
In any case we have the important conversion formula
tGγβu
1  tGγ_βu  tGγ_βu
1,
which avoids these diUerences.
Finally, we observe that the minimum 0̂ P ΠpXq acts as a neutral element due to this
operation so that in case of β  0̂ or γ  0̂ we use the simpliVed notation Gβ and Gγ ,
respectively.
Example 4.7. We exemplify the DeVnition 4.6 by considering the example graph G 
pV,Eq with six vertices drawn on the left-hand side of Figure 4.2. Assume that X 
t1, 2, 3, 4u and that β, γ P ΠpXq with β  12|34 and γ  14|23. We Vrst consider the γ-
completed graph Gγ in the middle of Figure 4.2 containing the two additional edges t1, 4u
and t2, 3u. Afterwards we coalesce the vertices 1 and 2 and the vertices 3 and 4 into the
two supernodes 12 and 34 as depicted on the right-hand side of Figure 4.2 giving Gγβ . In
this example we Vnd
tGu  tt1, 5u, t2, 3, 4, 6uu tGγu  tt1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6uu
tGγβu  ttt1, 2u, t3, 4u, 5, 6uu tG
γ
βu
1  tt1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6uu,
where t1, 2u and t3, 4u are representing the two supernodes in Gγβ .
Proposition 4.8. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph and β, γ P ΠpXq with X  V . Then we
obtain by the generalised supremum in DeVnition 3.17 the equation
tGγβu
1  tGu \pV,Xq pβ _ γq.
Proof. Just observe that by deVnition u and v are in the same block of tGγβu
1 if and only if
u Gγβ v. Furthermore, we know that u Gγβ v if and only if u G v or u β v or u γ v.
Therefore Gγβ  V  V is the smallest equivalence relation containing G, β and
γ . In other words we have by the properties of the supremum
tGγβu
1  tGu \ pβ _ γq.
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Figure 4.2: Example for the β-merged and γ-completed graph Gγβ
DeVnition 4.9. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph. A splitting of G at the separating vertex set
X is a triple pG1, G2, Xq, where G1  pV 1, E1q and G2  pV 2, E2q are subgraphs of G
with V 1 Y V 2  V , V 1 X V 2  X , E1 9Y E2  E and E1 X E2  H.
Example 4.10. Figure 4.3 presents a possible splitting of the example graph in Figure 4.1
at the separating vertex set X  t1, 2, 3u.
11
22
33
G1 = (V 1, E1) G2 = (V 2, E2)
Figure 4.3: A splitting of the example graph
Proposition 4.11. Let pG1, G2, Xq be a splitting of G  pV,Eq and u, v P V . It is
u G v if and only if there exists a sequence of vertices u  w1, . . . , wk  v in V so that
wi G1 wi 1 or wi G2 wi 1 for 1 ¤ i ¤ k  1.
Proof. Assume that u G v, then there is by deVnition a sequence of vertices
u  w1, . . . , wk  v,
so that wi and wi 1 are adjacent in G for 1 ¤ i ¤ k  1. Hence we have wi G wi 1
for 1 ¤ i ¤ k  1 as well. As we have a splitting of G we conclude that wi and wi 1 are
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adjacent in G1 or adjacent in G2. In other words we have wi G1 wi 1 or wi G2 wi 1.
Conversely assume that there is such a sequence of vertices. In this case we have clearly
found a u-v path in G and it is u G v.
Lemma 4.12. Let pG1, G2, Xq be a splitting of G with Gi  pV i, Eiq. We have then
tGu  tG1u \pV 1,V 2q tG
2u. (4.1)
Proof. Let u, v P B for some B P tGu so that we have u G v. As pG1, G2, Xq is a
splitting of G by Proposition 4.11 there is a sequence of vertices u  w1, . . . , wk  v in
V so that wi G1 wi 1 or wi G2 wi 1 for 1 ¤ i ¤ k  1. Observe now that tG1u and
tG2u are the set partition induced by G1 and G2 . The application of Proposition 3.18
now yields that u and v are in a block in tG1u \ tG2u if and only if wi G1 wi 1 or
wi G2 wi 1 for 1 ¤ i ¤ k  1, which proves the claim.
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5 Coloured Set Partitions
The study of the partition reliability in Section 6.3 relies on P -partitions, where pP,¤P q
is chosen to be the powerset lattice p2C ,q of a Vnite set C of colours. Hence we can use
all results for P -partitions deduced in Chapter 3. Furthermore, we introduce the notion
of disjointly coloured and monochrome C-partitions that are important regarding their
application towards the partition reliability RpG, φq.
Coloured set partitions with C  tcu are also called labelled set partitions and are
related to the K-terminal reliability. D. Bienstock [15] was one of the Vrst authors using
the notion of labelled set partitions. A more recent account is given by G. Hardy, C. Lucet
and N. Limnios [33], where they proposed an algorithm for evaluating the K-terminal
reliability using binary decision diagrams.
DeVnition 5.1. Let X be a Vnite ground set and C a Vnite colour set with X X C  H.
Consider now ΠpX, 2Cq, where p2C ,q denotes the powerset lattice. The elements in
ΠpX, 2Cq are called coloured set partitions or short C-partitions.
In the following we write ΠpX,Cq instead of ΠpX, 2Cq and we identify the elements
πC P ΠpX,Cq with the collection of subsets
πC  tB1 YD1, . . . , Bk YDku
with Bi  X and Di  C , being a short form of
πC  tB1 Y tD1u, . . . , Bk Y tDkuu.
Finally, we introduce the convenient bar notation πC  B1D1| . . . |BkDk and we say
that the subsets BiDi : Bi YDi are the blocks of πC .
Remark 5.2. Observe that πC is not necessarily a set partition in ΠpX YCq, as the blocks
in πC are generally not disjoint.
Corollary 5.3. Let X be an n-element set and C an r-element set of colours. The number
P pn, rq of elements in ΠpX,Cq is
P pn, rq 
ņ
k0
Spn, kq2rk.
Proof. Observe that 2C has 2r elements. Now apply Proposition 3.11.
Remark 5.4. The numbers P pn, rq are listed for small values in Table 5.1. Note that they
are growing extremely fast in both arguments.
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Corollary 5.5. The coloured partition lattice pΠpX,Cq,¤q is a lattice. The minimum
0̂ΠpX,Cq and maximum 1̂ΠpX,Cq in ΠpX,Cq is
0̂ΠpX,Cq 
¤
xPX
ttxuu
1̂ΠpX,Cq  tX Y Cu.
Proof. The powerset lattice p2C ,q is a lattice. Now apply Proposition 3.16.
Corollary 5.6. LetX be an n-element set with n ¥ 1 and C be an r-element set. We have
then
µΠpX,Cqp0̂ΠpX,Cq, 1̂ΠpX,Cqq  p1q
n r1pn 1q!. (5.1)
Proof. We have
µΠpX,Cqp0̂ΠpX,Cq, 1̂ΠpX,Cqq
3.23
 µΠpXqp0̂, 1̂q  µ2C pH, Cq
2.36
 µΠpXqp0̂, 1̂q  p1q
r
3.20
 pspn, 1q   spn, 0qq  p1qr
3.4
 p1qn r1pn 1q!,
where the numbers attached to the equal signs indicate the corresponding theorems and
corollaries.
DeVnition 5.7. Let πC P ΠpX,Cq with πC  B1D1| . . . |BkDk. We deVne the set of
colours ColpπCq of πC by
ColpπCq 
¤
BDPπC
D
and we say that πC is colourful in ΠpX,Cq if ColpπCq  C and block BiDi P πC is
uncoloured if Di  H. We denote by ΠpX,Cq the set of all colourful C-partitions in
ΠpX,Cq.
n P pn, 0q P pn, 1q P pn, 2q P pn, 3q P pn, 4q P pn, 5q
0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 4 8 16 32
2 2 6 20 72 272 1056
3 5 22 116 712 4880 35872
4 15 94 756 7624 91920 1, 252, 384
5 52 454 5428 87496 1, 810, 192 44, 874, 784
6 203 2430 42356 1, 067, 976 37, 142, 288 1, 648, 196, 640
Table 5.1: Values for P pn, rq
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Furthermore, πC is disjointly coloured if for all Di and Dj we have Di  Dj or
Di X Dj  H. The set of all disjointly coloured C-partitions in ΠpX,Cq is denoted
by ΠdispX,Cq.
Finally, we say that πC P ΠpX,Cq is monochrome if for every colour c P C there
is at most one block BD P πC with c P D and we denote the set of all monochrome
C-partitions in ΠpX,Cq by ΠmonpX,Cq.
Observe that πC P ΠmonpX,Cq implies πC P ΠdispX,Cq and we conclude the relation
ΠmonpX,Cq  ΠdispX,Cq. Furthermore, we remark that πC P ΠmonpX,Cq X ΠpX,Cq
is a set partition in ΠpX Y Cq, so that ΠmonpX,Cq X ΠpX,Cq  ΠpX Y Cq follows.
Example 5.8. Let X  t1, 2, 3u and C  tr, g, bu. Then πC  1r|23gb P ΠpX,Cq is
monochrome and colourful, whereas σC  1r|2|3r P ΠpX,Cq is disjointly coloured with
one uncoloured block, but neither colourful nor monochrome.
Proposition 5.9. The subposet ΠpX,Cq of the poset ΠpX,Cq is a Vnite upper semilat-
tice denoted by pΠpX,Cq,_q, where the supremum operation _ equals the supremum
operation _ in pΠpX,Cq,_,^q.
Proof. Just observe that ΠpX,Cq is a Vlter in ΠpX,Cq.
Proposition 5.10. The sets ΠdispX,Cq and ΠmonpX,Cq are hull systems in ΠpX,Cq.
Proof. Obviously we have 1̂ΠpX,Cq P ΠdispX,Cq,ΠmonpX,Cq, so that inf H  1̂ΠpX,Cq P
ΠdispX,Cq,ΠmonpX,Cq. Consider now the inVmum
πC ^ΠpX,Cq σC 
¤
BDPπC
B1D1PσC
BXB1H
tpB XB1q Y pD XD1qu
for all πC , σC P ΠpX,Cq.
Assume now that πC , σC P ΠdispX,Cq and observe that for all blocks B1D1, B2D2 P
πC ^ σC we have D1  D2 or D1 XD2  H. Hence πC ^ σC P ΠdispX,Cq. In the same
vein we conclude πC ^ σC P ΠmonpX,Cq for all πC , σC P ΠmonpX,Cq.
DeVnition 5.11. Let πC P ΠpX,Cq. The disjoint closure πdisC of πC and the monochrome
closure πmonC of πC are deVned as
πdisC  inf
ΠpX,Cq
tσC P ΠdispX,Cq : σC ¥ πCu (5.2)
πmonC  inf
ΠpX,Cq
tσC P ΠmonpX,Cq : σC ¥ πCu, (5.3)
with πdisC P ΠdispX,Cq and π
mon
C P ΠmonpX,Cq, as ΠdispX,Cq and ΠmonpX,Cq are hull
systems by Proposition 5.10. We conclude that the mappings
hmon : ΠpX,Cq Ñ ΠpX,Cq, πC ÞÑ π
mon
C (5.4)
hdis : ΠpX,Cq Ñ ΠpX,Cq, πC ÞÑ π
dis
C (5.5)
are closure operators by Proposition 2.23.
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Corollary 5.12. pΠdispX,Cq,_dis,^disq and pΠmonpX,Cq,_mon,^monq are lattices.
Proof. Just apply Proposition 2.21 with the closure operators hdis and hmon.
Assume we have a C-partition πC P ΠpX,Cq. How can we describe the process of
computing πdisC and π
mon
C ? In the Vrst case we simply have to identify the blocks in πC
having a non-empty intersection in their colours and enrich these blocks with the union of
the colours without coalescing the corresponding blocks. In the second case we also need
to coalesce the blocks themselves. A more concise description of this process is given in
the following deVnition.
DeVnition 5.13. Let πC P ΠpX,Cq. We say that BD,B1D1 P πC are colour equiva-
lent, BD CpπCq B
1D1, with respect to πC if there exists a sequence of blocks BD 
B1D1, . . . , BkDk  B
1D1 in πC with Di X Di 1  H for 1 ¤ i ¤ k  1. Observe that
CpπCq  πC  πC is an equivalence relation on the blocks of πC .
With the above notion we can explicitly state the construction for the monochrome and
disjoint closure of πC by
πmonC 
¤
BDPπC
$''&
''%
¤
B1D1PπC
BDCpπC qB
1D1
B1D1
,//.
//-
πdisC 
¤
BDPπC
$''&
''%B Y
¤
B1D1PπC
BDCpπC qB
1D1
D1
,//.
//- .
Remark 5.14. The subposets ΠdispX,Cq and ΠmonpX,Cq of ΠpX,Cq are lattices, but in
general not sublattices of ΠpX,Cq. As a counterexample consider the two monochrome
C-partitions πC  1r|2g, σC  1g|2 P Πpt1, 2u, tr, guq with C  tr, gu. We have
πC _ΠpX,Cq σC  1rg|2g,
but on the other hand
πC _ΠdispX,Cq σC  1rg|2rg  h
disp1rg|2gq
πC _ΠmonpX,Cq σC  12rg  h
monp1rg|2gq.
Remark 5.15. Let πC P ΠpX,Cq and X 1  X , C 1  C . The restriction πC |X 1C1 P
ΠpX 1, C 1q is by deVnition
πC |X 1C1 
¤
BDPπC
BXX 1H
tpB XX 1q Y pD X C 1qu. (5.6)
In Section 6.1 we apply coloured set partitions to the reliability of networks by using
polynomials in formal variables corresponding to the colours. We deVne this algebraisa-
tion and also state its connection to the splitting of graphs in Lemma 5.20.
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DeVnition 5.16. Let C  tc1, . . . , cru be an r-element set. In the following we assume
that the elements of C are indeterminates and we denote by RrCs or Rrc1, . . . , crs the set
of all polynomials with real coeXcients in these indeterminates.
Given any polynomial f P RrCs with
f 
¸
k1,...,kr¥0
fk1,...,krc
k1
1    c
kr
r
we deVne the coeXcient extraction of the nth power of the variable ci P C by
rcni spfq :
¸
k1,...,kr¥0
kin
fk1,...,kr
r¹
j1
ji
c
kj
j .
Finally, we write rcni c
m
j spfq instead of rc
n
i sprc
m
j spfqq and we deVne the convenient extrac-
tion operators
rCkspfq : rck1    c
k
r spfq,
rC¤kspfq :
¸
0¤i1,...,ir¤k
rci11    c
ir
r spfq
for all k ¥ 0.
The usage of the extraction operator is quite straightforward. Observe the following
obvious rules simplifying its usage.
Remark 5.17. We have
rckspf   gq  rckspfq   rckspgq (5.7)
for all f, g P RrCs, k ¥ 0 and c P C . Furthermore, we have for f P RrCs and g P RrDs
with C XD  H the factorisation property
rckdlspfgq  rckspfq  rdlspgq, (5.8)
with c P C and d P D for all l, k ¥ 0 .
DeVnition 5.18. The colour type cpπCq of πC with πC P ΠpX,Cq is the polynomial
cpπCq 
¹
BDPπC
¹
dPD
d
and we have cpπCq P RrCs. We have for example
cp12r|3g|46gb|5q  rg2b.
Proposition 5.19. Let πC P ΠpX,Cq and Y  X , so that for allBD P πC it isBXY  H.
We have then
cpπCq  cpπC |Y Cq.
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Proof. We have the following chain of equalities.
cpπCq 
¹
BDPπC
¹
dPD
d

¹
BDPπC
BXYH
¹
dPD
d

¹
B1D1PπC |Y C
¹
dPD1
d
 cpπC |Y Cq.
Lemma 5.20 is a crucial tool to state a splitting formula for the colouring polynomial
in Section 6.2, which serves as a precursor of the partition reliability in Section 6.3. It
describes the gluing of coloured set partitions with diUerent ground sets to a new coloured
set partition with the union of the corresponding ground sets.
Lemma 5.20. Let X1 and X2 be Vnite sets with X  X1 X X2. We have for all πiC P
ΠpX i, Cq and σiC  π
i
C |X with i  1, 2 the identity
cpπ1C \pX1,X2q π
2
Cq 
cpπ1Cqcpσ
1
C _ΠpX,Cq σ
2
Cqcpπ
2
Cq
cpσ1Cqcpσ
2
Cq
.
Proof. We partition πiC  ρ
i
C 9Y τ
i
C into the disjoint sets
ρiC 
¤
BCPπiC
BXXH
tBCu, τ iC 
¤
BCPπiC
BXXH
tBCu
with
Y i 
¤
BCPπiC
BXXH
B
for i  1, 2. Observe that we have the disjoint decomposition
π1C \pX1,X2q π
2
C  pτ
1
C 9Y ρ
1
Cq \pX1,X2q pτ
2
C 9Y ρ
2
Cq
 τ 1C 9Y τ
2
C 9Y pρ
1
C \pY 1,Y 2q ρ
2
Cq.
Therefore we can conclude
cpπ1C \pX1,X2q π
2
Cq  cpτ
1
Cqcpτ
2
Cqcpρ
1
C \pY 1,Y 2q ρ
2
Cq
 cpπ1Czρ
1
Cqcpπ
2
Czρ
2
Cqcpρ
1
C \pY 1,Y 2q ρ
2
Cq

cpπ1Cq
cpρ1Cq
cpπ2Cq
cpρ2Cq
cpρ1C \pY 1,Y 2q ρ
2
Cq.
Finally, we have by Proposition 5.19
cpρiCq  cpσ
i
Cq
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and also
cpρ1C \pY 1,Y 2q ρ
2
Cq  cppρ
1
C \pY 1,Y 2q ρ
2
Cq|XCq
 cppρ1C |XCq _ΠpX,Cq pρ
2
C |XCqq
 cpσ1C _ΠpX,Cq σ
2
Cq,
which proves the claim.
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6 Reliability of Stochastic Networks
This chapter constitutes the main part of this thesis and will answer some previously
unsolved problems in the Veld of network reliability.
We will examine measures for the reliability of stochastic networks by applying the
tools of the previous chapters. A recurrent theme is the computation of these measures
by Vrst splitting the networks like exempliVed in Figure 4.3 on page 38 and afterwards
by computing the same measures of modiVcations of the resulting subgraphs of the given
splitting.
We use this approach to discuss three network reliability measures, namely the partition
reliability RpG,K1, . . . , Krq in Section 6.3, being the most complicated one, the multi-
mode reliability MRpG, rq in Section 6.4 and Vnally the domination reliability DRpGq in
Section 6.6.
On the way we answer some previously unanswered questions concerning the K-ter-
minal reliability and also give some contribution to the theory of compositions. Especially,
we state a splitting formula for theK-terminal reliability by Theorem 6.56 and the general
existence of a splitting formula for the two-terminal reliability in Theorem 6.70. The split-
ting formula for the two-terminal reliability was already conjectured by P. Tittmann [60],
but he was unable to justify the general validity of this approach. We conclude by stating
a new algorithm for computing the K-terminal reliability, which is superior to current
state-of-the-art algorithms with respect to their worst case behaviour. These current state-
of-the-art algorithms for computing the K-terminal reliability are described by J. Carlier
and C. Lucet[22] or more recently by G. Hardy, C. Lucet and N. Limnious [33].
Our Vrst task will be the derivation of a splitting formula for the partition reliability
RpG,K1, . . . , Krq. In order to tackle this problem it is useful to restate RpG,K1, . . . , Krq
in terms of colourings φ : V Ñ 2C of the vertices ofG with subsets of an r-element colour
set C  t1, . . . , ru and we will write RpG, φq, where the diUerent kinds of terminal
vertices are given by the colour classes Ki  tv P V : i P φpvqu for 1 ¤ i ¤ r.
The proof of the Vnal Theorem 6.56 in Section 6.3 utilises the intermediate polynomial
CpG, φq in Section 6.2 by exploiting the equation RpG, φq  rCsCpG, φq and a splitting
formula for CpG, φq. The polynomial CpG, φq allows a straightforward analysis, but is
also more complicated to evaluate in comparison to RpG, φq.
In Section 6.4 we proceed with the study of the multimode reliability MRpG, rq of a
graph, which is a new network reliability measure introduced by the author. Assume that
the vertices of G are independently in one of r states in C  t1, . . . , ru with probability
1{r.
The multimode reliability is the probability that the vertex induced subgraphs of the
vertices of a common state are connected. In order to compute MRpG, rq we introduce
the partition polynomial QpG, xq as being described by M. Trinks, P. Tittmann and the
author himself [58] and prove a splitting formula for it. The splitting formula for the
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partition polynomial gives also some insight in the theory of compositions and could be
used to generalise the results given by W. Bajguz [8], B. Kell [40] and J. N. Ridley and
M. E. Mays [53].
Finally, we propose a splitting formula for the domination reliability DRpGq of a graph
G in Section 6.6. The domination reliability was examined by K. Dohmen and P. Tittmann [26]
and is closely related to the domination polynomialDpG, xq of a graph, which just gained
recent attention by S. Alikhani and Y. Peng [2].
Assume that the vertices of G are failing independently with given probability, then
DRpGq is the probability that every vertex in G is non-failing or adjacent to a non-failing
vertex in G. Again we prove a splitting formula for the domination reliability at a sepa-
rating vertex set, which is also interesting from a combinatorial point of view.
6.1 Coloured stochastic networks
Assume that we have a computer network G  pV,Eq with error-prone links and a Vnite
set of services C with C X V  H. Furthermore, assume that each computer v P V has
to facilitate a Vxed subset D  C of services.
We deVne the network being operable if all computers providing a certain service c P C
are mutually connected with each other. Observe that there might be computers providing
no service D  H after all, but are merely forwarding services to other computers.
The probability that the network G operates is modelled by the partition reliability
RpG, φq, where φ : V Ñ 2C facilitates the Vxed assignment of computers to their services.
This can be viewed as a colouring of the vertices of a graph with a subset of colours from
a Vnite set of colours.
The partition reliability was introduced by P. Tittmann [61] as a generalisation of the
K-terminal reliability, where he applied lattice theoretic methods to obtain some splitting
formulae.
DeVnition 6.1. A stochastic (edge failure) network pG, pq is a pair, where G  pV,Eq is
a graph and p is a function p : E Ñ r0, 1s, e ÞÑ ppeq. It is now assumed that the edges
e P E of G are failing independently with probability qpeq  1 ppeq.
The probability PrEpHq for a given spanning subgraph H  pV, F q  G to be realised
is therefore
PrEpHq 
¹
ePF
ppeq
¹
ePEzF
qpeq. (6.1)
In the following we identify G and its corresponding stochastic network pG, pq if there is
no danger of confusion.
DeVnition 6.2. Let C be a Vnite set of colours. A C-colouring pG, φq of G is a pair
consisting of a graph G  pV,Eq and a function φ : V Ñ 2C .
A C-colouring is not redundant if for all c P C there is a v P V with c P φpvq. In
the following we assume without loss of generality that a given C-colouring is always not
redundant.
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Observe that we can assign to every colour c P C a set of terminal verticesKc of type c
by
Kc  tv P V : c P φpvqu. (6.2)
If there is just one colour C  tcu we say that the verticesK are simply terminal vertices
and the pair pG,Kq is aK-terminal graph. For the next deVnition recall that tGu denotes
by DeVnition 4.5 the set partition of V induced by the connected components of G.
For every vertex subsetW  V we deVne the colour set ΦpW q  C with
ΦpW q :
¤
vPW
φpvq (6.3)
and the C-partition tpG, φqu induced by pG, φq as
tpG, φqu 
¤
BPtGu
tB Y ΦpBqu, (6.4)
where we have tpG, φqu P ΠpV,Cq. Finally, we introduce the C-partition tφu induced by
φ through
tφu 
¤
vPV
ttvu Y φpvqu, (6.5)
where tφu P ΠpV,Cq.
DeVnition 6.3. Let pG, φq be a C-colouring of G. We say that G  pV,Eq is φ-connected
if tpG, φqu is a monochrome C-partition and we deVne
mpπCq  rπC is monochromes (6.6)
for all πC P ΠpX,Cq.
DeVnition 6.4. Let pG, φq be a C-colouring of G  pV,Eq with C  t1, . . . , ru. The
partition reliability RpG, φq is the probability that G is φ-connected
RpG, φq 
¸
HG
PrEpHqmptpH,φquq.
Note thatRpG, φq is the generalisation of the well-knownK-terminal reliabilityRpG,Kq
to diUerent kinds of terminal vertices K1, . . . , Kr. Thus we also write RpG,K1, . . . , Krq
instead of RpG, φq, where RpG,K1, . . . , Krq is the probability that the vertices in Ki are
mutually connected in G for 1 ¤ i ¤ r.
Proposition 6.5. Let pG, φq be a C-colouring of G  pV,Eq. We have the decomposition
formula
tpG, φqu  tGu _ΠpX,Cq tφu.
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Proof. Let tGu  B1| . . . |Bk P ΠpV q and tφu  t1uφp1q| . . . |tnuφpnq P ΠpV,Cq with
V  t1, . . . , nu. We have then by the deVnition of the supremum in ΠpX,Cq the follow-
ing chain of equations
tGu _ΠpX,Cq tφu 
¤
BPtGu
tB Y
¤
vPB
φpvqu

¤
BPtGu
tB Y ΦpBqu
 tpG, φqu.
DeVnition 6.6. Let pG, φq be a C-colouring and pG1, G2, Xq a splitting of G. A C-
splitting of G is a quadruple pG1, G2, X, φq combining the notions of a C-colouring and a
splitting ofG. Furthermore, we deVne the restriction φi of φ to the subgraphGi  pV i, Eiq
as the restriction of φ to V i
φi : V i Ñ 2C , v ÞÑ φpvq, (6.7)
so that we have the obvious decomposition
tφu  tφ1u \pV 1,V 2q tφ
2u. (6.8)
Proposition 6.7. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting. We have then
tpG, φqu  tpG1, φ1qu \pV 1,V 2q tpG
2, φ2qu.
Proof. We have
tpG, φqu
6.5
 tGu _ tφu
 tGu _ ptφ1u \pV 1,V 2q tφ
2uq
4.12
 ptG1u \pV 1,V 2q tG
2uq _ ptφ1u \pV 1,V 2q tφ
2uq
 ptG1u _ tφ1uq \pV 1,V 2q ptG
2u _ tφ2uq
6.5
 tpG1, φ1qu \pV 1,V 2q tpG
2, φ2qu.
DeVnition 6.8. Let pG, φq be a C-colouring of G  pV,Eq. Consider now a C-partition
πC  B1C1| . . . |BkCk P ΠpX,Cq with X  V . The πC-induced C-colouring pGπ, φπC q
is aC-colouring of the π-mergeGπ  pVπ, Eq ofGwith π  πC |X and colouring function
φπC : Vπ Ñ 2
C , v ÞÑ φπC pvq, where
φπC pvq 
#
Ci Y ΦpBiq v  Bi P π
φpvq else.
(6.9)
Example 6.9. We now exemplify DeVnition 6.8. Assume that C  tr, gu and consider
the colouring pG, φq of G  pV,Eq in the left-hand side of Figure 6.1 with φ : V Ñ 2C .
Now assume that X  t1, 2, 3u and let πC  1rg|23 P ΠpX,Cq. We then obtain the
πC-induced C-colouring pGπ, φπC q depicted in the right-hand side of Figure 6.1.
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(G, φ)
1
r
2
g
3
4
5
r
6
g
(Gπ, φπC)
1 rg
23
g
4
5 r
6 g
Figure 6.1: Example for a πC-induced C-colouring with πC  1rg|23
Proposition 6.10. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph and πC P ΠpX,Cq a C-partition with
X  V . If pGπ, φπC q is the πC-induced C-colouring with π  πC |X we have
tφπCu
1  tφu \pV,Xq πC . (6.10)
Proof. We have Gπ  pVπ, Eq and by deVnition we conclude
tφπCu
1 
¤
vPV zX
ttvu Y φπC pvqu Y
¤
BPπ
tB Y φπC pBqu

¤
vPV zX
ttvu Y φpvqu Y
¤
BPπ
tB Y φπC pBqu.
Furthermore, we conclude
tφπCu
1 
¤
vPV zX
ttvu Y φpvqu Y
¤
vPX
ttvu Y φpvqu

_ΠpX,Cq
¤
BPπ
tB Y φπC pBqu



 ¤
vPV zX
ttvu Y φpvqu Y
¤
vPX
ttvu Y φpvqu

\pV,Xq πC
 tφu \pV,Xq πC ,
proving the claim.
Proposition 6.11. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph and πC P ΠpX,Cq with X  V . We have
tpGπ, φπC qu
1  tpG, φqu \pV,Xq πC ,
where π  πC |X .
Proof. We have
tpGπ, φπC qu
1 6.5 tGπu _ tφπCu
6.10
 tGπu _ ptφu \pV,Xq πCq
4.8
 ptGu \pV,Xq πq _ ptφu \pV,Xq πCq
 ptGu _ tφuq \pV,Xq pπ _ πCq
 ptGu _ tφuq \pV,Xq πC
6.5
 tpG, φqu \pV,Xq πC .
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6.2 The Colouring Polynomial
In Section 6.3 we will consider the partition reliability RpG, φq of a graph G. In order
to analyse RpG, φq we Vrst need to investigate the colouring polynomial CpG, φq. In
Theorem 6.24 we state a splitting formula for the colouring polynomial being a precursor of
Theorem 6.56. This result enables us to give a splitting formula for the partition reliability
RpG, φq by a straightforward extraction of the relevant coeXcients.
DeVnition 6.12. Let pG, φq be a C-colouring of G  pV,Eq. The colouring polynomial
CpG, φq is deVned by
CpG, φq 
¸
HG
PrEpHqcptpH,φquq (6.11)
with the c-function in DeVnition 5.18.
Remark 6.13. Observe that the colouring polynomial is indeed a generalisation of the
partition reliability RpG, φq of a graph, as we have the formula
RpG, φq  rC1sCpG, φq,
whenever the colouring φ is not redundant. In other words it is useful to Vnd a splitting
formula for CpG, φq if we want to determine the splitting formula for RpG, φq.
Consider a C-splitting pG1, G2, X, φq of a graph G. If there is a vertex v P X that
receives a colour c P φpvq, we can reduce the computational eUort for a possible splitting
formula for CpG, φq. These savings are conveyed by the admissible C-partitions with
respect to a given C-splitting.
DeVnition 6.14. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G. We deVne the C-partition
πCpX,φq 
¤
xPX
ttxu Y φpxqu,
and the admissible C-partitions ΠpX,φq with respect to pG1, G2, X, φq as
ΠpX,φq  tσC P ΠpX,Cq : σC ¥ πCpX,φqu,
so that for all H  G we have tpH,φqu|X P ΠpX,φq.
DeVnition 6.15. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G with Gi  pV i, Eiq. We deVne
SpGi, φi; πCq 
¸
HiGi
rtpH i, φiqu|XC  πCsPrEipH
iq
cptpH i, φiquq
cptpH i, φiqu|XCq
for all πC P ΠpX,φq and i  1, 2.
Observe that we could readily extend DeVnition 6.15 to the set of all πC P ΠpX,Cq, but
that we would of course obtain SpGi, φi; πCq  0 for all πC R ΠpX,φq. This argument
justiVes the notion of admissible C-partitions.
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DeVnition 6.16. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be aC-splitting ofG. We deVne the supremummatrix
C P MatpΠpX,φq,ΠpX,φqq of the partition types by
C  pcpσC _ πCqqσC ,πCPΠpX,φq (6.12)
and the vectors spGiq, cpGiq P MatpΠpX,φqq as
spGiq  pSpGi, φi; πCqqπCPΠpX,φq (6.13)
cpGiq  pCpGiπ, φ
i
πC
qqπCPΠpX,φq (6.14)
for i  1, 2 with π  πC |X .
Theorem 6.17. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G  pV,Eq, so that Gi  pV i, Eiq
for i  1, 2. Then
CpG, φq  spG1qTCspG2q. (6.15)
Proof. Let H  G be a spanning subgraph of G. We have by Proposition 6.7
tpH,φqu  tpH1, φ1qu \pV 1,V 2q tpH
2, φ2qu.
Application of Lemma 5.20 yields
cpπCq 
cpρ1C _ ρ
2
Cqcpπ
1
Cqcpπ
2
Cq
cpρ1Cqcpρ
2
Cq
,
with πC  tpH,φqu, πiC  tpH
i, φiqu and ρiC  π
i
C |XC for i  1, 2. We can replace the
last equation by a summation with exactly one non-vanishing summand
cpπCq 
¸
σ1C ,σ
2
CPΠpX,φq

rσ1C  ρ
1
Cs
cpπ1Cq
cpρ1Cq


cpσ1C _ σ
2
Cq

rσ2C  ρ
2
Cs
cpπ2Cq
cpρ2Cq


.
A summation over all spanning subgraphsH  G, which is the same as a summation over
all pairs of spanning subgraphsH1  G1 andH2  G2, gives after the multiplication with
PrEpHq  PrE1pH
1qPrE2pH
2q the sum
CpG, φq 
¸
σ1C ,σ
2
CPΠpX,φq
SpG1, φ1;σ1Cqcpσ
1
C _ σ
2
CqSpG
2, φ2;σ2Cq,
where we combined summands due to DeVnition 6.15.
Theorem 6.18. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G. Then
cpGiq  CspGiq (6.16)
for i  1, 2.
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Proof. Let H iπ  G
i
π and observe that we have by Proposition 6.11
tpH iπ, φ
i
πC
qu  tpH i, φiqu \ πC .
In the following we write τ iC  tpH
i, φiqu and ρiC  τ
i
C |XC for i  1, 2. The application
of Lemma 5.20 to the right-hand side of the previous equation gives
cptpH iπ, φ
i
πC
quq  cpτ iC \ πCq

cpτ iCq
cpρiCq
cpρiC _ πCq.
The new right-hand side can be rewritten as a sum with only one non-vanishing summand
by
cptpH iπ, φ
i
πC
quq 
¸
σiCPΠpX,φq
rσiC  ρ
i
Cscpρ
i
C _ πCq
cpτ iCq
cpρiCq
.
Now multiply by PrEipH iπq  PrEipH
iq and sum over all H iπ  G
i
π, which also corre-
sponds to a summation over all H i  Gi. This gives
CpGiπ, φ
i
πC
q 
¸
σiCPΠpX,φq
SpGi, φi;σiCqcpπC _ σ
i
Cq,
where we combined terms according to DeVnition 6.15.
DeVnition 6.19. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G. Denote by c P MatpΠpX,φqq
the vector with entries c  pcpπCqq and deVne
θ  µΠpX,φqc
with θ P MatpΠpX,φqq. Finally, observe that we have by Theorem 2.47 the factorisation
C  ζΠpX,φqΛpθqζ
T
ΠpX,φq.
Lemma 6.20. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G with X  t1, . . . , nu and φ : V Ñ
2C . For any D-uniform πC  t1uD| . . . |tnuD P ΠpX,φq with D  C we Vnd
θpπCq 

¹
cPD
c
¹
cPCzD
p1 cq


n
. (6.17)
Proof. We Vrst observe that ΠpX,φq  ΠpX,Cq is obviously a Vlter in ΠpX,Cq. Hence
we conclude by Proposition 2.45 that
µΠpX,φqpπC , σCq  µΠpX,CqpπC , σCq
for all πC , σC P ΠpX,φq.
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The proof is now simply accomplished by combining summands µΠpX,CqpπC , σCqcpσCq
with the same values in the sum
θpπCq 
¸
σCPΠpX,Cq
µΠpX,CqpπC , σCqcpσCq.
First observe that we have the factorisation
µΠpX,CqpπC , σCq
3.14, 2.35

¹
BD1PσC
µΠpB,D1qpπC |BD1 , BD
1q
5.6

¹
BD1PσC
p1q|B|1p|B|  1q!  p1q|D
1||D|,
for all πC ¤ σC .
Assume now that σC  B1D1| . . . |BkDk with σC ¥ πC is a k-block C-partition and
deVne
ki  |tBD P σC : |B|  iu|.
If we sort factors with the same values we obtain
µΠpX,CqpπC , σCqcpσCq  fpk1, . . . , knqgpD1, . . . , Dkq
with
fpk1, . . . , knq 
n¹
i1

p1qi1pi 1q!
ki ,
gpD1, . . . , Dkq 
k¹
i1
p1q|Di||D|
¹
cPDi
c.
Recall that there are
n!
k1!    kn!1!k1   n!kn
ways to partition an n-element set having ki blocks of size i for 1 ¤ i ¤ n. Furthermore,
we can select an arbitrary subset of coloursDi  D for each of the k blocks BiDi . Hence
we have the two independent summations
θpπCq 
ņ
k1
¸ n!
k1!    kn!1!k1   n!kn
fpk1, . . . , knq 
¸
gpD1, . . . , Dkq

ņ
k1
p1qnk
¸ n!
k1!    kn!1k1   nkn

¸
gpD1, . . . , Dkq,
where the second sum ranges over all combinations of integers k1, . . . , kn with k1   . . . 
kn  k and 1k1   . . .   nkn  n and the third sum ranges over all subsets Di with
D  Di  C for 1 ¤ i ¤ k.
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For the second sum we obtain
p1qnk
¸ n!
k1!    kn!1k1   nkn
3.7
 spn, kq,
whereas the third sum simpliVes to
¸
gpD1, . . . , Dkq 
¸
D1D
  
¸
DkD
k¹
i1

p1q|Di||D|
¹
cPDi
c


k¹
i1
 ¸
DiD
p1q|Di||D|
¹
cPDi
c


k¹
i1

¹
cPD
c
¹
cPCzD
p1 cq




¹
cPD
c
¹
cPCzD
p1 cq


k
.
Hence
θpπCq 
ņ
k1
spn, kq

¹
cPD
c
¹
cPCzD
p1 cq


k
3.5


¹
cPD
c
¹
cPCzD
p1 cq


n
.
DeVnition 6.21. Let πC P ΠpX,Cq. The uniform decomposition UpπCq of πC is
UpπCq 
¤
C1C
$'&
'%
¤
BDPπC
DC1
tBDu
,/.
/- .
Thus every σC P UpπCq is a uniform C-Partition in ΠpXσC , CσC q with
XσC 
¤
BDPσC
B, CσC 
¤
BDPσC
D  ColpσCq.
Lemma 6.22. Let πC P ΠpX,Cq. We have
θpπCq 
¹
σCPUpπCq
θpσCq.
Proof. We have by deVnition
θpπCq 
¸
σCPΠpX,Cq
µΠpX,CqpπC , σCqcpσCq. (6.18)
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and by Proposition 3.14 and Proposition 2.35 the equality
µΠpX,CqpπC , σCq 
¹
BDPσC
µΠpB,DqpπC |BD, BDq.
Assume now that there is a block BD P σC , so that πC |BD P ΠpX,Dq is not uniform. In
this case we conclude by Theorem 3.22 that
µΠpB,DqpπC |BD, BDq  0
and therefore
µΠpX,CqpπC , σCq  0,
as a product is zero, whenever one factor is zero. Observe that πC |BD is uniform if and
only if πC |BD P UpπCq. Assume now that
UpπCq  tρ1C , . . . , ρkCu,
then every σC leading to a non-vanishing summand µΠpX,CqpπC , σCq in Equation (6.18) is
in the interval I
I  rπC , B
1
1D
1
1| . . . |B
1
kD
1
ks
with
B1iD
1
i 
¤
BDPρiC
pB YDq,
for 1 ¤ i ¤ k.
Thus we have the factorisation
θpπCq 
¸
σCPI
µΠpX,CqpπC , σCqcpσCq

k¹
i1
¸
σiCPrπC |B1iD
1
i
,B1iD
1
is
µΠpB1i,D1iqpπC |B1iD1i , σ
i
Cqcpσ
i
Cq

k¹
i1
θpπC |B1iD1iq

¹
πiCPUpπCq
θpπiCq,
where πiC  πC |B1iD1i .
Theorem 6.23. The matrix C given in DeVnition 6.16 is invertible.
Proof. We conclude by Theorem 2.48
detpCq 
¹
πCPΠpX,Cq
θpπCq. (6.19)
By Lemma 6.22 and Lemma 6.20 the condition θpπCq  0 is satisVed for all πC P ΠpX,Cq,
which proves the claim.
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Theorem 6.24. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G. We have
CpG, φq  cpG1qTC1cpG2q. (6.20)
Proof. We have by Theorem 6.17
CpG, φq  spG1qTCspG2q
and Theorem 6.18 gives
cpGiq  CspGiq
for i  1, 2. We know by Theorem 6.23 that C is invertible. This yields
spGiq  C1cpGiq
for i  1, 2. Hence we have after substitution
CpG, φq  cpG1qTC1cpG2q,
where we used the fact that C is by deVnition a symmetric matrix.
6.3 Partition Reliability
We will now analyse the partition reliability RpG, φq and prove a splitting formula for
RpG, φq in Theorem 6.56. The proof proceeds by utilising the methods in Section 6.2 and
by exploiting the equivalence
RpG, φq  rC1sCpG, φq.
We will also see that Theorem 6.56 is not just giving a splitting formula for RpG, φq,
but even more yields a compression of the necessary states in ΠRpX,φq to the state set
Π0pX,φq  ΠRpX,φq, which is magnitudes smaller. This insight can be of great help
if the splitting formula is used to evaluate RpG, φq by a computer program, especially if
memory becomes a limiting factor.
This memory eXcient scheme can also be utilised to reduce the eUorts in computing the
well-knownK-terminal reliability. We think that this result is the most important insight
gained in this PhD thesis.
We start with some basic properties of the monochrome indicator function and the
partition reliability RpG, φq.
Proposition 6.25. Let πC P ΠpX,Cq. We have then
mpπCq 
¹
cPC
mpπC |Xtcuq.
Proof. Observe that πC is monochrome by deVnition if for every colour c P C there is at
most one block BD P πC with c P D. Furthermore there is at most one block BD P πC
with c P D if and only if πC |Xtcu is monochrome. This gives immediately the stated
equation.
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DeVnition 6.26. Let pG, φq be a C-colouring of G  pV,Eq. The disjoint reduction
pG, φdisq of pG, φq is the C-colouring of G with
φdis : V Ñ 2C , v ÞÑ φdispvq  D, such that tvu YD P tφudis. (6.21)
Here tφudis is the disjoint closure of tφu as given in DeVnition 5.11.
Example 6.27. Assume that we have the C-colouring pG, φq of the graph G depicted on
the left-hand side of Figure 6.2 with colour set C  tr, g, bu interpreted as red, green and
blue. Obviously the vertices 1 and 6 have to be connected, whenever G is φ-connected,
as vertex 2 is red and green. Hence we obtain the disjoint reduction pG, φdisq depicted
on the right-hand side of Figure 6.2, where the vertices 1 and 6 are also coloured red and
green. Actually we could interpret the colour red r and the colour green g as a new colour
“red-green” rg, which gives us a newly coloured network with colour set C  trg, bu
reducing the number of colours used by the original network by one.
(G,φ)
1r
2
rg
3
b
4
b
5
6 g
(G, φdis)
1rg
2
rg
3
b
4
b
5
6 rg
Figure 6.2: Example for a disjoint reduction pG, φdisq of a colouring pG, φq
Proposition 6.28. Let pG, φq be a C-colouring of G. We have then
RpG, φdisq  RpG, φq.
Proof. First observe that we have
tpG, φdisqu  tGu _ tφdisu
 tGu _ tφudis
 tpG, φqudis
and by DeVnition 5.13, describing the disjoint closure of a C-Partition, we Vnd
mptpG, φqudisq  mptpG, φquq.
Thus we have
RpG, φdisq 
¸
HG
PrpHqmptpH,φdisquq

¸
HG
PrpHqmptpH,φquq
 RpG, φq.
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Assume that we have aC-splitting of a graph. There might be colours that are only used
in one of the two subgraphs and colours that are used in both subgraphs of the C-splitting.
In the following it is necessary to distinguish between these two cases.
DeVnition 6.29. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G  pV,Eq with φ : V Ñ 2C . We
deVne the colour sets
C12  ΦpV 1q X ΦpV 2q
C1  ΦpV 1qzΦpV 2q
C2  ΦpV 2qzΦpV 1q,
with Gi  pV i, Eiq for i  1, 2. Observe that C1 9Y C12 9Y C2  C whenever φ is not
redundant.
Finally, we say that a C-splitting pG1, G2, X, φq of G is colourful if C12  C .
We now proceed with our initial plan of the coeXcient extraction stated in the beginning
of this section.
Lemma 6.30. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting, c P C and φ : V Ñ 2C not redundant.
Furthermore, deVne πC : tpG, φqu, πiC : tpG
i, φiqu and σiC : π
i
C |XC for i  1, 2 and
the values
ki 
#
1 c P Ci and c R ColpσiCq
0 else
for i  1, 2 and
l 
#
0 c R Colpσ1Cq Y Colpσ
2
Cq
1 else.
We have then
rc1scpπCq  rc
k1s
cpπ1Cq
cpσ1Cq
 rclscpσ1C _ σ
2
Cq  rc
k2s
cpπ2Cq
cpσ2Cq
,
for all c P C .
Proof. By Proposition 6.7 we have
πC  π
1
C \ π
2
C
and by Lemma 5.20 we conclude
cpπ1C \ π
2
Cq 
cpπ1Cq
cpσ1Cq
 cpσ1C _ σ
2
Cq 
cpπ2Cq
cpσ2Cq
.
Hence we have the decomposition
I  I1   I2   I12
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with I : rcscpπCq and
I1  rc1s
cpπ1Cq
cpσ1Cq
 rc0scpσ1C _ σ
2
Cq  rc
0s
cpπ2Cq
cpσ2Cq
I2  rc0s
cpπ1Cq
cpσ1Cq
 rc0scpσ1C _ σ
2
Cq  rc
1s
cpπ2Cq
cpσ2Cq
I12  rc0s
cpπ1Cq
cpσ1Cq
 rc1scpσ1C _ σ
2
Cq  rc
0s
cpπ2Cq
cpσ2Cq
for all c P C . In the following we conclude that at most one of the summands in the above
decomposition is non-vanishing and we write D1  Colpσ1Cq and D
2  Colpσ2Cq for the
sake of brevity.
We have to consider twelve possible cases for the outcomes of I that are summarised in
Table 6.1. The Vrst observation is that c P C1 implies c R D2 and likewise c P C2 implies
c R D1. Hence we can exclude these four impossible cases from our examination.
The second observation is that c P D1 or c P D2 implies rc0scpσ1C _ σ
2
Cq  0 and hence
I1  I2  0. Likewise c R D1 and c R D2 implies rc1scpσ1C _ σ
2
Cq  0, so that I
12  0.
Finally, we conclude that c P Ci Y C12 and c R Di gives rc0spcpπiCq{cpσ
i
Cqq  0 for
i  1, 2, hence Ij  0 with j  1, 2 and j  i. Also note that the vanishing entry
for c R D1, D2 and c P C12 is readily veriVed if we recall that φ was assumed to be not
redundant.
c P C1 c P C2 c P C12
c P D1, c P D2 - - I12
c R D1, c P D2 - I12 I12
c P D1, c R D2 I12 - I12
c R D1, c R D2 I1 I2 0
Table 6.1: Non-vanishing contributions
Now observe that Table 6.1 Vts with the claimed values for ki and l, which Vnishes the
proof.
DeVnition 6.31. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G with φ : V Ñ 2C and C 
tc1, . . . , cru. We deVne
P pGi, φi; πCq  rc
k1
1    c
kr
r sSpG
i, φi; πCq (6.22)
for all πC P ΠpX,φq and i  1, 2 with
kj 
#
1 cj P C
i and cj R ColpπCq
0 else
for 1 ¤ j ¤ r, where SpGi, φi; πCq is given by DeVnition 6.15.
In order to attain φ-connectedness in pG, φq it is necessary that vertices with colours
used on both sides of a given splitting are connected to the separating vertex set. Therefore
we can reduce the set of necessary states in ΠpX,φq to some extend.
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DeVnition 6.32. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G. We deVne
ΠRpX,φq  tπC P ΠpX,φq : ColpπCq  C12u
and denote by ppGiq, rpGiq P MatpΠRpX,φqq the vectors containing the probabilities
P pGi, φi; πCq and RpGiπ, φ
i
πC
q for i  1, 2 with π  πC |X . In the following we use the
shorter notation
RpGi, πCq : RpG
i
π, φ
i
πC
q,
whenever there are no ambiguities.
Finally, we deVne the matrix M P MatpΠRpX,φq,ΠRpX,φqq by
M  pmpπC _ σCqqπC ,σCPΠRpX,φq.
Remark 6.33. We state here without proof that it is possible to rewrite the probabilities
P pGi, φi; πCq as
P pGi, φi; πCq 
¸
HiGi
rtpH i, φiqu|XC  πCsmptpH
i, φiqu \ tXuqPrEipH
iq
for a πC P ΠRpX,φq with them-function given by DeVnition 6.3.
Observe that these probabilities can be easily interpreted if we consider the φ-connect-
edness of G. P pGi, φi; πCq is just the probability that all vertices v P V i having a colour
φpvq P C12 occurring in both subgraphs are connected to a vertex in X and that all
vertices v P V i having a colour in φpvq P C1 are connected to a vertex in X or are in one
connected component in Gi.
In the case that one of these mentioned conditions is not satisVed for a H i  Gi it
is obvious that we cannot attain φ-connectedness in G. Furthermore, it is possible to
combine these conditions by demanding that
mptpH i, φiqu \ tXuq  1.
Observe that πC P ΠRpX,φq implies ColpπCq  C12 and hence it is automatically ensured
that every vertex v with φpvq P C12 is connected to a vertex in X .
Finally, we see that P pGi, φi; πCq accounts only for the subgraphs H i, where pH i, φiq
induces the C-partition πC in X . This is attained by demanding that
tpH i, φiqu|XC  πC .
Proposition 6.34. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting with C  tc1, . . . , cru. We have
then
mpπC _ σCq  rc
l1
1    c
lr
r scpπC _ σCq,
for all πC , σC P ΠRpX,φq with
lj 
#
0 cj R ColpπCq Y ColpσCq
1 else
for 1 ¤ j ¤ r.
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Proof. Let c P C and assume Vrst that c R ColpπCq,ColpσCq. In this case c R ColpπC_σCq
and cpπC_σCq does not contain the variable c. Hence πC_σC is monochrome with respect
to c and we have
mppπC _ σCq|Xtcuq  rc
0scpπC _ σCq.
In the other case c P ColpπCq or c P ColpσCq the expression cpπC _ σCq contains the
variable c in the Vrst power if and only if πC _ σC is monochrome with respect to c and
we conclude
mppπC _ σCq|Xtcuq  rc
1scpπC _ σCq.
Finally, we have
mpπC _ σCq
6.25

r¹
k1
mppπC _ σCq|Xtckuq

r¹
k1
rclkscpπC _ σCq
5.17
 rcl11    c
lr
r scpπC _ σCq.
Proposition 6.35 is now a straightforward generalisation of the splitting formula of
A. Rosenthal [55] to a K-terminal network with diUerent kinds of terminal vertices. A
more contemporary account of this formula in case of the K-terminal reliability is given
by J. Carlier and C. Lucet [22].
Proposition 6.35. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G. We have then
RpG, φq  ppG1qTMppG2q. (6.23)
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that the C-colouring pG, φq is not redun-
dant and furthermore that φ : V Ñ 2C with C  tc1, . . . , cru.
Let H  G and deVne πC  tpH,φqu, πiC  tpH
i, φiqu and σiC  π
i
C |XC for i  1, 2.
By the application of Lemma 6.30 to all c P C we conclude
rC1scpπCq  rc
k1
1    c
kr
r s
cpπ1Cq
cpσ1Cq
 rcl11    c
lr
r scpσ
1
C _ σ
2
Cq  rc
m1
1    c
mr
r s
cpπ1Cq
cpσ1Cq
6.34
 rck11    c
kr
r s
cpπ1Cq
cpσ1Cq
mpσ1C _ σ
2
Cq  rc
m1
1    c
mr
r s
cpπ1Cq
cpσ1Cq
,
where the ki, li and ml are given according to Lemma 6.30. A summation over all sub-
graphs H  G after multiplication with PrEpHq  PrE1pH1qPrE2pH2q then proves the
claim if we order terms due to DeVnition 6.31.
We want to remark that the lengths of the vectors ppGiq of the splitting formula in
Proposition 6.35 can be reduced by using the closure operator hdispπCq given in DeVni-
tion 5.11.
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DeVnition 6.36. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G. We deVne
PdispG
i, φi; πCq 
¸
σCPΠpX,φq
hdispσCqπC
P pGi, φi;σCq
for all πC P ΠRpX,φq X ΠdispX,Cq with i  1, 2. Furthermore, we deVne the vectors
pdispG
iq P MatpΠRpX,φq X ΠdispX,Cqq by
pdispG
iq  pPdispG
i, φi; πCqqπCPΠRpX,φqXΠdispX,Cq,
so that the Vrst equation can be rewritten by using the closure matrix notation of DeVni-
tion 2.43
pdispG
iq  HTdisppG
iq
for i  1, 2. Finally, we deVne with the notation of DeVnition 2.43 the matrix
Mdis  S
T
disMSdis,
which emerges from M by removing all rows and columns indexed by elements not be-
longing to ΠdispX,Cq.
Proposition 6.37. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G. We have then
RpG, φq  pdispG
1qTMdispdispG
2q. (6.24)
Proof. We have by Proposition 6.35
RpG, φq 
¸
πC ,σCPΠRpX,φq
P pG1, φ1; πCqmpπC _ σCqP pG
2, φ2;σCq.
Using the equivalence
mpπC _ σCq  mpπ
dis
C _ σ
dis
C q
we obtain
RpG, φq 
¸
ρC ,τCPΠRpX,φqXΠdispX,Cq
PdispG
1, φ1; ρCqmpρC _ τCqPdispG
1, φ1; τCq
after sorting the corresponding terms.
Corollary 6.38. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G. We have the factorisation
M  HdisMdisH
T
dis.
Lemma 6.39. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G and c P C . Furthermore, assume
that πC P ΠpX,Cq with X  V and deVne ρiC  tpG
i, φiqu and σiC  ρ
i
C |XC . Given the
values
ki 
#
1 c P Ci, c R ColpσiCq
0 else
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and
l 
#
0 c P Ci, c R ColpσiCq
1 else.
for i  1, 2 we have
rc1scpρiC \ πCq  rc
lscpπC _ σ
i
Cq  rc
kis
cpρiCq
cpσiCq
for all c P C and i  1, 2.
Proof. Application of Lemma 5.20 to cpρiC \ πCq gives
cpρiC \ πCq 
cpρiCq
cpσiCq
cpσiC _ πCq.
For J : rc1scpρiC \ πCq we have
J  J1   J2
with
J1  rc1s
cpρiCq
cpσiCq
 rc0scpσiC _ πCq
J2  rc0s
cpρiCq
cpσiCq
 rc1scpσiC _ πCq.
We proceed with a case distinction of the possible values for J containing twelve diUerent
cases. The outcomes of this case distinction are summarised in Table 6.2.
The Vrst observation is that c R Ci Y C12 implies c R ColpσiCq, so that two cases are
impossible to occur. The second observation is that c P ColpσiCq or c P ColpπCq implies
c P ColpσiC _ πCq and hence rc
0scpσiC _ πCq  0, so that J
1  0. Likewise c R ColpσiCq
and c R ColpπCq implies c R ColpσiC _ πCq and we have rc
1scpσiC _ πCq  0, so that
J2  0.
Finally, we observe that c R ColpσiCq and c P C
i Y C12 implies rc0s pcpρiCq{cpσ
i
Cqq  0,
so that J2  0 and similarly we have for c R ColpπCq,ColpσiCq and c P C
j the implication
rc1s pcpρiCq{cpσ
i
Cqq  0, so that J
1  0.
c P Ci c P Cj c P C12
c P ColpπCq, c P ColpσiCq J
2 - J2
c R ColpπCq, c P ColpσiCq J
2 - J2
c P ColpπCq, c R ColpσiCq 0 J
2 0
c R ColpπCq, c R ColpσiCq J
1 0 0
Table 6.2: Summary of the case distinction with i  j.
A comparison of Table 6.2 with the claimed constants k and l then proves the claim.
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DeVnition 6.40. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G. We deVne the matrix M̂ P
MatpΠRpX,φq,ΠRpX,φqq
M̂  pm̂pπC , σCqqπC ,σCPΠRpX,φq
with
m̂pπC , σCq  mpπC _ σCqrColpσCq X Ci  ColpπCq X Cis.
for i  1, 2. Observe that M̂ is in contrast to M not a supremummatrix. Hence we cannot
apply Theorem 2.47 to M̂.
Proposition 6.41. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G with C  tc1, . . . , cru. We
have then
m̂pπC , σCq  rc
l1
1    c
lr
r scpπC _ σCq,
with
lk 
#
0 ck P C
i and ck R ColpσCq
1 else
for 1 ¤ k ¤ r.
Proof. Let ck P C and consider the expressions
Ik  rc
lk
k scppπC |Xtckuq _ pσC |Xtckuqq (6.25)
Jk  mppπC |Xtckuq _ pσC |Xtckuqq (6.26)
Now consider the eight diUerent cases displaying the possible outcomes of Ik in Table 6.3.
Observe that the two dashed conVgurations are by deVnition not possible. Hence we can
ck P C
i ck R C
i
ck P ColpπCq, ck P ColpσiCq Jk -
ck R ColpπCq, ck P ColpσiCq Jk -
ck P ColpπCq, ck R ColpσiCq 0 Jk
ck R ColpπCq, ck R ColpσiCq Jk Jk
Table 6.3: Summary of the case distinction
summarise the outcome of Ik as
Ik 
#
Jk ck R C
i
Jk ck P C
i and pck P ColpπCq implies ck P ColpσCqq
or in other words
Ik  JkrColpσCq X Ci  ColpπCq X Cis.
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Now we have
rcl11    c
lr
r scpπC _ σCq  rc
l1
1    c
lr
r s
r¹
k1
cppπC |Xtckuq _ pσC |Xtckuqq
5.17

k¹
i1
Ik
 rColpσCq X Ci  ColpπCq X Cis
k¹
i1
Jk
6.25
 rColpσCq X Ci  ColpπCq X CismpπC _ σCq
 m̂pπC _ σCq.
Proposition 6.42. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G. We have then
rpGiq  M̂ppGiq (6.27)
for i  1, 2.
Proof. Assume that φ : V Ñ 2C with C  tc1, . . . , cru is not redundant. Consider now a
spanning subgraph H i  Gi, so that we have by Lemma 6.39
rckscpρ
i
C \ πCq  rc
lk
k scpπC _ σ
i
Cq  rc
mk
k s
cpρiCq
cpσiCq
with ρiC  tpH
i, φiqu, σiC  ρ
i
C |XC for all πC P ΠpX,φq, ck P C and i  1, 2. Further-
more, the coeXcients are given by
mk 
#
1 ck P C
i, ck R ColpσiCq
0 else
, lk 
#
0 ck P C
i, ck R ColpσiCq
1 else.
Hence we conclude that
rC1scpρiC \ πCq  rc
l1
1    c
lr
r scpπC _ σ
i
Cq  rc
m1
1    c
mr
r s
cpρiCq
cpσiCq
6.41
 m̂pπC _ σ
i
Cq  rc
m1
1    c
mr
r s
cpρiCq
cpσiCq
and a summation over all spanning subgraphs H i  Gi  pV i, Eiq after multiplication
with PrEipH iq yields
RpGi, πCq 
¸
σiCPΠpX,φq
m̂pπC _ σ
i
CqP pG
i, φi;σiCq,
which is just one line of the stated matrix equation.
For the remaining part of this section we restrict our attention to the special case of
colourful C-splittings. Then we can make the following simple observation.
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Corollary 6.43. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a colourful C-splitting of G. We have
rpGiq  MppGiq (6.28)
for i  1, 2.
Proof. Simply observe that by deVnition M̂ coincides withM, whenever we have a colour-
ful C-splitting.
DeVnition 6.44. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a colourful C-splitting. We deVne the vectors
θ̂,m P MatpΠRpX,φqq by
θ̂  pθ̂pπCqqπCPΠRpX,φq m  pmpπCqqπCPΠRpX,φq,
so that
θ̂  µΠRpX,φqm.
Furthermore, we write
Π0pX,φq  tπC P ΠRpX,φq : θ̂pπCq  0u (6.29)
and for the submatrices and subvectors induced by Π0pX,φq we use the convenient nota-
tions
A0 : AΠ0pX,φq a0 : aΠ0pX,φq
for all A P MatpΠRpX,φq,ΠRpX,φqq and a P MatpΠRpX,φqq.
Proposition 6.45. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G. We have then
M  ζΛpθ̂qζT
and even more
M10  µ
T
0 Λpθ̂q
1
0 µ0
Proof. Just apply Theorem 2.47 and Theorem 2.48 to the matrix M.
DeVnition 6.46. Let f P RrCs with C  tc1, . . . , cru. We deVne the power extraction
xckypfq
xckyf : ck  rcksf
for all c P C and k ¥ 0. Furthermore, we write xckdlyf instead of xcky
 
xdlyf

for given
c, d P C with c  d and k, l ¥ 0. Finally, we deVne for convenience of notation the
operators
xCkyf  xck1    c
k
ryf
xC¤kyf 
¸
0¤k1,...,kr¤k
xck11    c
kr
r yf
for all k ¥ 0.
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Remark 6.47. We have
rc¤kspfgq  rc¤ks
 
xc¤kyf  xc¤kyg

(6.30)
for all f, g P RrCs, c P C and k ¥ 0.
In order to utilise Proposition 6.45 we need to determine the exact structure of the set
Π0pX,φq. The important observation is that
θ̂pπCq  rC
¤1sθpπCq,
for all πC P ΠpX,φq. This equation is valid, as we have
mpπCq  rC
¤1scpπCq
and by Möbius inversion we obtain
θ̂pπCq 
¸
σC¥πC
µΠpX,CqpπC , σCqmpσCq

¸
σC¥πC
µΠpX,CqpπC , σCqrC
¤1scpσCq
 rC¤1s
¸
σC¥π
µΠpX,CqpπC , σCqcpσCq
 rC¤1sθpπCq
for all πC P ΠpX,φq.
Proposition 6.48. Assume now that πC P ΠpX,Cq is D-uniform with D  C having n
blocks. We have then
xC¤1yθpπCq  spn, 1q
¹
cPD
c
¹
dPCzD
p1 dq
for D  H and
xC¤1yθpπCq 
ņ
k1
spn, kq
¹
dPC
p1 kdq
for D  H.
Proof. We have
θpπCq
6.20


¹
cPD
c
¹
dPCzD
p1 dq


n
3.5

ņ
k1
spn, kq
¹
cPD
ck
¹
dPCzD
p1 dqk.
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Furthermore we conclude
xC¤1yθpπCq  xC
¤1y

 ņ
k1
spn, kq
¹
cPD
ck
¹
dPCzD
p1 dqk



ņ
k1
spn, kqxC¤1y

¹
cPD
ck
¹
dPCzD
p1 dqk



ņ
k1
spn, kq
¹
cPD
xc¤1yck
¹
dPCzD
xd¤1yp1 dqk

ņ
k1
spn, kq
¹
cPD
rk ¤ 1sck
¹
dPCzD
xd¤1yp1 dqk.
In the case D  H we conclude
xC¤1yθpπCq  spn, 1q
¹
cPD
c
¹
dPCzD
p1 dq
and for D  H we have
xC¤1yθpπCq 
ņ
k1
spn, kq
¹
dPC
xd¤1yp1 dqk

ņ
k1
spn, kq
¹
dPC
xd¤1y

ķ
i0

k
i


pdqi


ņ
k1
spn, kq
¹
dPC
p1 kdq.
Lemma 6.49. Let πC P ΠpX,Cq with θ̂pπCq  0. Then πC P ΠdispX,Cq.
Proof. In the case of πC R ΠdispX,Cq we can assume without loss of generality that
there are σ1C , σ
2
C P UpπCq, where UpπCq denotes the uniform decomposition described in
DeVnition 6.21 with Colpσ1Cq X Colpσ
2
Cq  H and σ
1
C  σ
2
C . Furthermore, we have
xC¤1yθpσiCq
6.48
 sp|σiC |, 1q
¹
cPColpσiCq
c
¹
dPColpσiCq
p1 dq
for i  1, 2 and even more
xC¤1ypθpσ1Cqθpσ
2
Cqq  0,
as every summand in the product θpσ1Cqθpσ
2
Cq contains the colours in Colpσ
1
Cq X Colpσ
2
Cq
in the power of two. Hence
θ̂pπCq  rC
¤1sθpπCq
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6.22
 rC¤1s

 ¹
σCPUpπCq
θpσCq


6.47
 rC¤1s

 ¹
σCPUpπCq
xC¤1yθpσCq


 0.
We are now able to completely describe the set Π0pX,φqwhenever we assume a colour-
ful C-splitting of G. For the non-colourful case there seems to be no easy description.
Theorem 6.50. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a colourful C-splitting of G. Then Π0pX,φq is the
set of all disjointly coloured C-partitions with at most one uncoloured block in ΠRpX,φq.
Furthermore, we have
θ̂pπCq  µΠpX,CqpπC , π
mon
C q
for all πC P Π0pX,φq.
Proof. Let πC P ΠpX,φq be a colourful C-partition. First we can assume by Lemma 6.49
that πC is disjointly coloured. Furthermore, assume that we have the (extended) uniform
decomposition
UpπCq  tσ1C , . . . , σkC , τCu
of πC where the σiC represent the C-partitions with Ci  Colpσ
1
Cq  H for 1 ¤ i ¤ k and
τC consists of all uncoloured blocks of πC , so that ColpτCq  H. We do explicitly include
the case τC  H, which occurs whenever no uncoloured block in πC exists. Observe that
in case of τC  H we obtain by deVnition θpτCq  1.
We have
θ̂pπCq
6.22
 rC¤1s

θpτCq 
k¹
i1
θpσiCq

6.47
 rC¤1s

θpτCq 
k¹
i1
xC¤1yθpσiCq

6.48
 rC¤1s

θpτCq  k¹
i1
sp|σiC |, 1q
¹
cPCi
c
¹
dPCzCi
p1 dq

.
Now observe that we have a colourful C-splitting and πC P ΠRpX,φq and we conclude
that πC is a colourful C-partition. This implies that for all d P CzCi there is a Cj with
j  i, so that d P Cj .
Thus the expression for θ̂pπCq simpliVes to
θ̂pπCq  rC
0s pθpτCqq 
k¹
i1
sp|σiC |, 1q.
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Finally, we observe that
k¹
i1
sp|σiC |, 1q  µΠpX,CqpπC , π
mon
C q,
as πmonC emerges from πC by the uniVcation of all blocks in πC having the same colour set
and for the possibly uncoloured blocks we obtain
rC0sθpτCq 
|τC |̧
i1
sp|τC |, iq

|τC |̧
i1
sp|τC |, iqSpi, 1q
3.6
 r|τC |  1s.
This gives altogether
θ̂pπCq  r|τC | ¤ 1s  µΠpX,CqpπC , π
mon
C q,
whenever πC is disjointly coloured.
Proposition 6.51. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a colourfulC-splitting ofG. The subposetΠ0pX,φq
is a Vlter in the poset
ΠdispX,φq  tπC P ΠpX,φq : πC P ΠdispX,Cqu
and we have
µΠ0pX,φqpσC , πCq  µΠdispX,φqpσC , πCq
for all σC , πC P Π0pX,φq.
Proof. First note that we have by Theorem 6.50 the inclusion Π0pX,φq  ΠdispX,φq.
Assume now that we have a πC P ΠdispX,Cq, so that there is a σC P Π0pX,φq with
σC ¤ πC . First we conclude by deVnition that πC P ΠRpX,φq and furthermore we
observe that πC can have at most one uncoloured block, as πC ¥ σC . Hence we conclude
πC P Π0pX,φq or in other words that Π0pX,φq is a Vlter in ΠdispX,Cq.
The equivalence of the two Möbius function values now follows from Proposition 2.45.
In the last portion of this section we are heading towards the splitting formula for the
partition reliability. This task can be accomplished by quite simple matrix algebra and
by exploiting basic properties of the disjoint closure operator due to the application of
Theorem 2.41.
Proposition 6.52. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of G. Then
RpG, φq 

ζTppG1q
T
0
Λpθ̂q0

ζTppG2q

0
. (6.31)
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Proof. We have
RpG, φq
6.35
 ppG1qTMppG2q
2.47
 ppG1qTζΛpθ̂qζTppG2q


ζTppG1q
T
Λpθ̂q

ζTppG2q



ζTppG1q
T
0
Λpθ̂q0

ζTppG2q

0
.
Remark 6.53. If we deVne
q0pG
iq 

ζTppGiq

0
for i  1, 2 we can rewrite Proposition 6.52 in the form
RpG, φq  q0pG
1qTΛpθ̂q0q0pG
2q. (6.32)
We will recursively apply Equation 6.32 in order to derive a path decomposition algorithm
in Subsection 6.3.2, which is superior to current state-of-the-art algorithms.
Proposition 6.54. Let pG1, G2, X, Cq be a colourful C-splitting of G. Then
Λpθ̂q10

µrpGiq

0


ζTppGiq

0
, (6.33)
for i  1, 2.
Proof. We have
rpGiq
6.42
 MppGiq
2.47
 ζΛpθ̂qζTppGiq
for i  1, 2. Hence
µrpGiq  Λpθ̂qζTppGiq
and 
µrpGiq

0
 Λpθ̂q0

ζTppGiq

0
,
which gives after multiplication with Λpθ̂q10 the desired result.
Proposition 6.55. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a colourful C-splitting of G. Then
µrpGiq

0
 µ0r0pG
iq for i  1, 2. (6.34)
Proof. Let πC P Π0pX,φq and consider the row IpπCq in

µΠpX,CqrpG
iq

0
that corre-
sponds to πC . This gives
IpπCq 
¸
σCPΠRpX,φq
µΠRpX,φqpπC , σCqRpG
i, σCq
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6.28

¸
σCPΠRpX,φq
µΠpX,CqpπC , σCqRpG
i, σdisC q

¸
ρCPΠRpX,φq
ρdisC ρC
RpGi, ρCq
¸
σCPΠpX,Cq
σdisC ρC
µΠpX,φqpπC , σCq
2.41

¸
ρCPΠRpX,φq
ρdisC ρC
RpGi, ρCqµΠdispX,φqpπC , ρCq
6.51

¸
ρCPΠ0pX,φq
RpGi, ρCqµΠ0pX,φqpπC , ρCq.
The last equation equals the row corresponding to πC in µ0r0pG
iq on the right-hand side
of the claimed equation.
We are now ready to state the most important theorem of this PhD thesis. The splitting
formula for the partition reliability in the case of colourful C-splittings.
Theorem 6.56. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a colourful C-splitting of G. Then
RpG, φq  r0pG
1qTM10 r0pG
2q. (6.35)
Proof. We have
RpG, φq
6.52


ζTppG1q
T
0
Λpθ̂q0

ζTppG2q

0
,
and 
ζTppGiq

0
6.54
 Λpθ̂q10

µrpGiq

0
6.55
 Λpθ̂q10 µ0r0pG
iq
for i  1, 2. Substituting the second equation in the Vrst one gives
RpG, φq  r0pG
1qTµT0 Λpθ̂q
1
0 µ0r0pG
2q
6.45
 r0pG
1qTM10 r0pG
2q.
How many elements are contained in Π0pX,φq at most if we conVne ourselves to
colourful C-splittings? In the worst case none of the vertices of the separating vertex
set is coloured by φ. Furthermore, we conclude by Theorem 6.50 that Π0pX,φq com-
prises all disjointly coloured C-partitions in ΠRpX,φq with at most one uncoloured block.
Therefore we obtain the following result.
Proposition 6.57. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a colourfulC-splitting ofG  pV,Eqwith φ : V Ñ
2C , so that none of the vertices in X are coloured by φ.
If we assume thatX is an n-element set and C an r-element set, the number of elements
P0pn, rq in Π0pX,φq is given by
P0pn, rq 
ņ
k0
ŗ
i0
Spn, kqSpr, iqi!rSpk, iq   kSpk  1, iqs (6.36)
for all n ¥ 0 and r ¥ 1.
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Proof. The setX can be partitioned in Spn, kq ways into k blocks and the set C in Spr, iq
ways into i blocks. We want to count the number of disjointly coloured C-partitions.
Hence we are interested in the number of ways to map the i blocks of the set partition of
C on the k blocks ofX . In case that there is no uncoloured block this equals the number of
surjective mappings of an i element set to an k element set, which is given by i!Spk, iq. In
the other case there is exactly one uncoloured block. We can Vrst choose this uncoloured
block in k diUerent ways and then surjectively map the i coloured blocks to the remaining
k  1 blocks of the set partition of X , which gives a contribution of i!kSpk  1, iq. A
summation over all possible values for k and i then gives the stated result.
n P0pn, 1q P0pn, 2q P0pn, 3q P0pn, 4q P0pn, 5q P0pn, 6q
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 4 6 10 18 34 66
3 14 32 74 176 434 1112
4 51 175 519 1519 4551 14095
5 202 1012 3712 12952 45472 163, 312
6 876 6230 27768 113, 294 455, 856 1, 854, 470
7 4139 40819 219, 011 1, 031, 011 4, 685, 459 21, 270, 979
8 21146 283, 944 1, 823, 588 9, 810, 828 49, 852, 316 249, 977, 004
9 115, 974 2, 090, 424 16, 007, 574 97, 742, 064 551, 320, 734 3, 030, 677, 544
Table 6.4: Values for P0pn, rq
We can also easily compute the number of all colourful and disjointly coloured set
partitions of an n-element set with r colours.
Proposition 6.58. Let X be an n-element set and C an r-element set of colours. The
number of elements P dispn, rq in the set ΠdispX,Cq X Π
pX,Cq equals
P dispn, rq 
ņ
k0
ŗ
i0
Spn, kqSpr, iqSpk   1, i  1qi!. (6.37)
Proof. The setX can be partitioned in Spn, kq ways into k blocks and the set C in Spr, iq
ways into i blocks. Again we only want to count the disjointly coloured C-partitions.
Among the k possible blocks of X we can choose in
 
k
j

diUerent ways j blocks that
should be coloured, so that k  j blocks remain uncoloured.
Thus we are interested in the number of ways to map the i blocks of the set partition of
C on the j blocks of X . This equals the number of surjective mappings of an i-element
set to an j-element set, which is given by i!Spj, iq.
A summation over all possible values for k,i and j gives
P dispn, rq 
ņ
k0
ŗ
i0
ķ
j0

k
j


Spn, kqSpr, iqi!Spj, iq

ņ
k0
ŗ
i0
Spn, kqSpr, iqSpk   1, i  1qi!,
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where the identity
Spk   1, i  1q 
ķ
j0

k
j


Spj, iq
is used.
n P dispn, 1q P

dispn, 2q P

dispn, 3q P

dispn, 4q P

dispn, 5q P

dispn, 6q
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 4 6 10 18 34 66
3 17 35 77 179 437 1115
4 79 215 583 1631 4759 14495
5 402 1412 4572 14912 50172 175, 112
6 2227 9921 37699 140, 745 534, 907 2, 092, 161
7 13337 74349 328, 085 1, 385, 253 5, 868, 557 25, 365, 069
8 85778 591, 952 3, 012, 644 14, 264, 068 66, 744, 668 315, 756, 292
9 589, 035 4, 987, 461 29, 134, 275 153, 725, 853 789, 214, 155 4, 058, 274, 261
Table 6.5: Values for P dispn, rq
Notice that in the case of a colourfulC-splitting pG1, G2, X, φq the lengths of the vectors
pdispG
iq of Proposition 6.37 are at most P dispn, rq, wheneverX is an n-element set and C
is an r-element set of colours.
It is now quite remarkable that the numbers P dispn, rq are magnitudes larger in contrast
to the lengths P0pn, rq of the vectors r0pGiq in Theorem 6.56. The diUerence between these
numbers can be interpreted as a kind of compression of the state setΠRpX,φqXΠdispX,Cq
to the smaller set of states Π0pX,φq.
The reader might get an impression of the size of these vectors by consulting the Ta-
bles 6.4 and 6.5 giving some numerical values for P0pn, rq and P dispn, rq, respectively.
Hence it is much more memory eXcient to utilise the Equation (6.35) in comparison to
Equation (6.23) if we want to implement a computer program evaluatingRpG, φq. We will
pursue this task in Subsection 6.3.2, where we state a time and memory eXcient algorithm
to compute the partition reliability. This algorithm will be superior to current state-of-the-
art algorithms for computing RpG,Kq and is therefore of great practical interest.
We mention that in some cases the vector pdispGiq may contain several vanishing en-
tries we do not explicitly need to store. In such cases the simple Proposition 6.37 might be
superior if it comes to memory concerns.
But we can obviously construct worst-case scenarios, where all entries of the vector
pdispG
iq are non-vanishing. Figure 6.3 shows a graph that can be split at the separating
vertex set X  t1, 2, 3u being coloured with the three element colour set C  tr, g, bu.
Obviously we have P pGi, πCq  0 for all πC P ΠRpX,φqXΠdispX,Cq, so that according
to Table 6.5 the vectors pdispGiq contain P disp3, 3q  77 non-vanishing entries, in contrast
to the lengths P0p3, 3q  74 of the vectors r0pGiq. Obviously we just saved the following
three states
1|2|3rgb, 1|2rgb|3, 1rgb|2|3.
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The author thinks that this state set compression is one of the most remarkable insights
gained in this PhD thesis. Even in the case of theK-terminal reliability the savings can be
enormous if one considers moderately large separating vertex sets.
Unfortunately there is a drawback, as the author was not able to extend Theorem 6.56
to the case of non-colourful splittings. The main problem lies here in Proposition 6.41 and
the matrix M̂, which diUers from the matrix M and is not a supremummatrix in the sense
of Section 2.3. This reduces the applicability of Theorem 6.56 to some extend.
As a last remark we mention that this last drawback can be easily solved in the case of
the simple K-terminal reliability, which was already pointed out by P. Tittmann [60].
Example 6.59. Consider the coloured example network in Figure 6.4 on page 80 with the
separating vertex setX  t1, 2, 3u and the three element set of colours C  tr, g, bu. Ob-
serve that we have here a colourful C-splitting of G at X and Theorem 6.56 is applicable.
Assume that the edges of the example network are failing independently with probabil-
ity q  0.3. We then obtain the probabilities depicted in Table 6.6 on page 81, where the
column in the middle represents the vector r0pG1q and the rightmost column the vector
r0pG
2q.
Finally, the application of Theorem 6.56 gives the numerical value
RpG, φq  r0pG
1qTM10 r0pG
2q
 0.926453706.
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Figure 6.3: Worst case scenario for Proposition 6.35
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Figure 6.4: Coloured example network
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πC RpG
1, πCq RpG
2, πCq
1|2r|3bg 0.945867811 0.628600964
1|3b|2gr 0.945843356 0.628477394
1|2bgr|3bgr 0.945841440 0.628376692
1|23bgr 0.976184905 0.938270003
1b|3b|2gr 0.937832310 0.611709282
1g|2r|3b 0.937850331 0.612160397
1g|2br|3br 0.937840553 0.611914099
1g|23br 0.967860484 0.913674851
1r|2r|3bg 0.937849472 0.611642082
2r|1bg|3bg 0.937840216 0.611860860
2r|13bg 0.974477477 0.920981749
3b|1gr|2gr 0.937833833 0.611667984
3b|12gr 0.948948880 0.651204210
12r|3bg 0.948966328 0.651172553
13b|2gr 0.974467462 0.920302932
1bgr|2bgr|3bgr 0.937832138 0.611641980
1bgr|23bgr 0.967850884 0.913251371
2bgr|13bgr 0.974466982 0.920020891
3bgr|12bgr 0.948947075 0.651167118
123bgr 0.977302452 0.957144628
Table 6.6: Probabilities of the coloured example network with uniform edge failure proba-
bility q  0.3.
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6.3.1 Two-Terminal Reliability
The K-terminal reliability RpG,Kq with two terminal vertices K  ts, tu is called the
two-terminal reliability and is one of the best examined measures in network reliability.
In his PhD thesis P. Tittmann [60] proposed a splitting formula for the two-terminal
reliability for a separating vertex set of cardinality three, which is similar to Theorem 6.56.
But he gave no justiVcation that the proposed formula is valid for separating vertex sets of
arbitrary cardinality, as it requires to prove that a certain matrix is invertible.
The main result of this subsection justiVes the proposed formula of P. Tittmann in The-
orem 6.70 by proving that the inverse of this matrix exists for separating vertex sets of
arbitrary cardinality.
DeVnition 6.60. A two-terminal network pG, ts, tuq is a K-terminal network with K 
ts, tu.
Let B be a Vnite set and tcu a one-element set of colours. In this section we use the
convenient short form notation Bc for the set B Y tcu.
DeVnition 6.61. Let πC P ΠpX, tcuq and denote by CbpπCq  πC the block subset
CbpπCq 
¤
BDPπC
Dtcu
tBDu
of all blocks of πC containing the set tcu. Recall that ΠpX, tcuq equals the set of all
labelled set partitions of X with at least one labelled block.
Now we deVne for all non-empty subsets D  CbpπCq the uniVcation πCpDq of πC by
D as
πCpDq 
# ¤
BDPD
BD
+
Y
¤
BDPπCzD
tBu.
Example 6.62. Let πC  Πpt1, . . . , 6u, tcuq with πC  12c|34|5c|6c. We have then
CbpπCq  12c|5c|6c. Now D  12c|5c  CbpπCq yields πCpDq  125c|34|6.
DeVnition 6.63. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of pG, ts, tuq, so that s P V 1zX and
t P V 2zX with Gi  pV i, Eiq for i  1, 2. For the following we set P  ΠRpX,φq and
we denote by Q the set of all C-partitions in ΠpX, tcuq with exactly one coloured block.
We now introduce the vectors r2pGiq,p2pGiq P MatpQq by
r2pG
iq  pRpGi, πCqqπCPQ,
p2pG
iq  pP pGi, φi; πCqqπCPQ
and the matrix N P MatpQ,P q where
N  pnpσC , πCqqσCPQ,πCPP
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with
npσC , πCq 
#
p1q|D |1 there is a D  CbpπCq with πCpDq  σC
0 else.
Observe that πCpDq  σC implies that the subset D  CbpπCq is unique, so that the
matrix N is well-deVned.
Finally, we denote by M2 : MQ P MatpQ,Qq the submatrix of M with respect to Q.
Remark 6.64. Observe that the subposetQ of all coloured set partitions in ΠpX, tcuq with
exactly one coloured block is an upper semilattice. This can be easily shown by introducing
an appropriate closure operator that merges all coloured blocks into one. Still we cannot
apply Theorem 2.47 to the matrix M2, as the supremum taken in ΠpX, tcuq does not
necessarily coincide with the supremum in Q. Consider the following counterexample
with two C-Partitions in Q. On the one hand we have
1c|2|3_ΠpX,tcuq 1|23c  1c|23c,
but on the other hand it is
1c|2|3_Q 1|23c  123c.
Proposition 6.65. Let pG, ts, tuq be a two-terminal network and pG1, G2, Xq a splitting
of G with G1  pV 1, E1q and G2  pV 2, E2q. Furthermore, assume that s P V 1zX and
t P V 2zX . We have
r2pG
iq  M2p2pG
iq
for i  1, 2 and
RpG, ts, tuq  p2pG
1qTM2p2pG
2q.
Proof. We have the equations
rpGiq
6.43
 MppGiq
RpG, ts, tuq
6.35
 ppG1qTMppG2q.
Now observe that we have by deVnition P pGi, πCq  0, whenever |CbpπCq| ¡ 1 for all
πC P ΠRpX,φq, so that we can consider the reduced vector p2pGiq of all non-vanishing
probabilities P pGi, πCq instead of the full vector ppGiq without changing the validity of
the Vrst system of linear equations and the second quadratic form.
Assume now that the matrix M2 is invertible. In this case we would readily achieve the
formula
RpG, ts, tuq  r2pG
1qTM12 r2pG
2q,
which is already found in the PhD thesis of P. Tittmann. Our aim in the remaining part of
this subsection is therefore to show that the matrix M2 is invertible.
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Proposition 6.66. Let σC P ΠpY, tcuq and πC P ΠpX, tcuq with X  Y . We have
mpσC \ πCq 
¹
BcPCbpπCq
mpσC \ πCptBcuqq.
Proof. In order to prove the claim we consider the bipartite K-terminal graph pG,Kq
with G  pV Y W,Eq and K  L Y R. The vertices are V  σC and W  πC ,
whereas the terminal vertices are deVned by L  CbpσCq and R  CbpπCq. Now there
is an edge tBD,B1D1u P E between two vertices BD P V and B1D1 P W if and only if
B XB1  H.
Keep in mind that we have L,R  H being a crucial condition for the remaining part
of the proof.
We conclude that mpσC \ πCq  1 if and only if all terminal vertices are in one con-
nected component in G and we can write
mpσC \ πCq  mptpG,LYRquq.
Now we observe that mptpG,L Y Rquq  1 if and only if for every vertex Bc P R the
vertices in L Y Bc are in one connected component in G as R,L  H. Hence we can
factor
mptpG,LYRquq 
¹
BcPR
mptpG,LY tBcuquq

¹
BcPCbpπCq
mpσC \ πCptBcuqq.
Proposition 6.67. Let σC P ΠpY, tcuq with |CbpσCq|  1 and πC P ΠpX, tcuq with
X  Y . We have
mpσC \ πCpDqq  1
¹
BcPD
p1mpσC \ πCptBcuqqq
for all non-empty D  CbpπCq.
Proof. We consider again theK-terminal graph pG,Kq as in Proposition 6.66. Recall that
we have in this case L  CbpσCq and R  D  H.
First we rewrite the equation to prove as
1mpσC \ πCpDqq 
¹
BcPD
p1mpσC \ πCptBcuqqq
and we denote by pGR, KRq with GR  pV Y WR, ERq and KR  L Y tRu the K-
terminal graph that emerges from G by merging all vertices in R to the supernode tRu.
Now we have that
mpσC \ πCpDqq  mptpGR, LY tRuquq.
Furthermore, we note that mptpGR, L Y tRuquq  0 if and only if for all v P R the
conditionmptpG,LY tvuquq  0 is satisVed since R  H. Hence it is
1mptpGR, LY tRuquq 
¹
BcPR
p1mptpG,LY tBcuquqq
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
¹
BcPCbpπCq
p1mpσC \ πCptBcuqqq .
Proposition 6.68. Let σC P ΠpY, tcuq with |CbpσCq|  1 and πC P ΠpX, tcuq and
X  Y . We have
mpσC \ πCq 
¸
DCbpπCq
DH
p1q|D |1mpσC \ πCpDqq.
Proof. We deduce by basic algebraic manipulations
mpσC \ πCq
6.66

¹
BcPCbpπCq
mpσC \ πCptBcuqq

¹
BcPCbpπCq
p1 p1mpσC \ πCptBcuqqqq

¸
DCbpπCq
p1q|D |
¹
BcPD
p1mpσC \ πCptBcuqqq

¸
DCbpπCq
DH
p1q|D |1

1
¹
BcPD
p1m pσC \ πCptBcuqqq

6.67

¸
DCbpπCq
DH
p1q|D |1mpσC \ πCpDqq.
Proposition 6.69. Let pG, ts, tuq be a two-terminal network and pG1, G2, Xq a splitting
of G with G1  pV 1, E1q and G2  pV 2, E2q. Furthermore, assume that s P V 1zX and
t P V 2zX . We have
r0pG
iq  NTr2pG
iq
for i  1, 2.
Proof. We have
mptpH iπ, φ
i
πC
quq
6.11
 mptpH i, φiqu \ πCq
6.68

¸
DCbpπCq
DH
p1q|D |1mptpH i, φiqu \ πCpDqq
for all subgraphs H i  Gi and πC P ΠpX, tcuq. Multiplication by PrEipH iq and a
summation over all subgraphs H i  Gi gives
RpGi, πCq 
¸
DColpπCq
DH
p1q|D |1RpGi, πCpDqq,
which is just one line of the stated matrix equation.
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Theorem 6.70. Let pG1, G2, X, φq be a C-splitting of pG, ts, tuq, so that s P V 1zX and
t P V 2zX with Gi  pV i, Eiq for i  1, 2. We have
RpG, ts, tuq  r2pG
1qTNM10 N
Tr2pG
2q. (6.38)
Proof. We conclude
RpG, ts, tuq
6.56
 r0pG
1qTM10 r0pG
2q
6.69
 r2pG
1qTNM10 N
Tr2pG
2q.
Corollary 6.71. The matrix M2 is invertible and its inverse is given by
M12  NM
1
0 N
T. (6.39)
Example 6.72. Consider the two-terminal example network pG, ts, tuq in Figure 6.5 on
page 87 and the example splitting given in Figure 4.3 on page 38 with separating vertex set
X  t1, 2, 3u. Observe that this splitting satisVes the conditions of Theorem 6.70, as both
subgraphs contain exactly one terminal vertex.
If we assume that the edges of G are failing independently with probability q  0.3 we
obtain Table 6.7 on page 87, where the second column constitutes the vector r2pG1q and
the third column the vector r2pG2q.
Application of Theorem 6.70 with the matrix M10 depicted in Figure 6.7 on page 88 and
the matrix N found in Figure 6.6 on page 88 gives
RpG, ts, tuq  r2pG
1qTNM10 N
Tr2pG
2q
 r2pG
1qTM12 r2pG
2q
 0.955169947.
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πC RpG
1, πCq RpG
2, πCq
1|2|3 0.981296530 0.937806698
1|2|3 0.986695712 0.929059563
1|2|3 0.960873432 0.650613257
1|23 0.989455749 0.946380046
13|2 0.990140913 0.956311185
12|3 0.989928398 0.964047442
12|3 0.961628576 0.656657452
13|2 0.987826978 0.935199328
1|23 0.981742631 0.938077267
123 0.990434555 0.964784996
Table 6.7: Two-terminal reliabilities of the subgraphs of the splitting if q  0.3 is the
assumed edge failure probability.
1
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i
Figure 6.5: Two-terminal example network
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Figure 6.6: Matrix N for the separating vertex set X  t1, 2, 3u
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Figure 6.7: Matrix M10 for the separating vertex set X  t1, 2, 3u
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6.3.2 The Transfer-Matrix Method
The aim of this subsection is to generalise Theorem 6.56 of Subsection 6.3 by cutting the
graph not just once, but several times. This is accomplished by the transfer-matrix method,
which is described nicely in the diploma thesis of U. Junghans [39]. The transfer-matrix
method is also used in statistical mechanics to analyse the Ising model and in the counting
of lattice animals as exempliVed by I. Jensen [38].
We utilise the transfer-matrix method to obtain a new algorithm that is able to compute
RpG, φq. This new algorithm computes the K-terminal reliability RpG,Kq in a much
more memory and time eXcient way compared to current state-of-the-art algorithms be-
ing described by G. Hardy, C. Lucet and N. Limnios [33].
First we give the important notion of a tree decomposition of a graph being introduced
by N. Robertson and P. D. Seymour [54]. Noteworthy introductions into the fascinating
topic of tree decompositions and its applications in discrete optimisation are given by
H. L. Bodlaender [18] and S. Arnborg [5].
Let f : RÑ S be a mapping and T  R. In this subsection we denote by
fæT : T Ñ S, x ÞÑ fpxq
the restriction of the mapping f to T . Furthermore, we will assume in this section that the
vertices V of a graph G  pV,Eq are given by the Vrst n positive integers.
DeVnition 6.73. A tree decomposition of a graphG  pV,E, ιq is a pair pT, ψq, where T 
pW,F q is a tree and ψ : W Ñ 2V is a mapping satisfying the following three conditions.
1. It is

wPW ψpwq  V .
2. For all e P E there is a w P W with ιpeq  ψpwq.
3. Let s, t P W and w P W be a vertex lying on the unique path connecting s and t in
T . We have then ψpsq X ψptq  ψpwq.
The width of a tree decomposition of a graph G is maxwPW |φpwq|  1 and its treewidth
twpGq is deVned as the minimal possible width of all tree decomposition ofG. If the tree T
is a path, then pT, ψq is a path decomposition of G and similarly we deVne
the pathwidth pwpGq of G as the minimal possible width of all path decompositions of
G.
We can obviously represent a path decomposition as an ordered sequence pY1, . . . , Ymq
with Yi  V . A path decomposition is nice if it satisVes Y1  Ym  H and
|pYizYi 1q Y pYi 1zYiq|  1
for all 1 ¤ i ¤ m  1 and every path decomposition can be transformed into a nice
path decomposition without changing the width of the path decomposition. A nice path
decomposition can be therefore written as a compact sequence pw1, . . . , w2|V |q of length
2  |V | with
wi 
#
v Yi 1zYi  tvu
v YizYi 1  tvu.
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The presence of a tree or path decomposition of a graph G with bounded tree or path-
width admits polynomial time algorithms for otherwise NP-complete problems by a dy-
namic programming approach. This explains the great importance of path and also tree
decompositions in discrete optimisation. Notice that the execution time and also the mem-
ory demand of such algorithms grows exponentially in the pathwidth or treewidth, respec-
tively.
We want to remark that deciding whether a graph G has pathwidth or treewidth k is
NP-complete as shown by S. Arnborg, D. G. Corneil and A. Proskurowski [6]. Fortu-
nately, there is a vast literature containing heuristic methods for constructing tree or path
decompositions of nearly optimal width as shown by H. L. Bodlaender [20, 19].
In the following we use the notion of a nice graph decomposition, being an extension
of a nice path decomposition. The notion of a nice graph decomposition is stated in the
PhD thesis of A. Pönitz [52] and in the well-written introductory article of A. Pönitz and
P. Tittmann [50], where they presented the use of nice graph decompositions to compute
the all-terminal reliability RpG, V q in polynomial time for graphs with bounded path-
width.
DeVnition 6.74. A nice graph decomposition of a graph G  pV,Eq is a sequence s 
ps1, . . . , skq of vertices and edges in G, such that
1. the removal of all edges from s yields a nice path decomposition of G,
2. every edge of G occurs exactly once in s,
3. if sl  tu, vu P E, then there are indices i, j, p, q with i, j   l   p, q, such that
u  si  sp and v  sj  sq.
Observe that every vertex v P V occurs exactly twice in s and we stipulate that the second
occurrence of a given vertex v is written as v, where we assume that the elements of V
are positive integers. Furthermore, we deVne the active vertex set Xl  V at the lth step
of the nice path decomposition by
Xl  tsj : sj P V, 1 ¤ j ¤ luztsj : sj P V, 1 ¤ j ¤ lu
for 0 ¤ l ¤ k.
Note that the nice graph decomposition s  ps1, . . . , skq of a graph G  pV,Eq allows
the complete reconstruction of G and we always have k  2  |V |   |E|.
Each step sl with 1 ¤ l ¤ k of a nice graph decomposition s ofG is called an elementary
operation and we have three diUerent kinds of them. In case of sl   v with v P V we say
that vertex v is activated and likewise for sl  v with v P V the vertex v is deactivated.
Finally, we say for sl  e with e P E that the edge e is processed.
DeVnition 6.75. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph and s  ps1, . . . , skq be a nice graph decom-
position of G. We deVne the lth partial subgraph Gl  pV l, Elq of G under s by
V l  tsj P V : 1 ¤ j ¤ lu, E
l  tsj P E : 1 ¤ j ¤ lu
for all l with 0 ¤ l ¤ k. Observe that we obtain for l  0 the null graph G0  pH,Hq.
In other words Gl represents the portion from G being known after reading the Vrst l
elementary operations of the nice graph decomposition s.
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Figure 6.8: A K-terminal example graph
DeVnition 6.76. Let pG, φq be a C-colouring of G  pV,Eq with φ : V Ñ 2C and s 
ps1, . . . , skq be a nice graph decomposition of G. Furthermore, let l with 0 ¤ l ¤ k and
σC P ΠpXl, Cq then we denote by RpGl, σCq the partition reliability of the σC-merged
C-colouring pGlσ, φσCæV lq of G
l with σ  σC |Xl , similar to the DeVnitions 6.32 and 6.8.
DeVnition 6.77. Let pG, φq be a non-redundant C-colouring of G  pV,Eq with C 
tc1, . . . , cru, so that φ : V Ñ 2C satisVes |φpvq| ¤ 1 for all v P V . Furthermore, let
s  ps1, . . . , skq be a nice graph decomposition ofG. We say that s is colourful if we have
s1, . . . , sr P V and sk, . . . ,skr 1 P V , so that
r¤
i1
φpsiq  C,
r¤
i1
φpski 1q  C
is satisVed.
Example 6.78. Consider the K-terminal example graph in Figure 6.8 having six vertices,
nine edges and three terminal vertices K  t1, 5, 6u. A possible colourful nice graph
decomposition of G is
s  p 1, 2, t1, 2u, 3, t1, 3u, t2, 3u,1, 4, t2, 4u, t3, 4u,2, 5, t3, 5u,
t4, 5u,3, 6, t4, 6u, t5, 6u,4,5,6q (6.40)
and the corresponding sequence of active vertex sets is
pH, t1u, t1, 2u, t1, 2u, t1, 2, 3u, t1, 2, 3u, t1, 2, 3u, t2, 3u, t2, 3, 4u, t2, 3, 4u, t2, 3, 4u,
t3, 4u, t3, 4, 5u, t3, 4, 5u, t3, 4, 5u, t4, 5u, t4, 5, 6u, t4, 5, 6u, t4, 5, 6u, t5, 6u, t6u,Hq.
The stated nice graph decomposition is colourful as we have 1, 6 P K .
Using the notion of a nice graph decomposition we can computeRpG, φq by identifying
each elementary operation in s with an elementary operation matrix.
DeVnition 6.79. Let pG, φq be a C-colouring of G  pV,Eq, X  V , v P V and e P E.
We deVne the elementary operation matrices
RX, v P MatpΠ0pX,φq,Π0pX Y tvu, φqq,
RX,v P MatpΠ0pX,φq,Π0pXztvu, φqq,
RX,e P MatpΠ0pX,φq,Π0pX,φqq
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and the two matrices
MX , ζX P MatpΠ0pX,φq,Π0pX,φqq
with
RX, v  pmpπC \ σCqqπCPΠ0pX,φq,σCPΠ0pXYtvu,φq,
RX,v  pmpπC \ σCqqπCPΠ0pX,φq,σCPΠ0pXztvu,φq,
RX,e  pmppπC _ σCq \ teuqppeq  mpπC _ σCqqpeqqπC ,σCPΠ0pX,φq,
MX  pmpπC _ σCqqπC ,σCPΠ0pX,φq,
ζX  prπC ¤ σCsqπC ,σCPΠ0pX,φq,
where ppeq  1 qpeq denotes the probability that the edge e is operational.
We can use again Theorem 2.47 to obtain the very useful factorisations of the previously
deVned matrices.
Proposition 6.80. Let pG, φq be a C-colouring of G  pV,Eq, X  V , v P V and
e  tu,wu P E. We have the factorisations
MX  ζXΛXζ
T
X , RX, v  ζXΛX, vζ
T
XYtvu
RX,v  ζXΛX,vζ
T
Xztvu, RX,e  ζXΛX,eζ
T
X
with
ΛX  pθ̂pπCqrπC  σCsqπC ,σCPΠ0pX,φq,
ΛX, v  pθ̂pσCqrπC  σC |XCsqπCPΠ0pX,φq,σCPΠ0pXYtvu,φq,
ΛX,v  pθ̂pπCqrπC |pXztvuqC  σCsqπCPΠ0pX,φq,σCPΠ0pXztvu,φq,
ΛX,e  pθ̂pπCqrπC  σCspqpeq   rπC |e  teusppeqqqπC ,σCPΠ0pX,φq.
Proof. We Vrst observe that the equation
MX  ζXΛXζ
T
X
follows immediately by applying Theorem 2.47 and in the following we will see that the
remaining factorisations are slight modiVcations of the proof for Theorem 2.47.
Consider now the elementmpπC \σCq of the matrix RX, v indexed by πC P Π0pX,φq
and σC P Π0pX Y tvu, φq. We have then by the deVnition of the θ̂-function
mpπC \ σCq 
¸
τCPΠ0pXYtvu,φq
ζpπC \ σC , τCqθ̂pτCq

¸
τCPΠ0pXYtvu,φq
ζpπC Y ttvuu, τCqζpσC , τCqθ̂pτCq

¸
τCPΠ0pXYtvu,φq
ζpπC , τC |XqζpσC , τCqθ̂pτCq,
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which implies the stated matrix equation. The proof for the factorisation of the matrix
RX,v follows immediately by RXYtvu,v  RTX, v.
For the factorisation of the last matrix we write RX,e as the linear combination
RX,e  qpeq MX   ppeq R
1
X,e
with
R1X,e  pmppπC _ σCq \ teuqqπC ,σCPΠ0pX,φq
and we Vnd again
mppπC _ σCq \ teuq 
¸
τCPΠ0pX,φq
ζppπC _ σCq \ teu, τCqθ̂pτCq

¸
τCPΠ0pX,φq
ζpπC , τCqζpσC , τCqrteu  τC |esθ̂pτCq.
Thus we conclude
RX,e  qpeq  ζXΛXζ
T
X   ppeq  ζXΛ
1
X,eζ
T
X
 ζXpqpeqΛX   ppeqΛ
1
X,eqζ
T
X ,
with
qpeqΛX   ppeqΛ
1
X,e  prπC  σCspqpeq   ppeqrteu  πC |esqθ̂pπCqqπC ,σCPΠ0pX,φq,
which proves the claim.
The following result is the application of the transfer-matrix method to the partition
reliability RpG, φq and the generalisation of Theorem 6.56 from a one-time to a multiple
splitting approach. The proof is accomplished by a reduction to Theorem 6.56 itself.
Theorem 6.81. Let pG, φq be a C-colouring and s  ps1, . . . , skq be a colourful nice graph
decomposition of G. We have
RpG, φq  RX0,s1
k¹
i2
M1Xi1RXi1,si .
Proof. Assume that C  tc1, . . . , cru and recall that we have in a colourful nice graph
decomposition
s  p v1, . . . , vr, sr 1, . . . , skr,ukr 1, . . . ,ukq
with v1, . . . , vr P V and ukr 1, . . . , uk P V both being sequences coloured with all
possible colours in C .
For the following we deVne the partial matrix products
rpGlqT  RX0,s1
l¹
i2
M1Xi1RXi1,si
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with rpGlq P MatpΠ0pXl, φqq for 0 ¤ l ¤ k. We then prove the equality
rpGlq  pRpGl, σCqqσCPΠ0pXl,φq
by induction for all l with r ¤ l ¤ k  r.
For the basic step of the induction l  r we obtain by virtue of Proposition 6.80
rpGrqT  ζX0,s1ΛX0, v1ζ
T
X1
r¹
i2
ζ1,TXi1Λ
1
Xi1
ζ1Xi1  ζXi1ΛXi1, viζ
T
Xi
 ζX0ΛX0, v1
r¹
i2
Λ1Xi1ΛXi1, vi  ζ
T
Xr .
By evaluating the inner product we obtain the vector θ̂Xr P MatpΠ0pXr, φqq with
θ̂
T
Xr  ΛX0, v1
r¹
i2
Λ1Xi1ΛXi1, vi
 pθ̂pπCqqπCPΠ0pXr,φq.
For the last step we conclude by DeVnition 6.44
rpGrq  ζXr θ̂Xr  mXr  pmpσCqqσCPΠ0pXr,φq ,
as the set Π0pXr, φq is by Proposition 6.51 a Vlter in ΠpX,Cq. Hence we obtain
rpGrq  pRpGr, σCqqσCPΠ0pXr,φq
 pmpσCqqσCPΠ0pXr,φq
proving the basic step of the induction.
For the induction step consider the pl   1qth step in the matrix product
rpGl 1qT  rpGlqTM1XlRXl,sl 1 , (6.41)
for a given l with r ¤ l ¤ k  r  1. By rXl,sl 1pσCq we denote the column of the matrix
RXl,sl 1 indexed by σC P Π0pXl 1, φq. The corresponding portion of the Equation (6.41)
becomes
RpGl 1, σCq  rpG
lqTM1Xl rXl,sl 1pσCq, (6.42)
where the right-hand side vector is by deVnition
rXl,sl 1pσCq 
#
pmpπC \ σCqqπCPΠ0pXl,φq sl 1 P V or  sl 1 P V
pm ppπC _ σCq \ teuqqπCPΠ0pXl,φq sl 1 P E.
On the other hand we consider the C-colouring pH,φσCæXl 1q of the graph H  pσ, F q
with vertex set σ  σC |Xl 1 and edge set
F 
#
teu e  sl 1 P E
H else.
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Observe that the C-colouring pH,φσCæXl 1q satisVes the relation
rpHq  pRpH, πCqqπCPΠ0pXl,φq
with
RpH, πCq 
#
mpπC \ σCq sl 1,sl 1 P V
mppπC _ σCq \ teuq sl 1 P E
for all πC P Π0pXl, φq.
Finally, we see that pGlσ, H,Xl, φσCæV l 1q constitutes a colourful C-splitting of the C-
colouring pGl 1σ , φσCæV l 1q with σ  σC |Xl 1 . Hence we can apply the splitting formula
of Theorem 6.56
RpGl 1, σCq  rpG
lqTM1Xl rpHq.
This proves Equation (6.42) since rpHq  rXl,sl 1pσCq.
We Vnish the proof by considering the remaining matrices of the claimed matrix product
r̃pHq : RXkr,ukr 1
k¹
ikr 2
M1Xi1RXi,ui
 pmpσCqqσCPΠ0pXkr,φq .
Again we see that pGkr, H,Xkr, φq is a colourful C-splitting of G with the edgeless
graph H  pXkr,Hq, so that we Vnally conclude by Theorem 6.56
RpG, φq  rpGkrqTM1Xkr r̃pHq.
Corollary 6.82. Let pG, φq be a C-colouring of G and s  ps1, . . . , skq be a colourful nice
graph decomposition of G. We have then
RpG, φq  ΛX0,s1
k¹
i2
Λ1Xi1ΛXi1,si .
Proof. Just observe that
RpG, φq
6.81
 RX0,s1
k¹
i2
M1Xi1RXi1,si
6.80
 ζX0ΛX0,s1ζ
T
X1
k¹
i2
ζ1,TXi1Λ
1
Xi1
ζ1Xi1ζXi1ΛXi1,siζ
T
Xi
and by X0  Xk  H we obtain
 ζHΛX0,s1
k¹
i2
Λ1Xi1ΛXi1,si  ζ
T
H
 ΛX0,s1
k¹
i2
Λ1Xi1ΛXi1,si .
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n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
P dispn, 1q{P0pn, 1q 1.000 1.000 1.214 1.549 1.990 2.542 3.222
n 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
P dispn, 1q{P0pn, 1q 4.056 5.079 6.332 7.867 9.746 12.04 14.85
Table 6.8: Ratio of the possible state savings of the new algorithm compared to state-of-
the-art algorithms
Corollary 6.82 immediately leads to a memory and time eXcient algorithm that com-
putes the partition reliability. This algorithm computes therefore also the K-terminal
reliability and is superior to current state-of-the-art algorithms, as the memory demand
can be reduced from the state set ΠRpXl, φq X ΠdispXl, Cq to the much smaller state set
Π0pXl, Cq at the lth step of such an algorithm. We get an impression of the tremendous
savings by comparing Table 6.5 on page 78 with Table 6.4 on page 77.
In the most important case of the K-terminal reliability we can reduce the number of
necessary states from P dispn, 1q 
°n
k1p2
k  1qSpn, kq to just P0pn, rq  Bpn  1q  1.
The ratio of these two numbers grows with n as depicted in Table 6.8.
As fewer states need to be considered in every step, the execution time of the new
algorithm is also reduced by the same ratio in contrast to the current state-of-the-art algo-
rithms.
We can see that it is not really necessary to explicitly construct the matrices occurring in
Corollary 6.82, as they contain at most one non-vanishing element per row or per column,
respectively.
Therefore we propose an algorithm to compute the partition reliability by using the
notation of A. Pönitz and P. Tittmann [50]. Our algorithm processes the graph G under a
given colourful nice graph decomposition s  ps1, . . . , skq and is just a straightforward
translation of Corollary 6.82 to the language of graph decomposition algorithms.
Our algorithm consists of k steps, where the lth step corresponds to the lth element sl of
the given graph decomposition s. The algorithm processes the element sl by transforming
a state set Zl1 into a state set Zl, where the transformation is described by the mapping
χl : 2
Zl1 Ñ 2Zl .
Each state inZl1 is given by an ordered pair
 
πC , QpG
l1, πCq

with πC P Π0pXl1, φq
and the separation probability
QpGl1, πCq 
¸
σCPΠpXl1,φq
σC¤πC
P pGl1, σCq,
with P pGl1, πCq being the partition probabilities as given by DeVnition 6.31. We initialise
the algorithm with the one-element state set Z0  tpH, QpG0,Hqqu.
Note that there is a compression of the state set if we move from the partition probabili-
ties P pGl1, σCq to the separation probabilities QpGl1, πCq, as σC can be any element in
ΠRpXl1, φq X ΠdispXl1, Cq whereas πC must be in the much smaller set Π0pXl1, φq.
We will now describe the state set transformation χl : 2Zl1 Ñ 2Zl induced by sl, where
we have to consider three diUerent cases for the three diUerent types of elementary oper-
ations that occur in a nice graph decomposition of G. Finally, recall that we have by The-
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orem 6.50, in case of colourful C-splittings a very easy characterisation of the θ̂-function
being given by
θ̂pπCq  µΠpXl,CqpπC , π
mon
C q
for all πC P Π0pXl, φq.
The description of χl is now a one-to-one translation of the matrix multiplication in
Corollary 6.82 to the following state set transformation algorithm.
1. In case of sl   v the vertex v is activated and χl : 2Zl1 Ñ 2Zl is given by  
πC , QpG
l1, πCq
( χlÞÝÑ ¤
σCPNpπC ,vq
  
σC , QpG
l1, πCq
(
with
NpπC , vq 
 
σC P Π0pXl, φq : σC |Xl1C  πC
(
for all πC P Π0pXl1, φq.
2. If sl  tu,wu, the edge tu,wu is processed and χl : 2Zl1 Ñ 2Zl is  
πC , QpG
l1, πCq
( χlÞÝÑ  pπC ,  ppeqrπC |e  teus   qpeqqQpGl1, πCq( .
for all πC P Π0pXl1, φq.
3. If sl  v, we deactivate the vertex v and χl : 2Zl1 Ñ 2Zl is
¤
σCPMpπC ,vq
  
σC , QpG
l1, σCq
( χlÞÝÑ
$&
%

πC , ¸
σCPMpπC ,vq
µpσC , σ
mon
C q
µpπC , πmonC q
QpGl1, σCq


,.
- ,
with
MpπC , vq  tσC P Π0pXl1, φq : σC |XlC  πCu
for all πC P Π0pXl, φq.
After the kth step we have the one-element state set Zk 
  
H, QpGk,Hq
(
where
QpGk,Hq equals the partition reliability RpG, φq.
We now exemplify the algorithm for the example K-terminal graph in Figure 6.8 and
the colourful nice graph decomposition in Equation (6.40). We assume that all edges of the
example graph are failing with the same probability q. This gives us Table 6.9 on page 100
and the K-terminal reliability RpG,Kq of the example graph is therefore the following
polynomial in q
RpG,Kq  1 2q2  4q3   2q4   9q5   11q6  41q7   32q8  8q9.
In the same vein we can obtain again the two-terminal reliability of the example graph
depicted in Figure 6.5 on page 87
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RpG, ts, tuq  99758q39   1282420q38  7381872q37   24921151q36
 54123865q35   77560928q34  71276653q33   36864413q32  4992747q31
 4132798q30   931957q29   109352q28   750348q27  330756q26
 111566q25  14653q24   31117q23   16453q22  2806q21   3242q20
 2800q19  749q18  893q17   488q16   110q15  152q14  44q13
  64q12   69q11   31q10  14q9  6q8  7q7  3q6   q5  2q4  q3   1
by using any appropriate colourful nice graph decomposition of the two-terminal network.
For the practitioner we notice that in the case of the K-terminal reliability the ratio of
the Möbius function values in the deactivation step of the vertex v simpliVes to
µpσC , σ
mon
C q
µpπC , πmonC q

#
1 tvu R σC or ttvuu  σC
1 lpσCq tvu P σC and ttvuu  σC ,
where lpσCq denotes the number of labelled blocks of σC .
Finally, we want to remark that the separation probabilities QpGl, πCq do not posses
such a nice combinatorial interpretation like the partition reliabilities RpGl, πCq of the
πC-merged C-colouring. But if we consider the vector qpGlq P MatpΠ0pXl, φqq
qpGlq 
 
QpGl, πCq

πCPΠ0pXl,φq
corresponding to the state set Zl with 0 ¤ l ¤ k, we have the following relationship
rpGlq  ζXlΛXlqpG
lq
with
rpGlq 
 
RpGl, πCq

πCPΠ0pXl,φq
which is reminiscent to Proposition 6.54.
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6.4 Multimode Reliability
In this section we analyse the multimode reliability as a new network reliability measure.
Assume that we have a computer network and r diUerent communication protocols, so
that linked computers can only communicate if they are using same protocols.
The multimode reliability is the probability that all computers that are using the same
protocol can mutually communicate with each other. Here we assume that every computer
independently selects one of the r possible protocols with probability 1{r.
The idea for this new network reliability measure emerged from an article of P. Titt-
mann, M. Trinks and the author himself [58], where they deVned the partition polynomial
QpG, xq of a graph G. The term partition polynomial is also used by D. A. Wagner [64],
who deVned the partition polynomial as a rank generating function related to a given
arbitrary set system.
A. Knopfmacher and M. E. Mays [41] counted the number of compositions CpGq of
a simple graph G being given by CpGq  QpG, 1q. Further research on this topic was
done in the bachelor’s thesis of B. Kell [40], who considered series-parallel graphs and
gave formulae for the number of compositions of these graphs. We note that B. Kell’s
formulae for series-parallel graphs are a special case of a splitting formula for a graph
with a separating vertex set of cardinality two.
B. Kell’s work was motivated by the article of J. N. Ridley and M. E. Mays [53], who
considered the compositions of union of graphs, which is quite similar to the problem of
determining a splitting formula for QpG, xq.
We note that further research in the Veld of compositions was accomplished by W. Ba-
jguz [8] and A. Huq [36]. But still there is only little research done in the interesting Veld
of compositions of graphs. It is also interesting that the author found accidentally a se-
quence contributed by J. N. Cooper in the On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [59,
A058975] being the number of compositions of the n-dimensional hypercube.
Most notably, neither for the partition polynomial nor for the number of compositions
of G results for the computational complexity are known.
In this section we Vrst prove a splitting formula for the partition polynomial and af-
terwards we reduce the computation of the multimode reliability of a network G by a
substitution in QpG, xq.
Finally, we mention that Lindström’s result is the key that leads to the derivation of the
splitting formula for QpG, xq in connection with the Kronecker product of matrices.
DeVnition 6.83. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph with n vertices and C an r-element set of
colours. Assume now that every vertex is coloured independently with one of the r colours
with the same probability of 1{r. The probability for a certain colouring ϕ : V Ñ C to
occur is therefore Prpϕq  1{rn.
DeVnition 6.84. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph and ϕ : V Ñ C a colouring of V , where C is
a Vnite set of colours. The C-partition tGrϕsu induced by ϕ in G is
tGrϕsu 
¤
cPC
¤
BPtGcu
tB Y tcuu
where for all c P C we denote by
Gc  G rtv P V : ϕpvq  cus
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the vertex induced subgraph of G of all vertices being coloured with c.
DeVnition 6.85. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph and C an r-element set of colours. The
multimode reliability MRpG, rq is the probability that the partition tGrϕsu induced by a
random C-colouring is monochrome. In other words, we have
MRpG, rq 
¸
ϕPCV
mptGrϕsuqPrpϕq.
In order to state a splitting formula for the multimode reliability, we now introduce the
partition polynomial.
6.4.1 The Partition Polynomial
The aim of this subsection is to introduce a splitting formula for the partition polynomial
in Theorem 6.102. Again we heavily use the incidence algebra of the partition lattice to
obtain this result. In this subsection we assume that all occurring graphs G  pV,Eq
are simple and we interpret E as a subset of the two-element subsets of V . In case of
β-merged and γ-completed graphsGγβ we remove possible loops and reduce parallel edges
to one edge.
DeVnition 6.86. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph and π P ΠpV q. The spanning subgraph Grπs
induced by π is the spanning subgraph Grπs  pV, F q of G, so that e P F if and only if
both endpoints of e P E are in the same block of π.
Proposition 6.87. Let pG1, G2, Xq be a splitting of the graph G  pV,Eq with Gi 
pV i, Eiq for i  1, 2 and π P ΠpV q. We have then
tGrπsu  tG1rπ1su \ tG2rπ2su,
where πi  π|V i for i  1, 2.
Proof. Just observe that pG1rπ1s, G2rπ2s, Xq is a splitting of Grπs, so that we can apply
Proposition 4.12.
Let G  pV,Eq be a graph and π P ΠpV q. Note that we always have the inequality
π ¥ tGrπsu. We will now examine in which cases there is equality.
DeVnition 6.88. Let G  pV,Eq be a simple graph. The partition polynomial QpG, xq of
G is
QpG, xq 
¸
πPΠpV q
rtGrπsu  πsx|π|
and the number of compositions CpGq of a graph is given by
CpGq  QpG, 1q 
¸
πPΠpV q
rtGrπsu  πs.
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DeVnition 6.89. Let X, Y be Vnite sets with X  Y . We deVne for all π P ΠpY q
πpXq 
¤
BPπ
BXXH
tBu, πpXq 
¤
BPπ
BXXH
tBu,
so that we have the disjoint decomposition
π  πpXq 9Y πpXq.
Lemma 6.90. Let pG1, G2, Xq be a splitting of G  pV,Eq and π P ΠpV q. If we deVne
πi : π|V i and σi : tGirπisu for i  1, 2, we Vnd
rtGrπsu  πs  rσ1pXq \ σ2pXq  πpXqsrσ1pXq  π1pXqsrσ2pXq  π2pXqs.
Proof. First we have by deVnition
rtGrπsu  πs
6.87
 rσ1 \ σ2  πs
 rpσ1pXq 9Y σ1pXqq \ pσ2pXq 9Y σ2pXqq  πs
 rσ1pXq \ σ2pXq 9Y σ1pXq 9Y σ2pXq  πpXq 9Y πpXqs
 rσ1pXq \ σ2pXq  πpXqsrσ1pXq 9Y σ2pXq  πpXqs.
Second we observe the equality
rσ1pXq 9Y σ2pXq  πpXqs 
rσ1pXq  π1pXqsrσ2pXq  π2pXqsrπ1pXq 9Y π2pXq  πpXqs,
which proves the claim.
We already observed that we have the inequality π ¥ tGrπsu for all π P ΠpV q. Pairs of
set partitions pπ, σq with π ¥ σ are important in the remaining part of this section. Hence
we give the following deVnition.
DeVnition 6.91. Let X be an n-element set. We deVne
Π¥pXq : tpπ, σq P ΠpXq  ΠpXq : π ¥ σu
and observe that the cardinality Dpnq of Π¥pXq equals
Dpnq 
ņ
k0
Spn, kqBpkq.
DeVnition 6.92. Let pG1, G2, Xq be a splitting of G with Gi  pV i, Eiq for i  1, 2 and
pβ, γq P Π¥pXq. We deVne
T pGi, pβ, γq, xq 
¸
πiPΠpV iq
rπi|X  β, σ
i|X  γsrπ
ipXq  σipXqsx|π
ipXq|
with πi : π|V i and σi : tGirπisu for i  1, 2.
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DeVnition 6.93. Let π P ΠpXq, I  r0̂, πsΠpXq and J  rπ, 1̂sΠpXq. We denote by
Aπ,Zπ P MatpI, Iq and Bπ P MatpJ, Jq the matrices
Aπ  prγ
1 _ γ2  πsqγ1,γ2PI ,
Zπ  prγ
1 ¤ γ2sqγ1,γ2PI ,
Bπ  prγ
1 ^ γ2  πsqγ1,γ2PJ .
DeVnition 6.94. Recall the DeVnition 2.31 of the direct sum of two matrices. Now let
Q  Π¥pXq and deVne the matrices Â, Ẑ and B̂ P MatpQ,Qq by the direct sums
Â 
à
πPΠpXq
x|π|Aπ, Ẑ 
à
πPΠpXq
Zπ, B̂ 
à
πPΠpXq
Bπ,
so that we obtain
Â  px|π
1|rπ1  π2srσ1 _ σ2  π1sqpπ1,σ1q,pπ2,σ2qPΠ¥pXq,
Ẑ  prπ1  π2srσ1 ¤ σ2sqpπ1,σ1q,pπ2,σ2qPΠ¥pXq,
B̂  prσ1  σ2srπ1 ^ π2  σ1sqpπ1,σ1q,pπ2,σ2qPΠ¥pXq.
Finally, we deVne for a given splitting pG1, G2, Xq of a graphG the two vectors qpGiq P
MatpQq and tpGiq P MatpQq by
qpGiq  pQppGiqπσ, xqqpπ,σqPΠ¥pXq,
tpGiq  pT pGi, pπ, σq, xqqpπ,σqPΠ¥pXq
for i  1, 2, where pGiqπσ denotes the π-completion and σ-merging of G
i, as given by
DeVnition 4.6.
Proposition 6.95. The matrix Ẑ is invertible.
Proof. Obviously we have
Ẑ
1

à
πPΠpXq
Z1π ,
where Z1π  µr0̂,πsΠpXq is the Möbius function of the interval r0̂, πsΠpXq.
Theorem 6.96. Let pG1, G2, Xq be a splitting of G  pV,Eq with subgraphs Gi 
pV i, Eiq for i  1, 2. We have then
QpG, xq  tpG1qTÂtpG2q.
Proof. In the following we write σ : tGrπsu and σi : tGirπisu with πi : π|V i for
i  1, 2. First we have
QpG, xq 
¸
πPΠpV q
rtGrπsu  πsx|π|
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6.90

¸
πPΠpV q
σ1pXq\σ2pXqπpXq
rπ1pXq  σ1pXqsrπ2pXq  σ2pXqsx|π|.
Now observe that
rσ1pXq \ σ2pXq  πpXqs  rσ1pXq|X _ σ
2pXq|X  πpXq|Xs
and sorting terms gives
QpG, xq 
¸
pβ1,γ1qPΠ¤pXq
pβ2,γ2qPΠ¤pXq
β1β2
γ1_γ2β1
¸
πPΠpV q
π|Xβ
1
σ1|Xγ
1
σ2|Xγ
2
γ1_γ2β1
rπ1pXq  σ1pXqsrπ2pXq  σ2pXqsx|π|.
Now we obtain the following summation by separating the third sum over ΠpV q into two
independent summations over ΠpV 1q and ΠpV 2q
QpG, xq 
¸
pβ1,γ1qPΠ¤pXq
pβ2,γ2qPΠ¤pXq
β1β2
γ1_γ2β1
x|β
1|
¸
π1PΠpV 1q
π1|Xβ
1
σ1|Xγ
1
rπ1pXq  σ1pXqsx|π
1pXq|

¸
π2PΠpV 2q
π2|Xβ
2
σ2|Xγ
2
rπ2pXq  σ2pXqsx|π
2pXq|.
Observe that this separation is only possible, since the sum obeys the crucial condition
rπ1pXq 9Y π2pXq  πpXqs.
Furthermore we used the equation
|π|  |πpXq 9Y πpXq|
 |π1pXq 9Y πpXq 9Y π2pXq|
 |π1pXq|   |πpXq|   |π2pXq|
 |π1pXq|   |β1|   |π2pXq|
for the separation of x|π|. Consequently, we have
QpG, xq 
¸
pβ1,γ1qPΠ¤pXq
pβ2,γ2qPΠ¤pXq
T pG1, pβ1, γ1q, xqx|β
1|rβ1  β2srγ1 _ γ2  β1sT pG2, pβ2, γ2q, xq,
which equals the claimed matrix equation.
Theorem 6.97. Let G  pG1, G2, Xq be a splitting of G. We have
qpGiq  ẐB̂ÂtpGiq (6.43)
for i  1, 2.
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Proof. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph and pβ, γq P Π¥pXq. Consider now the γ-merge and
β-completion Gβγ  pVγ, E
βq of G with Eβ  E 9Y F β . We have then by deVnition
QpGβγ , xq 
¸
πPΠpVγq
rπ  tpGβγqrπsusx
|π|.
Obviously there is a bijection f between the sets ΠpVγq and tπ P ΠpV q : π|X ¥ γu. Even
more we Vnd that |fpπq|  |π| is satisVed for all π P ΠpVγq.
Therefore we can write by the Remarks of DeVnition 4.6
QpGβγ , xq 
¸
πPΠpV q
π|X¥γ
rπ  tpGγ_βqrπsusx|π|

¸
πPΠpV q
π|X¥γ
rπ  tpGβqrπsusx|π|,
where the second equation follows from γ ¤ β.
The graph pGβqrπs is then given by pGβqrπs  pV,Eβ X Eπq, where Eπ denotes the
set of all edges in V having endpoints in the same block of π. Consider now a splitting
pH1, H2, Xq of pGβqrπs with H1  Grπs  pV,E X Eπq and H2  pX,F β X Eπq. This
gives us then tH2u  β ^ pπ|Xq.
The application of Proposition 6.87 yields therefore
tpGβqrπsu  tH1u \ tH2u
 tGrπsu \ pβ ^ pπ|Xqq
 σ \ pβ ^ pπ|Xqq,
where we set for the sake of brevity σ : tGrπsu and consequently we conclude
QpGβγ , xq 
¸
πPΠpV q
π|X¥γ
rπ  σ \ pβ ^ pπ|Xqqsx
|π|.
By a similar argument as in Lemma 6.90 the summands of the previous sum can be sim-
pliVed to
QpGβγ , xq 
¸
πPΠpV q
π|X¥γ
rσpXq  πpXqsrσpXq|X _ pβ ^ π|Xq  π|Xsx
|π|
and by sorting terms we Vnd
QpGβγ , xq 
¸
πPΠpV q
π|X¥γ
¸
pη,νqPΠ¥pXq
rπ|X  η, σ|X  νsrν _ pβ ^ ηq  ηsrσpXq  πpXqsx
|π|.
Finally, we interchange the summation order
QpGβγ , xq 
¸
pη,νqPΠ¥pXq
η¥γ
rη  ν _ pβ ^ ηqsx|η|
¸
πPΠpV q
rπ|X  η, σ|X  νsrσpXq  πpXqsx
|πpXq|
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and utilise DeVnition 6.92 to write the second summation in a compact form
QpGβγ , xq 
¸
pη,νqPΠ¥pXq
rγ ¤ ηsrη  ν _ pβ ^ ηqsx|η|T pG, pη, νq, xq. (6.44)
In order to prove the stated matrix equation we consider the matrix product
Ĉ : ẐB̂Â  pcppβ, γq, pη, νqqqpβ,γq,pη,νqPΠ¥pXq,
where we have by the deVnition of the matrices Ẑ, B̂ and Â
Ẑ  pzppβ, γq, pρ, τqqqpβ,γq,pρ,τqPΠ¥pXq
 prβ  ρsrγ ¤ τ sqpβ,γq,pρ,τqPΠ¥pXq,
B̂  pbppρ, τq, pλ, εqqqpρ,τq,pλ,εqPΠ¥pXq
 prτ  εsrρ^ λ  τ sqpρ,τq,pλ,εqPΠ¥pXq,
Â  pappλ, εq, pη, νqqqpλ,εq,pη,νqPΠ¥pXq
 prλ  ηsrε_ ν  ηsx|η|qpλ,εq,pη,νqPΠ¥pXq.
Consequently, we obtain by substitution and simpliVcation
cppβ, γq, pη, νqq 
¸
pρ,τqPΠ¥pXq
pλ,εqPΠ¥pXq
rβ  ρsrγ ¤ τ srτ  εsrρ^ λ  τ srλ  ηsrε_ ν  ηsx|η|

¸
η¤τ¤β
rγ ¤ τ srβ ^ η  τ srτ _ ν  ηsx|η|
 rγ ¤ β ^ ηsrη  ν _ pβ ^ ηqsx|η|
 rγ ¤ ηsrη  ν _ pβ ^ ηqsx|η|,
where the last line follows from the condition γ ¤ β. Comparison with Equation (6.44)
yields the stated matrix equation.
Proposition 6.98. The matrices A1̂ and B0̂ with 0̂, 1̂ P ΠpXq are invertible.
Proof. DeVne the vector f P MatpΠpXqq by
f  prπ  1̂sqπPΠpXq
and observe that we have by Theorem 2.47
A1̂  ζΠpXqΛpgqζ
T
ΠpXq,
where
g  µΠpXqf .
We Vnd
gpπq  µΠpXqpπ, 1̂q  0
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for all π P ΠpXq and hence A1̂ is invertible.
For the matrix B0̂ we proceed in the same vein. In order to accomplish the proof we
Vrst deVne the vector f 1 P MatpΠpXqq with
f 1  prπ  0̂sqπPΠpXq.
By Theorem 2.47 we have
B0̂  ζ
T
ΠpXqΛpg
1qζΠpXq
with
g1  µTΠpXqf
1.
Consequently we conclude
g1pπq  µΠpXqp0̂, πq  0,
for all π P ΠpXq, so that B0̂ is invertible.
Proposition 6.99. Let π P ΠpXq. We have the factorisation
Aπ 
â
BPπ
A1̂ΠpBq .
Proof. Observe that the interval I  r0̂, πsΠpXq is by Proposition 3.14 isomorphic to the
product order
¹
BPπ
r0̂ΠpBq, 1̂ΠpBqsΠpBq.
Now deVne the vector fπ P MatpΠpXqq
fπ  prσ  πsqσPI
and the vectors fB P Matpr0̂ΠpBq, 1̂ΠpBqsq with
fB  prσ  1̂ΠpBqsqσPr0̂ΠpBq,1̂ΠpBqs
for all B P π. Furthermore, observe that we have the factorisation
fπ 
â
BPπ
fB.
Hence we can apply Theorem 2.49 to the matrix Aπ, which proves the claim.
Proposition 6.100. The matrices Aπ and Bπ are invertible for all π P ΠpXq.
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Proof. By Proposition 6.99 we have
Aπ 
â
BPπ
A1̂ΠpBq ,
where the matrices on the right-hand side are by Proposition 6.98 invertible. Finally, we
conclude by Corollary 2.34
A1π 
â
BPπ
A1
1̂ΠpBq
,
which proves the Vrst claim.
For the second claim observe that by Proposition 3.15 the interval rπ, 1̂s is isomorphic
to the interval r0̂ΠpY q, 1̂ΠpY qs, where Y is a |π|-element set. Hence Bπ is invertible if and
only if B0̂ΠpY q is invertible. Now B0̂ΠpY q is by Proposition 6.98 invertible, which proves the
second claim.
Proposition 6.101. The matrices Â and B̂ are invertible.
Proof. Just observe that a block diagonal matrix is invertible if and only if the matrices on
its diagonal are invertible. Now apply Proposition 6.100.
We are now able to state the main result of this subsection, the splitting formula for the
partition polynomial, which is far from being obvious. This result was already obtained
by the author in an earlier research report [62].
Theorem 6.102. Let pG1, G2, Xq be a splitting of G. We have then
QpG, xq  qpG1qTpẐB̂ÂB̂Ẑ
T
q1qpG2q. (6.45)
Proof. We have by Theorem 6.96
QpG, xq  tpG1qTÂtpG2q
and by Theorem 6.97
qpGiq  ẐB̂ÂtpGiq
for i  1, 2. By Proposition 6.101 we conclude
tpGiq  Â
1
B̂
1
Ẑ
1
qpGiq
for i  1, 2. Substitution in the Vrst equation yields
QpG, xq  qpG1qTpẐB̂ÂB̂Ẑ
T
q1qpG2q.
Here we used the fact that Â and B̂ are symmetric matrices.
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6.5 The Multimode Reliability Revisited
We now turn again to the problem of the multimode reliability. After a moment of thought
we might realise that we only have to consider set partitions of the vertex set of G that
are inducing connected subgraphs if we want to compute MRpG, rq. Thus we can utilise
the partition polynomial QpG, xq of a graph as a tool that facilitates the computation of
MRpG, rq.
This observation leads to a tremendous reduction of the possible states we have to con-
sider. However, the situation would be diUerent if the computers of our network would
independently choose a protocol with a diUerent probability ri. In this case the computa-
tion of the multimode reliability is seemingly more laborious.
Proposition 6.103. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph with n vertices and C an r-element set of
colours. Furthermore assume that
QpG, xq 
ņ
k0
qkpGqx
k.
We have then
MRpG, rq 
ņ
k0
qkpGq
rk
rn

1
rn
ņ
k0
rkpGqr
k
with
rkpGq 
ņ
ik
qipGqspi, kq.
Proof. Just observe that every set partition π P ΠpV q with k blocks, so that every block
B P π yields a connected subgraph GrBs, can be coloured in rk diUerent ways with r
colours if every block B is coloured diUerently. Every such colouring ϕ P CV satisVes by
deVnitionmptGrϕsuq  1. Even more every colouring ϕ P CV satisfyingmptGrϕsuq  1
is generated by exactly one such π, namely π  tGrϕsu|V . We obtain the claim if we
observe that every colouring ϕ P CV occurs with the same probability of 1{rn.
The second equation is readily veriVed if we express falling factorials in terms of powers
by using Proposition (3.1).
There is a nice application of Proposition 6.103, which gives us a very easy proof for the
conversion of powers to falling factorials by means of the Stirling numbers of the second
kind.
Example 6.104. Let Kn  pV, V p2qq be the complete graph with n vertices and C be an
r-element set of colours. In this case we have
QpKn, xq 
ņ
k0
Spn, kqxk,
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as for all π P ΠpV q the condition rtGrπsu  πs is satisVed. Even more we have
MRpG, rq  1,
as all vertices having the same colour induce a connected subgraph. The application of
Proposition 6.103 yields then
ņ
k0
Spn, kq
rk
rn
 1
and multiplication with rn gives
ņ
k0
Spn, kqrk  rn,
yielding another proof of Proposition 3.5 on page 24.
Observe that F pG, rq  rnMRpG, rq is a polynomial in r, which is yet not studied in
the existing literature. This polynomial has by deVnition the property
F pG, 1q  rn,
whenever G is connected.
The probability that every vertex of the graph G receives a diUerent colour is given by
rn{rn. Thus we Vnd
lim
rÑ8
rn{rn 
n¹
i1
lim
rÑ8
p1 i{rq  1
and even more
lim
rÑ8
MRpG, rq  1.
As a Vnal example we demonstrate a recursive approach for the computation of the par-
tition polynomialQpG, xq for the grid graphG3,n depicted in Figure 6.9 by extending The-
orem 6.102 to the transfer-matrix method. In order to state the transfer-matrix method we
need some more deVnitions. A noteworthy and well-written introduction to the transfer-
matrix method in the German language is the diploma thesis of U. Junghans [39].
DeVnition 6.105. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph. An n-splitting
pG1, X1, G2, . . . , Gn1, Xn1, Gnq
is an alternating sequence of subgraphsGi  pV i, Eiq and vertex subsetsX i  V ofG, so
that we haveEiXEj  H for all 1 ¤ i   j ¤ n, E1 9Y   9YEn  E andX i  V iXV i 1
with V i X V j  H for all 1 ¤ i ¤ j  2 ¤ n  2 with V 1 Y    Y V n  V . In the
following it is useful if we also stipulate X0  Xn  H.
Observe that in this deVnition a splitting pG1, G2, Xq ofG corresponds to the 2-splitting
pG1, X1, G2q of G with X1  X .
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1 4 7 3n− 5 3n− 2
2 5 8 3n− 4 3n− 1
3 6 9 3n− 3 3n
Figure 6.9: The grid graph G3,n
We deVne now the transfer-matrices for a given n-splitting of a graph. This leads di-
rectly to the extension of Theorem 6.102 to n-splittings.
DeVnition 6.106. Let pG1, X1, . . . , Gnq be an n-splitting of G  pV,Eq. We deVne the
matrices QpX i1, Gi, X iq P MatpΠ¥pX i1q,Π¥pX iqq for 1 ¤ i ¤ n by
QpX i1, Gi, X iq  pqppπ1, σ1q, pπ2, σ2qqqpπ1,σ1qPΠ¥pXi1q,pπ2,σ2qPΠ¥pXiq
 pQppGiqπ
1
9Yπ2
σ1 9Yσ2 , xqqpπ1,σ1qPΠ¥pXi1q,pπ2,σ2qPΠ¥pXiq,
which equals the vectors qpGiq of DeVnition 6.94 if we consider a 2-splitting of G.
In the same vein we deVne ÂpX iq, B̂pX iq and ẐpX iq in MatpΠ¥pX iq,Π¥pX iqq by
ÂpX iq  prπ1  π2srσ1 _ σ2  π1sx|π
1|qpπ1,σ1q,pπ2,σ2qPΠ¥pXiq
B̂pX iq  prσ1  σ2srπ1 ^ π2  σ1sqpπ1,σ1q,pπ2,σ2qPΠ¥pXiq
ẐpX iq  prπ1  π2srσ1 ¤ σ2sqpπ1,σ1q,pπ2,σ2qPΠ¥pXiq.
for 1 ¤ i ¤ n.
Without proof we state the extension of Theorem 6.102 to arbitrary n-splittings of G.
Theorem 6.107. Let pG1, X1, . . . , Gnq be an n-splitting of G. We have then
QpG, xq 
n¹
i1
QpX i1, Gi, X iqĈpX iq1,
where
ĈpX iq : ẐpX iqB̂pX iqÂpX iqB̂pX iqẐpX iqT
for 1 ¤ i ¤ n 1.
We can now apply Theorem 6.107 to obtain a recurrence formula for the partition poly-
nomials of the grid graph G3,n, where we assume the n-splitting
pG1, X1, G2, . . . , Xn1, Gnq
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with X i  t1   3pi  1q, 2   3pi  1q, 3   3pi  1qu for 1 ¤ i ¤ n  1, so that G1
is a path of length three and G2, . . . , Gn are comb-like graphs. As the grid graph can be
constructed by successively adding comb-like graphs, the matrices Q : QpX i1, Gi, X iq
for 2 ¤ i ¤ n  1 and Ĉ : ĈpX iq for 1 ¤ i ¤ n  1 are the same besides the labelling
of the rows and columns.
Consequently, we have
QpG3,n, xq  qpG
1qTĈ
1
ppQĈ
1
qn2qpGnq
and we obtain the partition polynomials of the grid graph for small values for n in Ta-
ble 6.11. By substitution we can also compute the number of compositions of theG3,n grid
graph given by Table 6.12.
Table 6.12 is also depicted by J. N. Ridley and M. E. Mays [53] for values up to n  4,
but there is a small typing error in the value CpG3,4q, as we found by our computation
CpG3,4q  22780, whereas the mentioned article stated the value of 22080 instead. A
more exhaustive list for these numbers is also given in the On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer
Sequences [59, A110476] being contributed by B. Kell, who already found the same typing
error in his bachelor’s thesis [40].
In the same vein we compute also the number of compositions of the grid graphs G4,n
given by Table 6.13.
B. Kell also contributed the sequence giving the number of compositions of the square
grid graphs Gn,n up to n  6, which is found in the On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer
Sequences [59, A145835]. We are able to extend these values up to n  10 as depicted
in Table 6.14, but the computation became more and more laborious and it is doubtful if
there might be a closed formula for these numbers.
The author conjectures that computing CpGq for a graph G is a computational diXcult
problem.
Conjecture 6.108. The computational complexity of computing CpGq for a given graph G
is NP-hard.
If we compute the polynomials rnMRpG3,n, rq for the grid graphs shown in Figure 6.16,
we observe that the coeXcients of these polynomials are alternating. The following con-
jecture was veriVed for all non-isomorphic graphs with up to nine vertices.
Conjecture 6.109. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph, then the coeXcients of rnMRpG, rq are
alternating.
The already mentioned behaviour of MRpG3,n, rq for growing r is depicted in Fig-
ure 6.10. We see Vrst a sharp decline of the reliability and afterwards a steady growth
towards 1.
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n CpG3,nq n CpG3,nq
1 4 10 1, 468, 040, 672, 696
2 74 11 28, 438, 383, 992, 230
3 1434 12 550, 898, 690, 444, 420
4 27780 13 10, 671, 821, 831, 261, 942
5 538, 150 14 206, 730, 898, 391, 393, 192
6 10, 424, 872 15 4, 004, 720, 564, 629, 102, 582
7 201, 947, 094 16 77, 578, 083, 032, 366, 404, 308
8 3, 912, 050, 356 17 1, 502, 816, 206, 487, 087, 179, 878
9 75, 782, 907, 270 18 29, 112, 043, 791, 259, 796, 460, 440
Table 6.12: Number of compositions of the grid graph G3,n
n CpG4,nq n CpG4,nq
1 8 10 86, 254, 456, 382, 365, 422
2 456 11 5, 252, 391, 281, 433, 321, 840
3 27780 12 319, 839, 870, 650, 458, 477, 666
4 1, 691, 690 13 19, 476, 375, 116, 903, 366, 115, 612
5 103, 015, 508 14 1, 185, 997, 189, 541, 765, 630, 381, 252
6 6, 273, 056, 950 15 72, 220, 283, 556, 802, 506, 132, 778, 356
7 381, 992, 581, 548 16 4, 397, 792, 341, 346, 509, 099, 717, 980, 618
8 23, 261, 112, 447, 444 17 267, 799, 799, 794, 395, 524, 429, 805, 470, 412
9 1, 416, 465, 537, 909, 008 18 16, 307, 439, 552, 264, 147, 863, 293, 668, 460, 374
Table 6.13: Number of compositions of the grid graph G4,n
n CpGn,nq
1 1
2 12
3 1434
4 1, 691, 690
5 19, 719, 299, 768
6 2, 271, 230, 282, 824, 746
7 2, 584, 855, 762, 327, 078, 145, 444
8 29, 068, 227, 444, 022, 728, 740, 767, 607, 050
9 3, 230, 042, 572, 278, 849, 047, 360, 048, 508, 956, 727, 420
10 3, 546, 545, 075, 986, 984, 198, 328, 715, 750, 838, 554, 116, 235, 343, 894
Table 6.14: Number of compositions of the square grid graph Gn,n
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6.6 Domination Reliability
Let G  pV,Eq be a graph and assume that the vertices of G are failing independently
with given probabilities. The domination reliability DRpGq is the probability that every
vertex v in G is non-failing or is adjacent to a non-failing vertex in G. The domination
reliability of a graph was proposed by K. Dohmen and P. Tittmann [26], where they proved
that computing DRpG, xq is an NP-hard problem.
We propose here a splitting approach for the domination reliability and exemplify this
approach by computing DRpGq of the example network in Figure 4.1 on page 35 at the
end of this section.
DeVnition 6.110. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph and W  V . The closed neighbourhood
NGrW s ofW in G is the set of vertices in V that are inW or adjacent to a vertex inW .
Finally, the path Pn  pVn, En, ιnq of length n is the graph with n   1 vertices Vi 
tv1, . . . , vn 1u and n edges En  te1, . . . , enu, so that ιnpeiq  tvi, vi 1u with 1 ¤ i ¤ n.
DeVnition 6.111. Let G  pV,Eq be a graph and p : V Ñ p0, 1q, v ÞÑ ppvq  1 
qpvq a mapping. Assume now that the vertices v P V of G are failing independently
with probability qpvq. We say that pG, pq is a stochastic vertex failure network or short
stochastic v. f. network and we write PrV pW q to denote the probability that the vertices
W  V are operational and the vertices in V zW fail in G. Hence we have
PrV pW q 
¹
vPW
ppvq
¹
vPV zW
qpvq.
Furthermore, we introduce for arbitrary vertex subsetsW  U  V the notation PrUpW q
being the probability that the vertices in U are operational and the vertices in UzW fail in
G.
In the following we write G instead of pG, pq to denote a stochastic v. f. network, as
there are no ambiguities if there is a Vxed probability distribution p : V Ñ p0, 1q.
DeVnition 6.112. LetG  pV,Eq be a stochastic v. f. network. The domination reliability
DRpGq is
DRpGq 
¸
WV
PrV pW qrNGrW s  V s.
DeVnition 6.113. Let pG1, G2, Xq a splitting of G. We deVne the sets
RpXq  tpA,Bq P 2X  2X : A  Bu.
For a singleton vertex set X  tvu we obtain
Rptvuq  tpAv, Bvq P 2
tvu  2tvu : Av  Bvu.
Now we observe that
f :
¹
vPX
Rptvuq Ñ RpXq,
¹
vPX
pAv, Bvq ÞÑ
¤
vPX
Av,
¤
vPX
Bv

,
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is a bijection between the product set
±
vPX Rptvuq and RpXq. This proves to be con-
venient if we are considering Kronecker products of matrices Av P MatpRptvuq, Rptvuqq
with v P X , as
AX 
â
vPX
Av
can be then interpreted as an element in MatpRpXq, RpXqq if we apply a relabelling of
the rows and columns of AX by f .
DeVnition 6.114. LetG  pV,Eq be a stochastic v. f. network and pG1, G2, Xq a splitting
of G with Gi  pV i, Eiq. We deVne the probabilities
DRpGi, pA,Bqq 
¸
W iV i
rW i XX  A,N i XX  BsPrV izXpW
izXqrN izX  V izXs
for all pA,Bq P RpXq with N i : NGirW is and i  1, 2.
DeVnition 6.115. LetG  pV,Eq be a stochastic v. f. network and pG1, G2, Xq a splitting
of G. We deVne the vectors upGiq P MatpRpXqq
upGiq  pDRpGi, pA,BqqqpA,BqPRpXq (6.46)
for i  1, 2 and the matrices Qv P MatpRptvuq, Rptvuqq for all v P X by
Qv 
pH,Hq pH, tvuq ptvu, tvuq



0 qpvq 0 pH,Hq
qpvq qpvq 0 pH, tvuq
0 0 ppvq ptvu, tvuq.
(6.47)
Finally, we deVne the matrix QX P MatpRpXq, RpXqq by setting
QX 
â
vPX
Qv. (6.48)
Hence we obtain
QX  prA
1  A2, B1 YB2  XsPrXpA
1qqpA1,B1q,pA2,B2qPRpXq. (6.49)
Proposition 6.116. The matrix QX is invertible.
Proof. Obviously we can invert the matrices Qv for every v P V , as
detpQvq  ppvqqpvq
2  0.
Now we have
Q1X
2.34

â
vPX
Q1v ,
which proves the claim.
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Lemma 6.117. Let G  pV,Eq be a stochastic v. f. network and pG1, G2, Xq a splitting of
G with Gi  pV i, Eiq for i  1, 2. We have for allW  V
PrV pW q  PrV 1zXpW
1zXqPrXppW
1 XXq Y pW 2 XXqqPrV 2zXpW
2zXq
rNGrW s  V s  rN
1zX  V 1zXsrpN1 XXq Y pN2 XXq  XsrN2zX  V 2zXs
withW i  W X V i and N i : NGirW is for i  1, 2.
Proof. The Vrst claim follows directly by the deVnition of PrV pW q and the partition ofW
into the three disjoint sets
W  pW X pV 1zXqq 9Y pW XXq 9Y pW X pV 2zXqq
 pW 1 X pV 1zXqq 9Y ppW 1 XXq Y pW 2 XXqq 9Y pW 2 X pV 2zXqq.
Similarly we obtain
NGrW s  pNGrW s X pV
1zXqq 9Y pNGrW s XXq 9Y pNGrW s X pV
2zXqq
 pNG1rW
1szXq 9Y ppNG1rW
1s XXq Y pNG2rW
2s XXqq 9Y pNG2rW
2szXq,
which obviously implies the second claim.
Theorem 6.118. Let G  pV,Eq be a stochastic v. f. network and pG1, G2, Xq a splitting
of G. We have
DRpGq  upG1qTQXupG
2q. (6.50)
Proof. We have by Proposition 6.117
PrV pW q  PrV 1zXpW
1zXqPrXppW
1 YW 2q XXqPrV 2zXpW
2zXq
rNGrW s  V s  rN
1zX  V 1zXsrpN1 YN2q XX  XsrN2zX  V 2zXs
for all W  V with N i  NGirW is and i  1, 2. A summation over all W  V and
sorting according to DeVnition 6.114 by pA,Biq yields
DRpGq 
¸
pA,B1qPRpXq
pA,B2qPRpXq
DRpG1, pA,B1qqPrXpAqrpN
1 YN2q XX  XsDRpG2, pA,B2qq,
which is just the stated matrix equation.
DeVnition 6.119. LetG  pV,Eq be a stochastic v. f. network and pG1, G2, Xq a splitting
of G. For every pA,Bq P RpXq we denote by GipA,Bq  pV
i
pA,Bq, E
i
pA,Bqq with i  1, 2
the graph that emerges from Gi  pV i, Eiq by appending to every vertex v P X a path
Pl  pVl, Elq of length l  lpA,Bqpvq P t0, 1, 2u, so that a vertex w of Pl having at most
one adjacent vertex is identiVed with the vertex v, where the length l of Pl is
lpA,Bqpvq 
$'&
'%
2 v P A, v P B
1 v P A, v R B
0 v R A, v R B.
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Moreover we assume that the failure probabilities of the vertices of the appended path Pl
are equal to the failure probability qpvq of the vertex v itself.
Now we denote by dpGiq P MatpRpXqq the vectors
dpGiq  pDRpGipA,BqqqpA,BqPRpXq
for i  1, 2 and we introduce the matrices Pv P MatpRptvuq, Rptvuqq for all v P X by
Pv 
pH,Hq pH, tvuq ptvu, tvuq



DRpP0, pH,Hqq DRpP0, pH, tvuqq DRpP0, ptvu, tvuqq pH,Hq
DRpP1, pH,Hqq DRpP1, pH, tvuqq DRpP1, ptvu, tvuqq pH, tvuq
DRpP2, pH,Hqq DRpP2, pH, tvuqq DRpP2, ptvu, tvuqq ptvu, tvuq,
so that we obtain
Pv 
pH,Hq pH, tvuq ptvu, tvuq



1 0 1 pH,Hq
0 ppvq 1 pH, tvuq
ppvqqpvq ppvqqpvq   ppvq2 2ppvqqpvq   ppvq2 ptvu, tvuq.
and
detpPvq  ppvqqpvq.
Finally, we deVne the matrix PX P MatpRpXq, RpXqq as
PX 
â
vPX
Pv.
Proposition 6.120. The matrix PX is invertible.
Proof. For every v P X the matrix Pv is invertible, as detpPvq  ppvqqpvq  0. Further-
more we conclude
P1X
2.34

â
vPX
P1v ,
which proves the claim.
Proposition 6.121. Let G  pV,Eq be a stochastic v. f. network and pG1, G2, Xq a
splitting of G. We have
dpGiq  PXQXupG
iq
for i  1, 2.
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Proof. Suppose we have the graph GipA,Bq  pV
i
pA,Bq, E
i
pA,Bqq with pA,Bq P RpXq and
consider the splitting pH ipA,Bq, G
i, Xq of GipA,Bq at the separating vertex set X . Observe
that the subgraphH ipA,Bq consists of paths of lengths one, zero and two, which are attached
to the vertices of X . The application of Proposition 6.118 gives then
DRpGipA,Bqq  upH
i
pA,Bqq
TQXupG
iq,
which is just the row corresponding to the index pA,Bq P RpXq of the claimed matrix
equation.
DeVnition 6.122. LetG  pV,Eq be a stochastic v. f. network and pG1, G2, Xq a splitting
of G. We deVne the matrices Dv P MatpRptvuq, Rptvuqq for all v P V by
Dv 
pH,Hq pH, tvuq ptvu, tvuq



DRpP0q DRpP1q DRpP2q pH,Hq
DRpP1q DRpP2q DRpP3q pH, tvuq
DRpP2q DRpP3q DRpP4q ptvu, tvuq
and furthermore the matrix DX P MatpRpXq, RpXqq by
DX 
â
vPV
Dv.
Proposition 6.123. We have
DX  PXQXP
T
X . (6.51)
Proof. Observe that we have the following chain of equalities
PXQXP
T
X 
â
vPX
Pv 
â
vPX
Qv 
â
vPX
PTv
2.33

â
vPX
pPvQvP
T
v q
6.118

â
vPX
Dv
 DX .
Theorem 6.124. Let G  pV,Eq be a stochastic v. f. network and pG1, G2, Xq a splitting
of G. We have
DRpGq  dpG1qTD1X dpG
2q.
Proof. It is
DRpGq
6.118
 upG1qTQXupG
2q
dpGiq
6.121
 PXQXupG
iq
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for i  1, 2 and by Proposition 6.120 and Proposition 6.116 we conclude that the matrices
PX and QX are invertible, so that
upGiq
6.121
 Q1X P
1
X dpG
iq.
Hence we have after substitution
DRpGq  dpG1qTP1,TX Q
1
X P
1
X dpG
2q
 dpG1qTpPXQXP
T
Xq
1dpG2q
6.123
 dpG1qTD1X dpG
2q.
Example 6.125. Consider the example network G given in Figure 4.1 on page 35 and the
splitting pG1, G2, Xq of G found in Figure 4.3 on page 38 with separating vertex set X 
t1, 2, 3u. If we assume that the vertices of G are failing independently with probability
q  0.3, the entries of the vectors dpG1q and dpG2q assume the numerical values given
by Table 6.17. The application of Theorem 6.124 yields the numerical value
DRpGq  0.9732584130
for the domination reliability of G.
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pA,Bq P Rpt1, 2, 3uq DRpG1pA,Bqq DRpG
2
pA,Bqq
pH,Hq 0.983345671 0.884883998
pH, t1uq 0.896902924 0.811199085
pH, t2uq 0.897367297 0.809910510
pH, t3uq 0.901741135 0.882082162
pH, t1, 2uq 0.818272637 0.742474942
pH, t1, 3uq 0.822612897 0.808608682
pH, t2, 3uq 0.821529360 0.808728704
pH, t1, 2, 3uq 0.749223433 0.741372877
pt1u, t1uq 0.895928098 0.809714723
pt1u, t1, 2uq 0.817590259 0.741118029
pt1u, t1, 3uq 0.821667970 0.807126795
pt1u, t1, 2, 3uq 0.748561983 0.740011080
pt2u, t2uq 0.894844561 0.808728704
pt2u, t1, 2uq 0.816409203 0.741372877
pt2u, t2, 3uq 0.820584433 0.806974266
pt2u, t1, 2, 3uq 0.748789526 0.739742579
pt3u, t3uq 0.899789935 0.864088215
pt3u, t1, 3uq 0.820726959 0.792118826
pt3u, t2, 3uq 0.820066002 0.791938992
pt3u, t1, 2, 3uq 0.747862319 0.725986294
pt1, 2u, t1, 2uq 0.815522112 0.740011080
pt1, 2u, t1, 2, 3uq 0.747929642 0.738379727
pt1, 3u, t1, 3uq 0.819794859 0.790668287
pt1, 3u, t1, 2, 3uq 0.747209848 0.724654569
pt2, 3u, t2, 3uq 0.818808840 0.790286190
pt2, 3u, t1, 2, 3uq 0.747121107 0.724450457
pt1, 2, 3u, t1, 2, 3uq 0.746272896 0.723117124
Table 6.17: Domination reliabilities DRpGipA,Bqq with vertex failure probability q  0.3.
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Complicated network reliability measures and graph polynomials can be computed by ap-
plying a divide and conquer approach that successively splits a graph into smaller and
smaller parts.
The use of incidence algebras in the Veld of network reliability can be utilised to obtain
important insights into network reliability measures like the K-terminal reliability.
A general splitting approach for the K-terminal reliability and also for the more general
problem of the partition reliability is possible. The existence of such a formula was a pre-
viously unsolved problem and constitutes a new point of view towards the K-terminal
reliability.
The memory and time eXciency of current state-of-the-art algorithms for computing the
K-terminal reliability can be improved tremendously. This result is a substantial progress
towards the eXcient computation of this reliability measure.
The feasibility of a splitting approach for the two-terminal reliability allows deep insights
in the theoretical understanding of this import reliability measure.
The close relationship between incidence algebras and basic matrix algebra allows a clear
and concise way to state and prove splitting formulae.
The theory of compositions of a graph is a new and interesting combinatorial question.
The splitting formula for the partition polynomial facilitates a new tool to tackle this prob-
lem. Some of the already known results in this Veld are subsumed by this approach.
The computation of the number of compositions of the grid graph is still a computational
challenge, as the number of necessary states grows rapidly. But there are still no results
concerning the computational complexity of the partition polynomial or the counting of
compositions of a graph.
The proposed splitting formula for the domination reliability might be used to reduce the
computational eUorts in evaluating this reliability measure.
A general splitting formula for the partition reliability remains an important problem for
further research.
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Notation
Term Description Def. Page
rSs Statement indicator function 2.1 7
pP,¤P q Partially ordered set 2.2 7
x Ì y Covering relation 2.2 7
0p Minimum in pP,¤P q 2.3 7
1P Maximum in pP,¤P q 2.3 7
x_ y, supQ Supremum 2.7 7
x^ y, inf Q InVmum 2.7 7
pP,_P ,^P q Lattice 2.8 8
rx, ysP Interval in pP,¤P q 2.13 9
P Q Product order 2.14 9
P  Q Isomorphic posets 2.15 9
ÒQ Filter generated by Q 2.16 9
ÓQ Ideal generated by Q 2.16 9
p2C ,q Powerset lattice 2.17 9
hppq, p Closure of p 2.19 10
P {h Quotient of P relative to h 2.19 10
MatpP,Qq Set of real matrices indexed by pP,¤P q and pQ,¤Qq 2.24 13
A,B, . . . Real matrices 2.24 13
AT Transpose of A 2.24 13
Matpn,mq Set of real matrices with n rows andm columns 2.24 13
AQ Submatrix of A induced by Q 2.26 13
Λpfq Diagonal matrix generated by vector f 2.26 13
IpP q Incidence algebra of pP,¤P q 2.27 13
ζP Zeta-function of pP,¤P q 2.29 14
δP Delta-function of pP,¤P q 2.29 14
µP Möbius function of pP,¤P q 2.29 14
A  B Direct sum 2.31 15
A  B Kronecker product 2.32 15
pK Set of complements of p 2.38 16
Hh Matrix induced by the closure operator h 2.43 18
Sh Matrix induced by equality 2.43 18
SpP, fq Supremum matrix 2.46 20
IpP, fq InVmum matrix 2.46 20
π, σ, . . . Set partitions 3.1 23
ΠpXq Set of set partitions of X 3.1 23
|π| Number of blocks of π 3.1 23
π Equivalence relation induced by π 3.2 23
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Term Description Def. Page
Spn, kq Stirling numbers of the second kind 3.3 23
spn, kq Stirling numbers of the Vrst kind 3.4 23
xn nth falling factorial of x 3.4 23
pΠpXq,¤q Partition lattice of X 3.8 25
0̂ Maximum in pΠpXq,¤q 3.8 25
1̂ Minimum in pΠpXq,¤q 3.8 25
σP , πP P -partition 3.10 26
ΠpX,P q Set of P -Partitions of X 3.10 26
pΠpX,P q,¤q P -Partition order on X 3.12 26
πP |Y q Restriction of πP to Y q 3.13 27
πP \ σP Generalised supremum of πP and σP 3.17 28
G  pV,E, ιq,
G  pV,Eq
Undirected graph 4.1 35
V pkq Set of the k-element subsets of V 4.1 35
H  G Spanning subgraph of H 4.4 35
GrW s Vertex induced subgraph of G 4.4 35
tGu Set partition induced by G 4.5 36
u G v u and v are connected in G 4.5 36
Gγβ β-merged and γ-completion of G 4.6 37
tGγβu
1 Set partition induced by Gγβ 4.6 37
pG1, G2, Xq Splitting of G 4.9 38
ΠpX,Cq Set of C-partitions of X 5.1 41
πC , σC , . . . C-partitions 5.1 41
P pn, rq Number of coloured set partitions in ΠpX,Cq 5.3 41
0̂ΠpX,Cq Minimum in ΠpX,Cq 5.5 42
1̂ΠpX,Cq Maximum in ΠpX,Cq 5.5 42
ΠpX,Cq Set of colourful C-partitions of X 5.7 42
ΠdispX,Cq Set of disjointly coloured C-partitions of X 5.7 42
ΠmonpX,Cq Set of monochrome C-partitions of X 5.7 42
ColpπCq Set of colours of πC 5.7 42
πmonC Monochrome closure 5.11 43
πdisC Disjoint closure 5.11 43
RrCs Set of polynomials with real coeXcients in the
indeterminates C
5.16 45
rcks, rCks, rC¤ks CoeXcient extraction operator 5.16 45
cpπCq Colour type of πC 5.18 45
PrEpHq Probability for the induced subgraph H 6.1 50
pG, φq C-colouring of G 6.2 51
ΦpW q Colours of the verticesW under φ 6.2 51
tpG, φqu C-partition induced by pG, φq 6.2 51
tφu C-partition induced by φ 6.2 51
mpπCq Monochrome indicator function of πC 6.3 51
RpG, φq,
RpG,K1, . . . , Krq
Partition reliability 6.4 51
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Term Description Def. Page
RpG,Kq K-terminal reliability 6.4 51
φi Restriction of φ to the subgraph Gi of a C-splitting of
G
6.6 52
pGπ, φπC q πC-induced C-colouring pGπ, φπq of pG, φq 6.8 52
CpG, φq Colouring polynomial 6.12 54
ΠpX,φq Admissible C-partitions with respect to a splitting 6.14 54
SpGi, φi; πCq πC restricted colouring polynomial 6.15 54
C Supremum matrix in ΠpX,Cq with respect to
c-function
6.16 55
spGiq Vector of restricted C-polynomials 6.16 55
cpGiq Vector of merged C-polynomials 6.16 55
θ Diagonal function of C 6.19 56
θ Vector of θ-function 6.19 56
UpπCq Uniform decomposition of πC 6.21 58
pG, φdisq Disjoint reduction of pG, φq 6.26 61
C1, C12, C2 Colour partition induced by a C-colouring 6.29 62
P pGi, φi; πCq Partition probabilities induced by πC and pG, φq 6.31 63
ΠRpX,φq Essential subset of ΠpX,φq for RpG, φq 6.32 64
RpGi, πCq Short notation for RpGiπ, φ
i
πC
q 6.32 64
rpGiq Vector of the RpGi, πCq in ΠRpX,φq 6.32 64
ppGiq Vector of the P pGi, φi; πCq in ΠRpX,φq 6.32 64
M Supremum matrix of them-function in ΠRpX,φq 6.32 64
M̂ Connecting supremum matrix for ppGiq and rpGiq 6.40 68
θ̂pπCq Möbius inverse of the monochrome indicator
functionm
6.44 70
θ̂ Vector of the θ̂-function 6.44 70
m Vector of the monochrome indicator functionm 6.44 70
Π0pX,φq Set of all coloured set partitions with non-vanishing
θ̂-function
6.44 70
A0, a0 Submatrices and subvectors induced by Π0pX,φq 6.44 70
xcky, xCky,
xC¤ky
CoeXcient extraction operators 6.46 70
P0pn, rq Number of elements in Π0pX,φq under colourful
splittings
6.57 76
P dispn, rq Number of elements in Π

dispX,Cq 6.58 77
πCpDq UniVcation of πC by D 6.61 82
CbpπCq Coloured blocks of πC 6.61 82
N Conversion matrix for the two-terminal reliability 6.63 82
r2pG
iq Two-terminal reliability vector 6.63 82
p2pG
iq Partition probability vector for the two-terminal
reliability
6.63 82
M2 Connecting matrix for the two-terminal reliability 6.63 82
tGrϕsu C-partition induced by ϕ in G 6.84 101
MRpG, rq Multimode reliability 6.85 102
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Term Description Def. Page
Grπs Spanning subgraph of G induced by π 6.86 102
CpGq Number of compositions of G 6.88 102
QpG, xq Partition polynomial of G 6.88 102
πpXq Blocks of π intersecting with X 6.89 103
πpXq Blocks of π not intersecting with X 6.89 103
Π¥pXq Set of pairs pπ, σq with π ¥ σ in ΠpXq 6.91 103
T pGi, pβ, γq, xq Partial partition polynomial 6.92 103
NGrW s Neighbourhood ofW in G 6.110 118
Pn Path of length n 6.110 118
PrV pW q Probability that the vertices inW are non-failing in a
stochastic v. f. network
6.111 118
DRpGq Domination reliability of G 6.112 118
RpXq Set of ordered pairs pA,Bq with A  B  X 6.113 118
Av, AX Matrices indexed by Rptvuq and RpXq 6.113 118
DRpGi, pA,Bqq Partial domination polynomials 6.114 119
upGiq Vector of all DRpGi, pA,Bqq with pA,Bq P RpXq 6.115 119
Qv, QX Connecting matrices for the domination reliability 6.115 119
GA,B pA,Bq path modiVcation of the graph G 6.119 120
dpGiq Vector of the DRpGpA,Bqq for all pA,Bq P RpXq 6.119 120
Pv, PX Connecting matrices for dpGiq and upGiq 6.119 120
Dv, DX Splitting path matrix for the domination reliability 6.122 122
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